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The Optical Angular Motion Sensor (OA4S) Program, Phase I, consisted of
the design, fahrication, test and analysis of a Triaxial Angular Motion
Sensor.

A brassboard system was fabricated and assembled. It included a trarts-
mitter, a receiver assembly and an electronics assembly. The alignment
information was transmitted between the transmitter and receiver on three
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discrete polarized light beams.

The preliminary.design and parametric analysis review was performed
on the Phase 0 Final Report, and the re-evaluation of this design
furnished criteria for the basic design of the brassboard demon-
stration model.

The detail design and supporting aralysis for the brassboard
demonstration model includes electronics and optical components,
thermal analysis, compensation circuitry 3nfd envirorn..ental stability
to demonstrate the performance requirements. The selection of parts,
materials and processes for the design and fabrication were in accor-
dance with the required specifications.

The critical component testing and evaluation was performed on all
components identified as critical to the sensor operation. These
were the light emitting diodes, silicon photodetectors and the angle
sensing crystals. These critical components were tested to show
ccmpliance with the sensor requirements. Testing also was performed
on the optical components and their mechanical subassemblies to
demonstrate the suitability over 0-140 degrees Fahrenheit tempera-
tu-e range.

The developmental testirg was carried out on the brassboard demon-
stration model to e,".iuate the capability of the brassboard system
to achieve the requirements and goals of the sensor specification.

The feasibilit) of utilizing polarization combined with the uz: cf
birefringent crystals for precision angular meas,.rement was demon-
strated. The bra.sboard system demonstrated thr.t relative angular
motion in roll, piLt:h and yaw could be performed to an accuracy of
better than five arc seconds.

The polarization concepts utilized in the program resulted in an
advancement in the state of the art in angular measurement. The
non-imaging optical concept resulted in extremely small optical
systems and the utilization of matched angle sensing crystals
permitted translation of target within the field of view without
developing a tracking error.
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The Optical Angular Motion Sensor (OAMS) Program, Phase I, consisted of
the design, fabrication, test and analysis of a Triaxial Angular Motion Sensor.

A brassboard system was fabricated and assembled. It included a transmit-
ter, a receiver assembly and an electronics assermbly. The alignment information
was transmitted between the transmitter and receiver on three discrete polarized
light beams.

The preliminary design and parametric analysis review was performed on the
Phase 0 Final Report, and the re-evaluation of this design furnished criteria
for the basic design of the brassboard demonstration model.

The detail design and supporting analysis for the brassboard demonstration
model includes electronic and optical Lot.tonents, thermal analysis, compensation
circuitry and environmental stability to demonstrate the performance requirements.
The selection of parts, materials and processes for the design and fabrication
were in accordance with the required specificatioins.

The critical component testing and evaluatioi was performed on all components
identified as critical to the sensor operation. "hese were the light emitting
diodes, silicon photodetectors and the angle sensing crystals. These critical
components were tested to show compliance with rne sensor requirements. Testing
also was performed on the optical components and their mechanical subassemblies
to demonstrate the suitability over 0-140 degrees Fahrenheit temperature range.

The developmental testing was carried out on the brassboard demonstration
model to evaluate the capability of the brassboard system to achieve the require-
ment and goals of the sensor specifications.

The feasibility of utilizing polarization combined with the use of birefringent
crystals for precision angular measurement was demonstrated. The brassboard sys-
tem demonstrated that relative angular motion in roll, pitch and yaw could be
performed to an accuracy of better than five arc seconds.

The polarization concepts utilized in the program resulted in an advancement
in the state of the art in angular measurement. The non-imaging optical concept
resulted in extremely small optical systems and the ucilization of matched angle
sensing crystals permitted translation of target within the field of view without
developing a tracking error.
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PREFACE

Chrysler Corporation Space Division (CCSD) submits this final report, which
covers the work performed in compliance with the wurk statement of contract F04701-
74-C-0062. This contract was issued by the Department of the Air Force, Headquarters
Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO), AF Unit Post Office, Los Angeles,
California 90009.

The program included design, fabrication and testing of a 3-axis Optical Angular
Motion Sensor (OAMS) brassboard demonstration model. This model is to be used in
the triaxial measurements of alignment between two separated devices. It also
included issue of critical item specifications, test and evaluation of critical
components, temperature tests of brassboard, development and test of time division
multiplex concept and extensive theoretical and actual performance analysis.

The authors acknowledge many helpful discussions with Messrs. M. Arck, J.
Redman, S. Marcus, E. Farr and Dr. T. Kazangey of Aerospace Corporation, and Lt.
G. Shaw of SAMSO.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In many spacecraft applications, the angular alignment of one device with
respect to another must be known precisely. If practical in the layout of the
spacecraft, the two devices would be attached physically to a common rigid struc-
ture which would maintain the angular alignment between them. Under certain
conditions, mechanical strains and differential thermal expansion as well as an
appreciable separation between the two devices make the maintaining of alignment
by physical restraint difficult if not impossible. Under these conditions, a
third device is required to monitor continuously the angular motions of one or
more of the devices with respect to the designated reference device.

There is presently no system capable of monitoring the relative alignment
with sufficient accuracy for precision space applications. The Optical Angular
Motion Sensor (OAMS) offers a solution. It will monitor angular deviations and
can provide signals to permit corrections to be made for misalignments. The
Phase 0 study performed under contract No. F04701-72-C-0389 resulted in the select-
ion of polarized optical technology as the best candidate system to fulfill the
requirements for accuracy, translation, response, environment and general require-
ments for adaptability to spacecraft application.

The development Phase I used the results obtained in Phase 0. The laboratory
verification tests performed in Phase 0 were used as the basis for the OAMS brass-
board demonstration model. The documentation and specifications that were produced
during the Phase 0 study and used in the Phase I contract were:

-. Final Report - SAMSO TR-73-6

Performance Evaluation Test Plan - CEI No. 73-6-TP

Prime Item Development Specification - CEI No. 73-6

Critical Component Specifications

Silicon Photodetector - CEI No. 73-6-A

Emitting Source - Pitch Channel - CEI No. 73-6-B

Emitting Source - Yaw Channel - CEI No. 73-6-C

Emitting Source - Roll Channel - CEI No. 73-6-D

Angle Sensing Crystal - CEI No. 73-6-E

Potential areas of application for an OAMS system will give some insight as
to the need for such e- angle measuring device. Some important areas of applica-
tion are:

1- 1



a) Transfer reference alignment between gu.idanc'. platform

and tracking mounts

b) Alignment of communications satellite to earth

c) Alignment while tracking space targets

d) Angular monitoring of space objects

e) Transfer of alignment to mounts external to spacecraft

f) Transfer of alignment between tracker and pointing of
high energy lasers

g) Missile aiming

h) Structure flexure monitoring

i) Earth limb roll measurement

This final report is intended to cover all requirements fcr analysis, design,
development, fabrication, assembly, test and evaluation of the brassboard model of
an Optical Angular Motion Sensor.

1-2
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2.0 OBJECTIVE

2.1 General

The objective of Phase I was design, fabrication and testing of a
3-axis demonstration model of an Optical Angular Motion Sensor (OAMS). The
model was classified as a brassboard configuration containing all components
necessary for a complete OAMS system, although not necessarily packaged in
their final shape and size. The design was also to go as far as practical
toward the final configuration goal so that the transmitter and receiver could
be calibrated, tested, evaluated and tested in a thermal environment.

2.1.1 Goals

The original requirements and goals of the program are detailed in
the Annex of this report. The performance goals were a) angular deflection
measurement to an accuracy of + 1 arc second (3 axis 1 sigma), b) measurement
range +1 degree about Line of Sight (LOS), and c) operatior over a distance
of 5 to 50 feet.

2.1.2 Engineering Tasks

The following major engineering tasks were performed.

a. Detail design and supporting analysis. Complete
design and Cl specifications for system.

b. Critical component testing and evaluation. In-
cluded temperature tests frc 0 to 1400F.

c. Developmental tests.

2.1.3 Performance Requirements

The requirements and goals of the program are included in the Annex
of this report. The following list defines rhe major performance parameters
required for an OAMS system:

a. Functional characteristics

b. Performance characteristics

1. Measurement range 5. Saturation characteriscics
2. Calibration 6. Response time
3. Accuracy 7. Operating distance
4. Outputsignals 8. Temperature range

2-1



c. Mechanical interface

d. Functional interface

e. Optical interface

f. Volume

g. Weight

h. Multiple targets

i. Structure design

j. Nuclear survivability

2.1.4 Contract Data Requirements List

Documentation required for program

2.1.5 Amendment P0003 - Change of Specifications.

Testing to demonstrate suitability over 0-140°F for components and
subassemblies.

2.1.6 Amendment P0004 - Material Cost Change

2.1.7 Amendment P0005 - Increased Tests & Evaluation and
EXtend ihedule

2.1.c3 Amendment P0006

a. Design, build and analyze a single color LED
multiplex system.

b. LED review and development and test of alter-
nate single color sources.

2.1.9 Amendment P0007

Procure, test and evaluate new LED sources for pitch
and yaw channels.

Perform brassboard testing with all control loops operat-
ing in at least one channel.

A suauary of the results for each listed item follows:

Item 2.1.1: Complete design for performance as stated in a,
b, and c. Due to LED power output limitations
the range was reduced to 25 ft. by technical
agreement. This distance met the requirements
of the program but not the goal of 50 feet.

2-2



Item 2.1.2: Engineering Tasks completed:

a. Detail design

b. Critical component testing

c. Developmient tests

Item 2.1.3: Performance Requirements

a. Functional characteristics of the system
met the general requirements of the OAMS
system.

b. Performance characteristics met pitch and
yaw prototype requirements. Roll signal
to noise was high at 25 feet but subsequent
improvements to the system reduced it to
compare to the pitch and yaw channels.

The following primary requirements were:

1. Measurement range - The angular range
met the goals of one degree in each
axis.

2. Calibration - Calibration curves are
generally a sine curve. They can be
defined by a low order polynomial of
less than six terms.

3. Accuracy - Systematic errors generally
met the requirements of less than 5 arc
seconds for the system at the +30 arc
minute range. Dynamic error was between
the requirements and the goal.

4. Output signals )f the brassboard were
generally I my per arc second. This
range was selected for ease of readout
on the brassboard display. The output
signals are adjustable

5. Saturation characteristic curves are
figtres 9.5, 9.6 and 9.7.

6. Response time of 10 hertz was met.

7. Operating distance was established at
the requirc(i distance of 25 feet due to
the output decrease in the LEDs of the
pitch and yaw channels.

2-3
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8. Temperature Range was 0-140°F and
complete brassboaid tests were per-
formed. The performance was as
expected except one channel became
erratic below 32 0 F. This was attrib-
uted to some of the components not
having been qualified to military
specifications for this temperat-:re
range.

9. Power requirements were not a criteria
for the brassboard.

c. Mechanical interface to be determined for prototype.

d. Functional interface to be determined for prototype.

e. Optical interface met requirements.

f. Volume of transmitter and receiver under prototype
requirements. Electronics over prototype require-
ments. (Not required for brassboard).

g. Weight of transmitter and receiver within require-
ments. Electronics over prototype requirements.
(Not required for brassboard).

h. Multiple targets - not applicable to brassboard.

i. Structure met mechanical and thermal requirements.

j. Nuclear survivability (study only).

Item 2.1.4: CDRL - All documents submitted.

The reports thai were produced during the Phase I
contract were:

General Test Plan (OAMS Brassboard) - CEI No.. 73-6-
TP, Rev. A

Critical Component Test Plans - CEI No. 73-6-CCTP

Configuration Prime Item Development Specification -

(EI No. 73-6, Rev A

Configuration Item Critical Components Specifications:

Silicon Photodetector - CEI No. 73-6-A, Rev A

Emitting Source - Pitch Channel - CEI No. 73-6-B,
Rev. A

Emitting Source - Yaw Channel - CEI No. 73-6-B,

Rev. A
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Emitting Source - Roll Channel - CEI No. 73-6-D,
Rev. A

Angle Sensing Crystal - CEI No. 73-6-E, Rev. A

Final Technical Report - SAMSO TR-75-120

Item 2.1.5: Amendment P0003 - Specifications changes to 0-1400 F for
brassboard and tests performed over that temperature range.

Item 2.1.6: Amendment P0004 - Costs adjucted

Item 2.1.7: Amendment P0005 - Increased tests and evaluation. These
were completed and were presented in final presentation
and the tests reports are in section 8.5 and 9.0 of this
report.

Item 2.1.8: Amendment P0006 - Completed design of single color multi-
plex. Fabricated breadboard of system. Rebuilt brass-
board so that time division multiplex could be demonstrated.
Demonstrated system at final TD presentation. Tested LEDs
in time division multiplex mode. Selected, evaluated and
purchased alternate source LEDs. Results in final report.

The test pland rise as test and the program developed. The Prime Item
Development Specification and the Critical Item Development Specifications were
updated and reissued as tests and evaluations are completed during the test pro-
gram.

The developmental tests on the demonstration model evaluated the model's
ability to meet perform•'ance requirements :f the contract, as described in this
final report.
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2.2 Design

The major design areas covered in Phast- I were: Brassboard Design -
Mechanical, Optical and Electronic. The design consisted of the following sub-
assemblies and assemblies:

Light Emitting Diodes and Electronic Drivers

Silicon Photodetector and Preamplifier

Optical Subsystem - Transmitter

Optical Subsystem - Receiver

Transmitter Housing Assembly

Receiver Housing Assembly

Signal processing electronics packaged separately with
interconnecting cables

Power Supply with Regulation Subsystem

Brassboard Optical Design

An optical analysis was performed for both transmitter and receiver
assemblies.

Brassboard Electronic Design

Electronic block diagram, schematic diagrams and specifications were
developed and analyzed from best performance criteria for signal-to-noise, accuracy,
linearity, response, angular resolution and channel separation. The flight features
required for extended operational life will include automatic light level gain con-
trol, LED balance control loop. The operational features of these AGC loops were
verified on the brassboard model. Full automatic temperature control loops were
not incorporated in the brassboard.

2.3 Summary of Results

2.3.1 Summary of Phase Zero Results

In the initial phase o[ the OAMS Program, concem's that could be
used for angular measurement were identified and evaluated. A concept making use
of the polarized nature of radiation and the interaction of polarized radiation in
optical crystals was selected as the OAMS concept. The feasibility of the concept
was proven analytically and demonstrated experimentally in the laboratory.

2-6



A preliminary design of an angular measurement system based upon

the polarization concept was accomplished. The preliminary design included the
generation of optical, mechanical and electrical drawings.

An OAMS system specification was generated and issued, critical
components were identified and critical component specifications issued. These
specifications, in combination with the schematics and drawings resulting from the
preliminary design t'ffort, served as a baseline for the development of an OAMS
demonstration model.

The use of polarization techniques was evsluated for application
to the problem. Three different polazization systems were analyzed for potential
application co spacecraft requirements. Components, subsystems and systems were
reviewed with an emphasis on ultimate spacecraft requirements and operational en-
virornment expected within a typical spacecraft.

The major considerations for the system were sensitivity, accuracy,
performance, reliability, operating environment, weight, size, power required, vul-

nerability, operating life, mairtenance, electro-magnetic interference, electro-
magnetic compatibility, achievement of goals and potential problem areas.

Since it was not practical to maintain or calibrate the equipment
in orbit, consideration was made for automatic gain control (for light level changes)
and automatic balance control.

The report included analytical studies of polarization approaches,
signal-to-noise and noise equivalent angle, optical sources, detectors, modulation
techniques, optical materials, thermal effects, signal processing, demodulation,
channel separation and cross coupling effects between axes. Radiation effects on
operational life and components were included in the study.

2.3.2 Performance Summary of Brassboard

The test results of the brassboard were generally within the proto-
type requirements. Translation errors were greater than expected. An analysis of
this prcblem resulted in a redesign of the LED control loop to compensate for the
variatiuns in the energy profile of the LEDs while moving across the field of view.
The new LED control loop is now installed in the brassboard.

The signa, to noise ratio of the roll channel was lower than
expected due to light levels. At 25 feet the resolution was below requirements
but at 10 feet they were satisfactory. The internal optical system was degraded
due to components variation from specifications. This situation was corrected
during the program extension.

The Light Emitting Diodes in the pitch and yaw channels degraded
during tests and in the brassboard tests. They are unsatisfactory for flight hard-

ware and must be replaced by another type of LED.

2.4 Applicable Documents

The following documents were applicable to the OAMS Phase I Program.
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Specifications:

Document No. Date

MIL-E-8983A 30 Nov. 71 Electronic Equipment, Aerospace
Extended Space Environment,

Genera'. Specification for

MIL-Q-9858A 16 Nov 63 Quality Program Requirements

USAF Specification 3 Nov. 59 Control of Non-conforming
Bulletin 515 Supplies

SAMSO CEI Spec. 31 DN-c. 72 Prime Item Development Specifi-
73-6 cation for an Optical Angular

Motion Sensor

MIL-STD-891A 1 June 72 Contractor Part Control and
Standardization Program

MIL-STD-1515 2 Oct. 72 Fasteners Used in the Design
and Construction of Aerospace
Mechanical Systems

SYGS Exhibit 10002 15 June 70 Nuclear Survivability
Revision 1 15 May 73

SAMSO-TR-73-6 31 Dec. 72 Optical Angular Motion Sensor
Concept Defin-ition and Prelim-
inary Design Phase

Test Plan No. 73-6- 31 Dec. 72 Performance Evaluation Test
TP Plan for the Engineering Proto-

type of an Optical Angular Motion
Sensor
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3.0 POLARIZATION TECHNIQUES

3.1 Polarization

Polarization is a property which defines the transverse nature of light
electric waves. Fally polarized light is characterized by orientation of all the
electric wave transverse planes in one direction. Unpolarized light is character-
ized by the transverse plane orientation being equally distributed in all directions.
Partially polarized light is a combination of the two conditions.

Light or radiation is not fully defined until its stokes parameters are
known. In 1852 G. G. Stokes defined four unique characteristics of light which
fully describe its intensity and polarization components. The parameter- re
generally illustrated by the following vector referred to as thve Vector.

SO

S2

s3

where S0 - intensity of light (polarized and unpolarized)
S1 - horizontal/(vertical) plane preference
S2 - 45 degree/(-45 degree) plane preference
S3 - right/(left) hand circular preference

These are the unique characteristics of polarized light that can be
separated, identified and measured.

Each Stokes parameter has the dimension of intensity and applies to
polarized light when treated as a quasi-monochromatic wave. Super-position tech-
niques are used for wide optical bands not meeting the quasi-monochromatic con-
dition by dividing it into a number of quasi-monochromatic wavelength bands.
The parameter So represents the total intensity, The parameter S1 is equal to
the excess in intensity of light transmitted by a polarizer that accepts linear
polarization in the azimuth 6 = 0 degrees over the light transmitted by a polar-
izer that accepts linear polarization in the azimuth 9 = 90 degrees.

The parameter S2 has a similar interpretation with respect to the azi-
muths i = 45 degrees and i = 135 degrees. Finally, theparameter S3 is equal to
the excess in intensity of light transmitted by a device that accepts right-handed
circular polarization over the light transmitted by a device that accepts left-
handed circular polarization. A positive Stokes parameter value indicates a
horizontal, 45 deg., or right circular preference, wherecs a negative value indi-
cates its orthogonal componerat; that is, vertical, -45 degrees, or left circular
preference.

3-1
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The Stokes vector, in addition to defining polarized light ch iracter-
istics also provides a useful tool for systematic analysis of polarizel light.
Through the use of Mueller matrices for polarized optical elements such as
quarter-wave plates, polarizers, modulators, Wollastons and analogous components;
it is possible to predict the resultant polarized light characteristics after
passing through a series of these elements. Reference 1.

Techniques

Numerous polarization systems have been designed and built for measuring
angles by means of measuring changing polarization parameters such as phase rela-
tionship. References 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11.

The first phase of this study was the review of known polarization sys-
tems for adaptability to spacecraft requirements as outlined in the OA14S technical
requirements for performance and design.

Earlier programs had utilized several modulation techniques which included
rotating polarizers, oscillating crystals, Kerr cells, light choppers, electro-
optical light modulators (EOLM), scanners, and source modulation.

Of this group, both the EOLM and source modulation have several advantages
for use in OAMS system as such devices are static (non-moving). The polarization
modulation technique can be demodulated with synchronous detection techniques offer-
ing excellent, narrow band, signal to noise characteristics. A disadvantage ass-.-

ciated with the EOLM concept is the high operating voltage of the device. Modulation
of the source with either continuous wave (CV) or pulses offers a low voltage system
but results in more complex date handling subsystems. Reference 11.

A new system was developed which combines 2 LED sources multiplexed into
a single modulated polarizEd light beam. This accomplished the advantages of the
EOLX and low voltage modulation requirements of a spacecraft. This new system is
desribed in detail in Appendix D. Further study of the various modulatiol. concepts
are performed in later stages of this study.

The next requirement v'as the projection o0 a polarized light beam from
the transmitter with a defined polarization signat- - which will not change unless
birefringence is introduced. This was acco.nplished by the use of birefringent
crystals which establish and maintain the polarization characteristics as a function
of the angular relationship of the light to the crystals.

3.2 Roll Axis

In the case of roll measurement about the line of sight, the modulated
polarized light leaves the transmitter through a calcite crystal. This crystal
orient.v the polarized light by means of the 2 optical axes of the c:ystal into a
symmetricaldistribution across the beam of light.

At. the receiver, a matching crystal "senses" the polarization distribu-
cion on the beam of light and distributes this polarization according to the
orientation of the planesof polarization. A roll between the transmitter and
receiver will increase/or decrease the polarized light on each exit beam of the
prism as a function of roll. The relationship of this polarization is sensed and
distributed onto the two detectors by means of a Wollaston prism. The relative
intensities on the two detectors am a measure of roll angle.
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A translation of the target across the light beam will not be sensec
since the horizontal and vertical components of polarizaition are uniform acros:
the entire cross section of the beam. Therefore, no change will occur zat the
prism and detectors due to lateral movement.

3.3 Lateral Axis

In the case of lateral axis sensing, polarization angle measuring con-
cepts have been developed by Chrysler. The first axis consists of angle sensing
crystals which were developed to introduce optical (polarization) phase shift
between th1-. ordinary and extraordinary rays as a function oi the entrance angle
of the light. The angle sensing crystals are two (2) identical birefringert
crystals with the optical axis oriented at 450 to the surface of the crystal.
The two crystals are turned at 900 to each other so that the extraordinary and
ordinary rays of the polarized light passing through the first crystal were
transposed in the second crystal as shown in Figure 3-1. Reference 11.

A zero optical phase shift between the E and 0 rays will occur for light
perpendiculer to the surface of the crystal. But for light not perpendicular,
the phase retardation of the polarized light leaving the crystal will change
as a function of the entrance angle. The crystals bave one sensitive axis and
one insensitive axis. The sensitivity of the angle sensing crystal is a function
of the crystalline material and its thickness. Reference 6, 8, 9.

A matching crystal at the receiver, placed in opposition to Lhe first
crystal will compensate the angular retardation for small angular translation
of the target within a projected cone of light. But it will sense and measure
any relative angular change between the 2 crystals at any position in the cone
of light.

The second axis is sensed in a manner identical to the first with the
exception that the assembly is rotated exactly 900 to the first. The two chan-
nels are )ptically sepatated by differences in wavelength and optical filtering.

Analysis of various arrangements of these concepts are described in
Appendices, A, D and E for application to the OAMS.
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4.0 RECOMMEIDED CONCEPT

4.1 Con'iderations

The three polarization/crystal concepts were analyzed and discussed
in the Appendices of the Phase 0 report. Consideration was given to various
combinations of crystals and includes multiplexing single sources with parallel
light paths, and three discrete systems. An in-depth review of sources, detectors,
modulation, demodulation and electronics was made and evaluated for operating
life, packaging, reliability, signal to noise, weight, power required and other
pertinent parameters.

The latest developments in Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) were evaluated
for lifetime, energy levels, efficiency, output geometry, size and applicability
to the system. LEDs offer numerous advantages for spacecraft application and are
discussed in detail. Tests and evaluations have been performed in the laboratory
to determine actual performance characteristics. The latest developments in
detectors were evaluated for sensitivity, detectivity, susceptibility to tempera-
ture, life and other important considerations. Modulation and demodulation were
analyzed to determine the technique to be used in order to provide optimum system
performance.

The hardware designs of both transmitter and receiver were considered
for general applicability. The effects of thermal changes and gradients on the
hardware were considered. The final design concept was predicated on the select-

ion, test and evaluation of the components and subsystems.

After consideration of the analyses in appendix E and Section 8.1,
the conclusion was reached that three discrete single color systems would have
the probability of meeting the OAMS technical requirements with a minimum possi-
bility of cross axis interference.

4.2 Design Selection

As a result of the work performed in this Phase I contract and exper-
ience applied from earlier programs, a design was selected which would meet all
the program requirements. The design utilized selected polarized light and
birefringent crystals to measure angular displacement. The design included a
transmitter at the point of reference and a receiver at the target. The trans-
mitter etits modulated, polarized light so that each axis (roll, pitch and yaw)
has a discrete electro-optical system. The transmitted beams include discrete
states which relate to each axis. The arrangement utilizes three distinct light
paths-one for each axis. Two LED emitters alternately turn on and off for each
individual channel. The light from each emitter is polarized differently. The
sequence of light emitted is continuous wave and the LEDs for each channel opera-
tes at a discrete frequency and are filtered at the receiver. The polarized
light then passes through an angle sensing crystal which orients the polarization
state as a relationship to this crystal. The arrangement is shown in Figures E.1,
E.2 and E.3 (Appendix E).
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The transmitter consists of an assembly of six light emitting diodes,
6 light focusing lens, 3 Polarizing prisms, 2 quarter wave plates and 2 angle
sensing crystals in a single assembly. The three emitted light beams carry the
triaxial angular information by their polarization states.

I

The receiver units are all within the cones of light projected by the
transmitter. The unit contains three polarization sensing assemblies, one for
each axis. The sensing assemblies consists of an angle sensing crystal (matched
to the transmitter crystal), an optical filter for color separation, a Wollaston
prism plus focusing lens'and two silicon detectors.

The diagrams of the optical system are shown and analyzed in Section 8.2
and Appendix B and the electronics is shown and described in Section 8.4. Differ-
ential detection of each pair of detectors will display amplitude and polarity
as a function of angular displacement. The sum of the two detectors operates
as an Automatic Gain Control (AGC) for automatic light level control or automatic
amplification control to compensate for light changes. Temperature compensation
circuits for LEDs and detectors have been considered. A LED balance control loop
maintains a balanced output of the two LEDs in each channel.

4.3 Conceptual Design

The following paragraphs discuss candidate design configurations which
were considered for the OAMS requirements.

Systems Goals

The system requires the comparison of angular relationship between two
points. The system must operate on a continuous basis and read out and display
the angular position of the three angles (roll, pitch and yaw). The sensitivity
and accuracy requirements and goals are defined in the Annex(Technical Requirements).

Power requirements must be reduced as far as possible and still maintain
an acceptable signal to noise ratio. An effort to minimize system voltage require-
ments has been made for the spacecraft environment compatibility. The minimum
Noise Equivalent Angle has been considered the operational design goal. The
electrical system is being evaluated for Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) ard
Electro-Magnetic Compatibility (EMC).

Vulnerability to environment within the spacecraft is an important con-
sideration in the electronic and opto-mechanical design. Optical materials have
been evaluated for vulnerability, lifetime effects and environmental effects.
The mechanical assembly has been designed to maintain stability and accuracy in
the specified operational environments. The mechanical assembly considereddom-
inates size and weight considerations and is designed to minimize these parameters.

Concept Selection

System analysis is performed in Appendix E and Section 8.1 to determine
and compare the advantages and disadvantages of different coi'igurations and com-
ponents. Several sources were evaluated and compared for efficiency, compatibility
with requirements and general characteristics. Candidate detectors were compared,
modulation and demodulation techniques were evaluated. Pulsed and Continuous Wave
operation was compared and evaluated for accuracy and signal to noise. Automatic
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Gain Control for light level compensation was evaluated, Automatic balance con-
trol for component aging compensation was considered, including the effects
imposed by the detectors and electronic components characteristics. Detectors
were evaluated on the basis of performance, detectivity, temperature sensitivity,
noise and lifetime effects. Electronic components were evaluated for perform-
ance and compatibility.

The design analysis performed in Section 8.1 and the error analysis
in Appendix E were performed prior to the fabrication of the brassboard and
then updated and corrected after comparison with performance data as it became
available.

4I
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5.0 PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

The parametric analysis is presented in section 8.1. The error analysis
for the system is shown in AppendIx E. The modulated LED systems can use either
one of two modulation techniques to produce one beam for each axis originating
from three separate transmittin", axes. These are discussed in Appendix D.
Appendix E also discusses and analyzes the types and magnitudes of cross coupling
in the system.
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6.0 BRASSBOARD DESIGN TRADE-OFFS

Design trade-offs have been considered first from the standpoint of per-
formance. These include measurement range, calibration, accuracy stability.
Then size, power, weight, reliability and other critical areas were investigated.

6.1 Operational Trade-Offs

Performance is dependent on polarization and birefringent crystals to
sense and measure angular displacement. Crystals that are commonly used for the
elements are single crystal quartz and calcite. Both have good lifetime proper-
ties and will not deteriorate in a vacuum or dry air environment. Vulnerability
to nuclear exposure is not known at this time, but under high radiation levels
some discoloration and other effects may take place. Other birefringent materials
such as sapphire, cadmium sulfide, cuprous chloride and magnesium fluoride have
been investigated for this application, but offer no particular advantages.

Light emitting diodes are the most attractive source for a spacecraft
application but in general other sources could be used such as laser, arc (Xenon
or Zirconium), and incandescent (IR radiators). Sources were evaluated for power,
temperature, size, energy, efficiency; lifetime and stability criteria. Several
types have potential for this application, however, LEDs met overall requirements
better than the others.

Source modulation offers manydesirable design features and is considered

to be a mandatory system requirement. Different modulation systems were evaluated
but several were rejected due to high voltage requirer.-nts, moving parts, tempera-
ture susceptibility, non-uniform field of view and their electrical noise character-
istics. A system was devised in which two LEDs operating alternately would result
in a low voltage polarization modulation in continuous wave modes. Multiple color
concepts have been analyzed and evaluated for application to this program. While
color separation is attractive to reduce the probability of cross-coupling errors,
it imposes special requirements on the sources. The sources must have relatively
predictable optical characteristics, high energy output and small cross sectional
area (for adequate focusing). Multicolor LED sources that met the OAMS Systems
requirements were selected for the OAMS program. Multicolor LEDs were available
but problems developed with GA AS P. Numerous detectors were evaluated
for use in the system including photo-cells, photo-multipliers, various cooled
detectors and various solid state sensors. The most ideal candidates are silicon
diodes as these devices have high detectivity, low noise and can operate efficientl:
at 70°F ambient without the complexity of cooling.

The processing electronics area offers many trade-offs. Trade-off con-
siderations include automatic gain control, automatic light level control, auto-
matic aging control, automatic temperature compensation, among others which were
evaluated during the course of this program.
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6.2 Performance

Performance trade-off considerations focused upon the noise equivalent
angle (NEA), the maximum distance between source and receiver, the angular mag-
nitude of the transmitter radiation cone, system reliability and lisfetime, the
error in the angular measurement that can be achieved, and envirorm-enLa11 V'ICC': S
upon the system performance. These trade considerations are in:f'lenced priiu.rilv
by source power, linearity and stability requirements, the type of source modula-
tion, the effect of temperature upon the source radiant output and detector noise,
the NEP and responsivity of the detector, the alignment tolerance, the system
thermal design and the cooling of the sources and/or detectors. The ultimate
effects of these considerations result in tracking system sensitivity, accuracy
and flexibility for extended life and reduced power, weight and size within the
limitations imposed by the system measuring requirements.

In a latter stage of this program trade areas concerning the hardening
of components and subsystems to nuclear weapon effects were briefly investigated.
These trade-offs include addi.ional circuit complexity versus lifetime and power
requirements, selection of less vulnerable parts versus such parameters as gain,
linearity, response characteristics and reliability, and hardening versus additional
size and weight.

6.3 Noise Equivalent Agle Versus Source Power

Noise equivalent angle can be traded for source power, operating range
capability, beam divergence and receiver aperture under all operating conditions.

6.4 Temperature Effects on Noise Equivalent Angle (NEA)

A change in temperature affects the optical power output and wavelength
radiation of the LED sources, the responsivity and NEPkof the detectors, the band-
pass of the optical filter. Also, in the electronics amplifiers, gain can change
and active electrical bandpass filters can shift with temperature variatiols.
This effect can be minimized by the use of high gain feedback amplifiers and tem-
perature compensation networks. Shifts in wavelength of the radiant source can
be compensated for by selection of a sufficiently broad bandpass for the optical
filter. *Noise Equivalent Power

6.5 Thermo-Electric Coolers

A potentially advantageous application of the T. E. cooler is for cooling
the detectors. Over the limited temperature range of operation of the OAMS system
cooling of the detectors in order to reduce shot noise and improve responsivity is
not warranted, as the resultant small performance improvement requires a substantial
increase in power requirements.

6.6 Goals Versus Requirements

The results of the preceding studies indicate that the requirements
listed in Annex(rechnical Requirements) can be met in the initial prototype hard-
ware. By the use of the latest LEDs for sources and silicon detectors the system
NEA exceeds the requirements with sufficient margin to meet the goals listed in
the referenced annex.
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6.7 Cost

Cost of the system was considered in the design phase, stressing sim-
plicity in mechanical fabrication, assembly and test. Electronic systems will
utilize, wherever applicable, integrated circuits. Medium scale integration
was investigated -is a means of reducing costs. Components such as sources,
optical elements and detectors utilized as far as possible, stock items, which
eliminated excessive costs. Reliability, lifetime and maintainability are trade
considerations that will affect the system cost. Assembly and test complexity
procedures affecting costs were considered during the design phase.
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7.0 RELIABILITY AND LIFETIME

7.1 Sources

An operational-lifetime in excess of 26,000 hours (3 years) with a shelf
life of 5 years is a goal of the OAMS system development. Though no specific fig-
ure has been assigned for system reliability, the critical components from both a
reliability and lifetime aspect are the sources. Therefore, source redundancy has
been investigated during the course of the Phase I contract and is a major area of
trade studies. Redundant sources are particularly attractive in view of the type
of source that his been selected for this application, namely the LED. Statistical
data on these devices up to the present time indicate that they have almost unlimited
shelf life in certain wave lengths. Other trade areas that effect the sources are
the radiant power output requirements, mode of operation (CW or pulsed), lifetime
versus output power, power versus operational stability, temperature effects and
cooling, and the resultant decrease in source power requirements through the use of
lower NEP detectors. The effects of the nuclear environment on the sources will
also eventually affect the trade studies.

7.2 Optical Components

The reliability and lifetime of the system's optical •omponents is more
affected by environmental considerations than any other parameters. The effect of
the hard vacuum and nuclear environments will have to be investigated. The launch
environment will also affect the optical components. Therefore, the ultimate reli-
ability and life of these passive components will be dependent upon theic capability
of surviving and performing within specifications following the aforementioned
environmental situations. Trade studies on these components hinge upon their
environmental characteristics, methods of mour.ting and isolating material studies,
size considerations and vulnerability in the nuclear environment.

7.3 Detectors

Reliability and lifetime data on silicon photodiode detectors are avail-
able from other programs. The available data on silicon PIN detectors have been
accumulated and documented.

Past experience in the use of these devices indicate that they are very
reliable and stable when properly operated. Lifetimes under normal operating con-
ditions are in the tens of thousands of hour category. Trade studies have evolved
about bias level, factors affecting noise during life and at elevated temperature
operation, linearity as a function of bias, S/N capability as a function of bias,
stability of response as a function of bias level, effects of load and the effects
of high intensity levels upon life and performance. Reference 10.

7.4 Power, Weight and Size

Power tradeoffs have evolved considerations of source size and efficiency,
operating range and beam divergence, translation capability and NEA. Since over
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40 percent of the power required for system operation will be dissipated in the
sources and source drives, a significant reduction in required power can be
attained by the use of higher efficiency and smaller size sources. The process-
ing electronics require approximately 150 watts. It is estimated that this power
can be reduced by about 110 watts in a complete integrated circuit final design.

Weight and size considerations have been made primarily on the necessity
of providing adequate mounting of the optical components, the prevention of excess-
ive thermal gradients in the optical components and their mounting structures pro-
viding adequate heat sinking of the sources and allowing for packaging of the
processing electronics.

TRANSMITTER UNIT

WEIGHT
COMPONEN_ POUNDS SIZE - INCHES

Optical-Mechanical 10-1/2 5-5/8" Dia. x 6-3/8" long

Electronics 1/2 4-3/4" Dia. x 2" long

RECEIVER UNIT

WEIGHT

COMPONENT POUNDS SIZE - INCHES

Optical-Mechanical 12-1/2 5-5/8" Dia. x 4-3/8" long

Electronics 1-1/2 4-1/2" Dia. x 2-1/2" long

"4
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8.0 BRASSBOARD DESIGN

8.1 Preliminary Design and Analysis

8.1.1 System Analysis

OAMS is basically an open loop measuring system which incor-
porates a number of closed loop subsystems to maintain stable parameters or
calibration of the complete system.

The analysis of the system consists of the derivation of
the open loop system equation expressing the effect at the output of all fore-
seeable system disturbances or perturbations. Next, each subsystem control
loop is analyzed in its efficiency in reducing the perturbations.

The initial analysis concerns the roll channel, since it is
the most basic of the three channels and its extension to the two lateral channels
is straightforward.

8.1.2 System Equation

The polarization orientation of the two transmitter beams
emerging from the Wollaston prism are assumed to be horizontal and vertical.
The corresponding power (watts) at the receiver entrance pupil are denoted by
IH and IV, respectively. The orientation of the receiver Wollaston prism at null
is assumed to be 450 relative to the transmitter prism; see figure 8-1. The light
received by a detector from each of the transmitter source is equal to the received
flux, IH or i!, times the cosine squared of the angle between the source and the
detector axis. The detector outputs (amps), 01 and 02, can be expressed as follows,
where R is the detector responsivity, (amps/watt):

Det. #1 = 01 = RlIvcos 2 (OR+450) + RIIHcOS2 (OR450)

= kRl(Il+Iv) + ýRl(IH-IV)sin 2eR

Det. #2 = 02 = R2IVcos 2 (OR-450) + R2IHcos 2 (@R+450)

= R 2 (1H+Iv V R2 (IH-IV)sin 20R
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Figure 8-1. Transmitter-Receiver Polarization Orientations

Ideally, the responsivities of the two detectors shouid be
equal. However, to account for small variations, the following notation will
be used:

R2-R1 = AR and R1 = R

The detector outputs are then:

201 = ( 'H+IV) + (IH-Iv) sin 2 0R

R

202 = (IH+Iv) - (Ii-Iv) sin 20 + S
R R= (l+q R) 1(1ll+IV) - (111-IV) s•in 20RI
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The quantity, S ,is the detector unbalance error signal expressed in terms of
the percent difference in responsivities, (AR/R) x 100%:

1 !j
s R (Itl+IV) (IH-IV) sin 20RJ

1R= AR/R

The OAMS signal processing requires the use of the difference and the sum of
these two detector output signals. This difference and sum will be denoted by
A and E, respectively. They are:

A= 01-02 Z 014+02

2A, 2 R-2 (IH.IV) sin 20R -S
"R(2+Tk) ('-Iv) sin 2 eR-nR (In+IV)

2= 2 (IH+Iv) +S

= ( 2 +qrR) (IH+Iv) -
1 R (IH-Iv) sin 2 %R

in OAMS each of the sources are sinusoidally modulated 180 degrees from each
other:

IV = I1l [l-mlsinwt]

IH = 12 [ l-m 2 sin(wt+b)]

where ml and m2 are modulation indices and 6 represents a phase error in themodulation. On making the substitutions:

Al - 12-11 II = I T1 -AI/I

Am =m2-ml ml M m qm =Am/m

one obtains

IV= ½(l-m sinwt)

IH =I(l+m sinwt) + 3 mlE

mIE =AI +(Im4gIm-AJlmW ) cos8 sin wt

+(14.I) (m+6m) sin 6 coswt

-mI(l-cosb) sinwt

E = m IT +(TlI+TIm+11.qm) cos6 sinwt

+(l+%) (1 44m) sin6 coswt

* (l-cos 6 ) sinwt

1 'Ti + P sinwt + Q coswt
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where 1R R

•I =I

P = (I+lm+4rqim) cos6- (1-cos6)

Q = (1-91) (14-9m) sinb

Also
(IH-Iv) =mI(sinwt +kE)

(z&v) = I(l+jnz)

The difference and sum signals then become

2A = mI(2+flR)(sinwt+4E) sin 2eR-nRI(l+nME)2E=
2_•=I(2+TIR) (l+ýZ) -mtlI(sincz+kE) sin 20R

R

On substituting for E,

1E = it--1 + P sirwt + Q coswt

The differences and sum signals become

R= ml [(2+rR)(l+kP) sin 2 9R0VRP] sinwtR

+ ml [(2+'IR)kQ sin 20R-k1RQ ] coswt

1+ ml [(2+nR) (Zlii 9 1 sin 2 %R - OR (R) (l+I)l

2; = I [(2+qR)(l+rIr) - %1RTI sin 2NR]R
+ I 1(2+iR) WP - mflR(l+.iP) sin 20 1 sinrt

+ I [(2+rtR) ýMQ - k111R Q sin 2 0R I coswt

The difference and sum signals can now be written as

LA-• -mIA sinwt + mIC coswt + mIF
R

___ = IB + ID sinwt + IG coswt
R

where the values of A, B, C, DI, F, and G can be found from the two preceding
equations.
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A system block diagram consisting of the pertinent electronic
processing elements is shown in figure 8-2. Amplifier K, represents the total
gain of the preamplifiers and the differential amplifier. The blocking capacitor
will remove the L.C. component of the difference signal. This difference signal
then becomes the dividend signal for the divider. The sum signal is amplified
by a low pass active network of D.C. gain K The active filter attenuation
at the signal frequency will be denoted by ý(w). The D.C. portion of the sum
signal becomes the divider signal to the dividing module. The signal, V',
emerging from the divide is

V1 1 ~A lI i~ + C coswotl
K2  I D [B+ho. D sinwt + h(w) G coswt]

It it is assumed that the low pass filter in the sum circuit has sufficient

high frequency attenuation,

h(w) -0

and

-- m sinwt + m C coswt
K1  BIK

For the present, it will be assumed that the synchronous demodulator will detect
only the sinwt signal and ignore the quadrature component m 9 coswt. The out-
put of the demodulator, V, can then be represented as

- V =m A/B
K1

( 2 +11R) (I+½P) sin 2@g + kqR P
= m ( 2 +9R) (l+1ý9i) - ý9RqI sin 2 8 R

where

P = ('I + ra + tlqm) cos6 - (1-cos )

This can be written as

-V m l+ )P sin 2 )R - m 11R r

K1  -+k('O) 
2 ( 2 +qR) [l+l(qi-•)]

0 Tla sin 28 R
( 2 +qR)

Let K2  = +u] sin 2R - mv

K1
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where u~: -+' •4)-1

exact
2+T1I -

v = TRP exact(2+11R) (2+q I-0)

P = ( 1+t•yr'mm) cos6 - (l-cosC)

The first term of amplitude 1 +u represents the amplitude of the desired signal.
If this term differs from unity, u$ 0, the result is a change in scale factor.
The percent change in scale factor or percent change in angular reading is
therefore uX 1007..

The second term of amplitude, v, represents an output signal when the input
angle, 0, is zero. Therefore, the amplitude of this term represents a shift
in the position of null. The angular shift in null, A@, is given by

m sin 24OR = m

"AOR $ ½v
Assuming the electronictcan maintain a constant phase relationship between LED
signals,6 0= , then

U ,rm+ q xc
V - exact

liR(1 +ry"-'i 1 1m) exac t

V =(2+IR) (2+qi_,-)

rI P2R1h sin 2!F = k,'R`I(l-kR) sin 28R
( 2+11R)

If only second order terms are retained, 0= 0, and

U = q 2nd order

v = q 2nd order

If first order terms are retained

u = kirm 1st order

v 0 Ist order

8-7
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8.1.3 Analysis Review

The chaige in scale factor, u, and the shift in null, v, are
given by

u

v

and the two LED light iignals are

LEDi = i(l:Lmisin t)

where't andY% are the fractional differences between the intensities and the
modulation indTces of the two LED's:

12 I1 m2 - m1

I1 ml

It can be seen that the change in scale factor , is (to
1st order) a function only of the difference in modulation index be-ween the
two LED's. In other words it is important to maintain the same ratio of A.C.
drive signal to D.C. drive signal for each LED, i.e., mI = m2 orylm = 0. If
this ratio is maintain the same in each LED, then the scale factor will remain
unchanged even if the relative intensities, II and 12 of the two LED's change
drastically. By obtaining the two LED drive signals from the same source as shown
schematically in figure 8-3, a control dircuit to maintain the A.C. signals to the
IED's or to control-im, is unneceasary.

In this case the A.C. and the D.C. components of the two LED
signals are derived from the same source, and hence the modulation index is the
same in each case. This situation is presently maintain in the phase one elec-
tronics, although the details of the actual circuit differ from that of figure 8-2.

It is estimated that the modulation indices can be maintained
easily to within 0.17., orlim = .001. This would correspond to a change in scale
factor (1 2Yrim or 0.9 arc seconds error at a full scale reading of 1800 arc seconds.

*1 Next, consider the shift in the null position, v. Assuming
that the modulation index is maintain constant, the shift in null is given by

'60 = ?v = (1/8)*i

The shift is proportional to the product of the detector
imbalance and the amplitude of the LED signal. It should be remembered that

I

represents the rec i-ed light unbalance. Two circumstances are envisioned which
would change the relative levels of the received light: 1) due to aging, or some
other cause, the conversion efficiency of one LED would change more than the other,
2) the light intensity pattern of each LED would be different at the receiver.
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Worat case considerations allow a possible estimated 102.
variation in LED intensities. The detectors in OAMS are presently matched to
17.. This situation creates a shift in null of approximately

A e = (I/09Rnx = ( 1/8 )(. 01) (.)

- 1.25 x 10-4 rad

- 25 arc seconds

This error can be reduced by either of two methods, each
of which involves the use of a control loop to adjust circuit parameters. One
method is to monitor and adjust the detector unbalance,q - 0. The second
method and the most practical is to monitor and adjust t[e relative amplitudes
of the two LED signals, il, - 0. This is described in the next section. If
both detector unbalance, 1 R, and LED unbalancen, can each be maintained to 1%,
the maximum shift in null would be

A• = 1125 x 10"5 rad

= 2.5 arc seconds

8.1.4 LED Intensity Control Loop - General

The drive currents and the light output of each of the LED's
is of the form

LED1 - Il(l-km sinwt)

LED 2 = 12(1-m sinwt)

Here it is assumed that, except for the 1800 phase shift, each of the signals
is derived from the same source, and therefore the ratio of A.C. to D.C. cur-
rent, m, is the same in each LED. However Il and 12 are functions of LED
efficiency and of position in the transmitter field of view, and are therefore
subject to variations. It is the requirement of the LED control loop to vary
one of the LED signals such that the light amplitude of each of the LED's, as
measured at the receiver, are equal, i.e.,

II a 12 and T1 = 0 at the receiver aperture

This is accomplished in the following manner. It will be noted from the pre-
vious section that the sum signal in the receiver contains an A.C. component
of magnitude

L = ýRID sinwt

AC

where
D - k( 2+11R) mP-mrIR(l+kP) sin 28 R

- m [(2+r9R- R sin 2 SR)(r91+rlm+9IrTm) 2 9R sin 28R]

Considering only first order terms and assuming lim = 0

D m m(r +Ti)
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Therefore, the A.C. component of the sum signal, Z, is proportional to the LED
urbalance.

This signal is used as a control signal to vary the ampli-

tude of the drive current to one of the LED's until Z = 0, at which point

the LED intensities will be balanced (as seen by the reffiver).

A detailed description and analysis of the control loop is
contained in the following section. Here, the overall performance will be
discussed.

Errors in the operation of the control loop will occur due
to the fact that in the second order approximation, other circuit imbalances

can also contribute to the A.C. component of the receiver sum signal. For
example, to second order, the A.C. component of the sum signal is

ZAC = kmI(I+½flI"R - 11R sin 2eR)

The important term is the last term, since it represents the minimum value of
the control signal. Assuming the following system parameters:

emax = .0175 =10

TR = .01

the last term becomes

11R sin 208R = 1.75 x 10-4

Therefore, the LED control loop cannot balance the LED's to an accuracy greater

than

fim 1.75 x 10-4 = .01757.qlminimum

this represents a null shift of

A•e = kV = l/817R)71
=(1/8) (.01)(1.75 x 10-4)

.22 x 106 rad

= 0.045 arc seconds at 0 = 10

It will be shown that the error in the lateral channel LED control loops is
:• • the same.
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8.1.5 LED Intensity Control Loop Analysis

The OAMS LED control block diagram is shown in figure 8-4.
The system clock oscillator provides the two A.C. drive signals to the LED's.
The D.C. bias through the LED's is obtained from a reference voltage. The
modulation index of each'IED signal is, therefore, identical, even though the
efficiencies of the IVD's may differ.

LED number one receives the drive signal through a divider
module. This divider is used as a variable gain amplifier in which the gain
is proportional to a control signal at the divisor input.

The control signal is derived from the system sum signal,L,

k4I (B-H sinwt)

The sum signal is synchronously demodulated and filtered to provide only a D.C.

signal,e , equal to

E = control signal

= kK3 RID

kK1( RIm?)1

where K3 is the control loop gain.

The drive signal to the final LED is then

K4 b(l-m sinwt)
C+E

where C is the D.C. offset voltage applied to the divisor input of t divider

module. This prevents division by zero when 7. = 0, and sets the oi, rating
points for the LED. The constant K4 is the basic divider gain, i.e., K4=10.0.

Since the control signal is small, the approximation

1 = l-X
l+X

can be used, and the LED drive signal becomes

K4 b K4b
- (1 - m sinwt) - C- (1 - m sinwt)

= steady state signal + control signal

The use 2f the divider in the control circuit introduces am
additional loop gain of b/c . The system can now be represented by a linear
system in which the divider is replaced by a sumnation and an additional loop
gain of b/c 2 .
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Considering only changes from a perfectly balanced LED
system, it can be seen that a change in LED 1 signal amplitude dV2 causes a
change in the receiver sum signal dL. In general the system can be represen-
ted by block diagram, figure 8-5.

ý2= dv2  RIrl

V2

M kRIr

Figure 8-5. Open Loop System Block Diagram

The light intensity, Ir, contains the subscript to denote
that it is the received light intensity which is to be used in this expression.
The open loop transfer function, M, consists of the product of such factors as
LD efficiency, detector responsivity, optical transmission and most importantly
a function of ranyRe, since range will also affect the received 1.ght intensity.
Therefore, for most OAMS applications, M, is a variable.

The open and closed loop systems and their respective A.C.
sum error signals are shown in figure 8-6.

dV = E01

dV M- o? ~~ +• K K L. -

Figure 8-6. Open and Closed Loop System Block Diagrams

The reduction or improvement in the error signal is

LED Control Loop Effectiveness =cl -mcl2-ol Amol

- 1
1 + K3 K4 M

where it must be remembered that the system transfer function M is a variable,
depending on LED and detector efficiencies of transmitter-receiver separation.
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Determination of M

The value of M for a given range will have to be determined
experimentally by circuit voltage measurements. With the feedback loop dis-
connected, the two ID drive signals are adjusted until a zero A.C. sum signal
is obtained. The A.C. drive voltage to LED #2 is then measured and recorded.
Next a deliberate LED offset is introduced by changing the LED #2 drive signal,
and recording the magnitude of the resultant A.C. sum signal. The value of M
is therefore

change in Z dZ
H change in LED #2 drive voltage = -V2

A close approximation to M can be obtained by simply taking
the ratio of the D.C. sum signal to the sum of the D.C. components of the LED
drive signals.

S DC

In general M will be around unity, e.g., 0.5 to 5. The
value of M needs to be found for only one transmitter/receiver operation. The
values at other separations can be approximated by using the inverse square
law. Also, since M is small, a relatively high loop gain, K, K4 , is rep-iired
to significantly reduce the LED imbalance, i.e.,

)77-- = 1 17 IOL
ICL =1 + K3 K4 M

K3 K4 M>>l

8.1.6 Extension of Analysis to Lateral Channels

In the lateral channels the light incident on each detector
is given by

01 = RI [4IH(l+sin ka) + 4 Iv(l-sin ka)]

02 R2 [41H(l-sin ko) + 4 Iv(l+sin ka)]

where

R = detector responsivity

k = optical gain of angle sensing crystal

= relative angle between transmitter and receiver angle
sensing crystals

Let R2 -RI =AR RI 1 z R

and =a R2 - RI
and R R R 1

8-15
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The detector signals become

20i
201 (ll+Iv) + (IN-Iv) sin ko

R

202- (1 +1V (1 (-1v sin ka + S

where

S = 7R [(Ie+IV) - (I,-Iv) sin ka]

This is exactly the same form as the equations for the light
on the roll channel detector, except that the angular argument, 29R, is replaced
by ka . Therefore, after making this suDstitution, the lateral channel error
analysis becomes identical to the roll analysis.

The lateral channel output is

L V = M [l+u]sin k a - my
KI

where, as before
U P-nj+

2+Jk- 0

V (2 +1R) (2+rh_-0)

P =7 cos6

7R71, sin k'
I= (2+7R)

Or, if only second order terms are retained,

u 71v= •(" -+ rm)I½1

The change in output scale factor, u, is just as dependent
on the modulation index on the roll channel, i.e., one-percent variation in
indices is equivalent to one-half of one percent change in scale factor or 9.0
arc seconds error at 1800 arc seconds. As discussed in the roll channel, the
modulation index for the LED's can be easily maintained to within 0.1% or less
than one arc-second error at 1800 arc seconds.
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The shift in null position,Ao, is found by

m sin kAco my

v RI
k 4k

The null shift in the-lateral channels is less than the shift in the roll
channel by a factor of (I/2)K=.30 for OAMS.

Therefore, assuming an initial detector offset of one percent
and an LED unbalance of 10 perceat, the shift in null would be

i
= (4)730) (.)(.01)

= 0.85 x 10-5 rad

= 1.75 arc second's

The requirement for an LED intensity control loop in the lateral
channels is marginal. However, if an LED intensity control loop is incorporated
into the lateral channels, the minimum unbalance then can be achieved (as cal-
culated for'the roll channel) is

assuming arax = .0175 = 1°

7R = .01

k =60

2.imum =7R sin ko'max<(1.01)(
6 0)(.0175)

This represents a iu..l shift of less than

v 7R?'I min
A•= K 4k

= 'OR OR kc max)
4k
%I2 Cmax

4

= same as roll channel

= .045 arc seconds

The LED intensity control loop in the lateral channels has

approximately the same ultimate accuracy as that of the roll channel, i.e.,
5 .045 aro seconds. Due to the dependence on Ci , this error is actually a

scale factor error, and .045 arc seconds error is the error at 10.

8-18
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8.1.7 Background Illumination and Detector Noise Considerations

Assuming a background light intensity IB entering the
receiver aperture and two detectors each having a noise equivalent power,
N(f,Alf) watts/Hz4 , the outptut of each detector will be:

O1 = 01 + ýRlIB + RlIN

02 = 02 + kR21B + R2 1N

where IN = N(Af) 4 = IN(f, Af)

When the difference and the sum of the two detectors are
taken, the resultant noise power will be the sum of the squares of the noise
power output of each detector. The difference and sum signals will be

A' = + kTB(R-R2) + IN R2 + R2

' = Z + kIB(Rl+R2 ) 'N R2 + R2

The output of the divider circuit will be

AC 4AC + 'NA 1I +R2

EDC Y-1C INEV/R2 2R + 41B (R1 +R2)

The different subscripts on I illustrate that, due to
different bandwidths and center frequencies in the sunmnation and difference
electronics, the noise will be different in each case. The bandwidth of the
difference amplifier circuit is in the tens of kilohertz. The summation
amplifier circuit contains a D.C. low pass filter of 10 Hz bandwidth. There-
fore, the two noise voltages will be different.

The divider output can be simplified:

'A IC mRIA sinwt + INA/J+R--;2
/R2+R2

-DC ½RIB+INV 1 2 - ,I-(RI+R2 )

mA s ini..t + 2ii~/1ji+1R)
B +277NI+I RZ+B (2+qR)

~NY /l+ii+R) + 17B

here_ 'B = background intensity
"B I signal intensity

I NA equivalent A noise intensity
NA signal intensity

I NZ equivalent Z noise intensityI signal intensity
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8.1.8 Noise Evaluation

For the momant, assume that the background illumination is
zero, IB = = 0, and that the detector noise is small compared to the D.C.
sum signal, 4N2 B. The output of the divider is then

Im~. s init + 2~li~

BX B B B
DC I

A N ~NF

Since A-2 sin K , B=2, and ENA'NVO,

CC= m N- .NZsin Kasinwt + ENA

The noise in the sum circuit, eNZ" creates a fractional
change in scala factor, u,

U 21 Ne+•(I+•R) z
2. 4NZ

B

S= '[2 I N X

S4 N(f0A Afo) ( )

&I

where, in OAK-S, the summation noise .is evaluated in a bandwidth of approximately
10 Hz, extending from zero Hertz to ten Hertz. This noise term will contain
considerable 1/f noise and will probably have to be evaluated experimentally for
each detector.

iAe noise in the difference circuit, cNA creates a random
K shift in the position of null,Ac , approximately equal to

m sin ka = EN•

_ NA

mk
42Z 71NA

• "• mk

_ý m2 N (f *Afw)(afw)

mk

In this c~se the noise is evaluated in a bandwidth, Afw' centered at the system
oscillator frequency fw" In general this noise, for equal bandwidth, will be
much less than the noise in the sum signal since it does not contain the
low frequency, 1/f, noise. This noise can usudlly be accurately predicted from
vendor data on NEP, however, it is better to also measure this in the system
to account for any other noise sources, i.e.,
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noise voltage in Z signal 1
•NE average D.C. Z signal rf2

noise voltae at filtered output of demodulator 1

•NA = average D.C. P signal

In the OAI4S circuit the measurement of '1 NAand S is
not straightforward due to the different gains and filter loctions In the
processing electronics. Figure 8-7 illustrates the block diagram.

The noise in the Z' circuit is amplified by K4 , filtered by
h (w) and, as shown in the analysis in this section, becomes an amplitude mod-
ulating signal for angular information. This modulation caused by the noise
in demodulated and filtered, h2 (w) , along with the signal. The Z circuit noise
is therefore filtered twice, and the resultant noise spectrum given by

(Detector noise spectrum) x hI (w) h2 (w)

or the noise equivalent power incident on the detectdr, IN , given by approxi-
mately

INf N (Afo)

where Afo is the effective bandwidth Df hl (w) h2 (2).

The equivalent Z charnel signal to noise ratio can be
meanured by measuring the signal to noise ratio at B in figure 8-7. For this
measurement the connection indicated by the short AC is made and the A signal
is grounded at D. The signal then appearing at B is the D.C. I signal pius
the filtered noise.

noise at B
(S/N) = ENZ = 7 •NZ = 4oc at B

The difference signal,A, is amplified by K and K , demod-

ulated at the channel frequency, and the demodLlate4 signal filtered gy hl (w).
The resultant noise at B is, therefore, the amplified noise appearing in a
bandwidth, Af1 , centered about the system frequency. The bandwidth is the
effective banAwidth of the demodulator ana the filter h2 (M).

This noise can be measured at B directly, since as shown
in the analysis, the A circuit noise causes a shift in the position of atil.
The signal to noise ratio at the detector ()N&) - can be obtained from thc noise
measurement at B, since

SK1K 3
Noise at B (volts) = -4 P'NkKR

= V• RNA

K2

(S/N)- = 4 =42 = 1_2 (Noise at B)
NA N KIK 3
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The effective shift in null is

mKI -K- x (Noise at B)

m KKIK3

(Noise at B)
= (Scale Factor)

where
Scale Factor = volts/arc sec at B

= m K K1 K3

Ka,
Table 8-1 illustrates the noise measurements made on phase

one OAMS at a range of 25 feet.

Effect of Noise on LED Control Loop

From the previous sections, the A.C. component of the sum
signal or the LED control loop error voltage is (assumingi 7m = 0)

Z-AC = •.I(+½ ( 9•1 '?R sin ka ) + Noise

The noise is the detector (and system) noise appearing in the zero to ten Hz
bandwidth of the sum amplifier circuit, which is

IMr AI + = I 7NE

=,r2 N (fo 0  '•f•o)

which is predominently the detectof (1/f) r. oise.

The control loop error voltage is

ZC = kmR'l7½ + J1mRI(-flR'lR sin ko, + 1NZ)

The last term with the parenthesis is an undesired control voltage ana the
minimum possible value of i is

nI(minimum) kI'7R - 17RKO + YN

=l•NI - IRV&

Since the noise term is of random polarity, the negative
sign should be considered positive to indicate the maximum value of the undesired
control voltage. The error represents a shift in null of

YIRI (minimum)
4K

4K 4
The effect of the noise on the control loop is reduced if the detectors are matched.
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Table 8-1. OAMS Phase One Noise Measurements

Range = 25 Feet

A Signal

CHANNEL
N (1) 2NA(2 ) EQUIVALENT TIME

OUTPUT NOISE NULL SHIFT CONSTANT
mv (peak) sec (peak) sec

PITCH +1.5 1.57 x 10-4 +1.5 .045

YAW +3.0 3.03 x 10-4 +3.0 .045

ROLL **+12.0 3.84 x 10-5 **+12.0 **.63

**Subsequent system signal to noise imprcvements reduced noise on
roll channel and decreased time constant to .045.

T Signal

EQUIVALENT
rDC ENOISE CHANGE IN ERROR AT(TO FREQ) TINE SCALE FACTOR 1800 SEC.

volts my +% +sec

PITCH -3.814 +2.0 3.50 x 10-4 .052 .93

YAW -2.654 +1.5 4.00 x 10-.4 .057 1.02

ROLL -4.820 +1.5 2.20 x 10-4 .031 .56

NOTE 1: Low frequency components - under 2 Hz predominated higher frequency (grass)
was less than 0.6 my rms.

NOTE 2: 11 JN a
Na 2
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Table 8-2. OAMS Phase One Noise Measurements

Range = 5.0 Feet

SSignal

CHANNEL

s(1) EQUIVALENT TIME
OUTPUT NOISE NULL SHIFT CONSTANT

my (peak) sec (peak) sec

PITCH +1.0 1.01 x 10-4 +1.0 .045

Y&W +0o.5 5.05 x 105 _+0.5 .045

ROLL +3.0(4) 1.00 x 10-5 +3.0(4) .045
* T=.045
ROLL( 2 ) +0.5 1.68 x 10-6 +0.5 .63
7'=.63

XSignal

EQUIVALENT
ZDC ENOISE 17ZCHANGE IN ERROR AT

CN 3CALE FACTOR 1800 SEC.

volts mv +7. +sec

PITCH -3.190 +1.5 3.32 x 10- 4  .047 .85

YAW -3.05 +0.5 1.15 x 10-4 .016 .29

ROLL -12.0(3) +2.0 1.18 x 10-4 .017 .30

NOTE 1: Low frequency components under 2 Hz predominated higher frequency (grass)

was less than 0.6 mv rms

NOTE 2: Low pass filter connected to system output

NOTE 3: X amplifier saturated at close range - noise measured at edge of fov.

NOTE 4: Data was taken before system improvements in signal to noise ratio of
roll channel.
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Table 8-3. Summary of OAMS Phase One
Random Errors

Range = 25 Feet

RANDOM CHANGE TOTAL NEA

NEA AT NULL IN SCAIE FACTOR AT 1800 SEC.

PITCH + 1.5 sec + .052 7. + 2.45 sec

YAW *3.0 .057 *4.02

ROLL *12.0 .031 *12.56

*Subsequent signal to noise improvements reduced these
figures.

Range -5.0 Feet

PITCH + 1.0 sec + .047 7% + 1.85 sec

YAW 0.5 .016 0.79

ROLL 3.0 .017 3.30
'r=.045

ROLL 0.5 .017 0.80
'r=.63

NEA = NOISE EQUIVALENT ANGLE

NOTE: Predominate noise errors are due to noise between 0 and 2 Hz.
Figures shown are peak readings within an observation time of
approximately 10 seconds on an oscilloscope. Measurement
accuracy is +0.5 my peak due tc scope noise.
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8.1.9 Background Illumination

Assuming zero noise, the output of the demodulator is

S= m sin ka

= m [l-1B(2+7•R)] sin ka

= m [l-u] sin ka

Background illumination will cause a fractional change in
the scale factor, .

= k (2+%)

The fractional change in scale factor is equal to the ratio
of background radiation entering the receiver aperture, IB (\) to the signal
radiation, I, entering the receiver aperture. Only the background radiation
falling within the bandpass of the optical filter is to be considered in this
ratio. The expected background illumination i.a the spacecraft is expected to
be low level and have a small effect on the AGC. However, if higher levels
become a problem A.C. demodulation will eliminate the effects.
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8.2 Optical Design

8.2.1 Trnmte

The transmitter optical design is shown in figure 8-8. An
objective lens is used to collimate the light emitted from the LED. One-half
of the light from each LED is transmitted in the appropriate polarization mode,
by the Wollaston Prism. This linearly polarized light is then changed to cir-
cular by the quarter wave plate. The light from one LED is right-hand circular-
ly polarized as it leaves the quarter wave plate, while the light from the al-
ternate LED is left-hand circularly polarized as it leaves the wave plate.
These two light f, rms are then changed to elliptical as they pass through the
angle sensing crystal (ASC).

In principle the transmitter optical design is straight-

forward. A simple collimator is required to image the light emitting area at
infinity, the focal length of the collimator being adjusted to provide the
desired field of view (FOV) or angular beam spread. The design is somewhat
complicated 1 the fact that as a unit, the LED's are not Lambertian emitters,
and the brig..cness or intensity as a function of angle of emission differs
greatly from unit to unit. Also, it has been found that the emitting area is
not of uniform brightness. Dark spots are not unconmnon.

It is possible to calculate the far field intensity of the
LED-lens combination, if the LED brightness is known. However, this involves
numerical integration of the LED intensity pattern. This was done for two of
the LED's, pitch and roll channels, with varying degrees of accuracy. The
details are shown in appendix B.

The results are summarized in figure 8-9. The LED incre-
mental area, dAI, and flux density E', is imaged in the far field as area dA
and flux density E. By using geometrical optical relationships and LED emission
parameters as shown in the appendix, the flux density, E, at the receiver can
be calculated:

P T G a 1(D 2

where PT/A is the average power density over the emitting area, D is the diameter
of the collimating lens and S is the range. The terms G (a)/G(I/Z) is the frac-
tion of the total emitted energy collected by the collimating lent. This is an

increasing function of a, 2 or the angle subtended by the detector as seen by
the lens. The term 1/sin a represents a loss in flux density due to the mag-
nification of the optics. As the focal length of the lens becomes shorter

(a increases) the energy from the source is spread over a larger area, thus
decreasing the flux density.

It is seen that there are two competing effects in the optimum
choice of collimator focal length or a (a is proportional to 1/f). In other

words, the collimator focal length must be chosen for each LED such that

sin8-
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is a maximum. An additional constraint on the focal length is that the focal
length not be so long that the field of view is less than the system require-
ment (approximately 3.0 degrees).

The quantity, G (a), must be obtained empirically for each
LED and the optimum focal length calculated. Fortunately, the function to be
maximized is quite broad in that it is not strongly dependent on focal length,
or a. Indeed, for a Lambertian source

G__i L ._ _ =(1

G (7) sin2a

and the far field flux density is independent of collimator focal length.

Unfortunately, the data supplied by the manufacturer is
usually not sufficient to calculate C (a), and the laboratory equipment and
procedure required to measure G (0) is -,o extensive, that it is mcre straight-
forward to simply measure the far fiEld intensity Aith a number of different
focal length collimators. In most cases the emission is Lambertian to the
extent that the selection of focal length is not very critical, the far field
intensity variation being around ten to twenty percent for relatively large
changes in collimator focal length. In most cases the focal length is deter-
mined more by the diameter of the emitting area and the desired field-of-view.

In figure 8-9 is shown the results of the irradiance cal-

culations compared to the measured result for two LEDs. The Texas Instruments
TI SLU3 calculation was made with the assumption of Lambertian emission. The
GE-SSL55C calculations were made from measurements of G (a) as shown in the
appendix.

In summary, the calculations and laboratory measurements
indicate that an important LED selection criteria should be PT/A or the emit-
ted energy density at the emitting surface. In the case of a Lambertian
emitter or an emitter in which the brightness does not vary greatly (fifty
percent) over the emitting area this would be the only criteria. However,
some LEDs have been found with vary greatly from a Lambertian source. These
LEDs have significant "dark" areas on the emitting surface. In fact some
of the LEDs are primarily edge emitters surrounded by a circular reflector
which reflects the light forward. In such cases the effective radiating area
is unknown and generally varies from unit to unit due to very loose internal
tolerances. In such cases an approximation of the energy can be made by using
the average energy density across the reflector (PT/Trr 2 , r = reflector radius).
This in general gives a conservative estimate of the available power output.
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8.2.2 Receiver

The receiver optical design is shown in figure 8-10 and
table 8-4 which gives the dimensions of the elements. The first element is the
angle sensing crystal (ASC). This element I. omitted in the roll channel and is
replaced by a plane window. The angle sensing crystal is two millimeters thick,
which provides an optical "gain", K=60, at the nominal system wavelength. (The
gain does not vary significantly over the different channel wavelength. The
Wollaston- prism is next, followed by an interference filter. Off-the-shelf
filters were selected for each channel such that the transmission versus wave-
length characteristics provided the least cross coupling between channels. The
elements up to and including the filter are plane-parallel components having zero
power and do not enter significantly into the optical design. The system stop is
located at the rear surface of the objective lens. The preceding elements are
large enough so that there is no vignetting over the field of view, +10.

Emerging from the Wollaston Prism are two collimated beams
separated by 150 + 0.50. The plano convex lens and the inmmersion lenses (tech-
nically these are secondary lenses) image the aperture stop onto the detector.
This arrangement insures that the detector is uniformly illuminated for any
object position within the field of view. The details of the objective and
immersion lens are shown in figure 8-11 and 8-12.

The focal point of the objective coincides with the radius of
curvature of the immersion lens, and the immersion lens does not introduce addi-
tional aberrations into the system, for near on axis imagery. For moderate off-
axis objects, the light strikes the immersion lens at near normal incidence.

The spherical aberration and coma of the plano-convex objec-
tive lekis is easily calculated from the following equations:

TS 07 'f - f .073 (501 - .45 mm
TSA =.073 (F.-.•. 2)

(F 17)(2)

coma - a f .148 (50j__ = .0328 mm
16(N+2) T 16(3.52) (4)

a = 8.50 - .148 rad
max

The optimum lens shape for the objective should be the
Minimum Spherical Shape. However, for an object at infinity a plano-convex
lens with the curved surface facing the infinite conjugate, the spherical
aberration is only 9.0 percent larger. The coefficient in the above equation
is .073 as opposed to .069 for the Minimum Spherical Shape. The coma of the
plano-convex shape is slightly smaller than indicated in the equation.

As a rough estimate of the performance of the system, one
can assume that the spot size on the detector will increase by an amount equal
to the sum of the spherical aberration and coma. Since the system is designed
about a nominal 2.0 mm spot size (assuming perfect imagery), the aberrations
will increase the spot size to 2.49 mm, which is just within the 2.50 actual
detector diameter.
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Table 8-4. OAMS Optical Components U

RECEIVER

COMPONENT SIZE THIlCKNESS CURVATURE COMMfENTS

!Plane Window 32 mm dia. 2.0 mm - Roll onlyBK-7

rASC 32 nu dia. 2-.O mm -Pitch and Yaw only,
____ ___ ___ _ _ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ Quartz

Wollaston 25 x 25 mm 23 mm Calcite, 150

Filter 27 mm dia. 6.0 mm-

Aperture Stop 13 mm dia. -

Objective Lens 27 mm dia. /.0 mm F.L.=50.mm

Immersion Lens 3.66 mm dia. 2.25 mm R=7.83 mm BK-8

Detector 2.5X2.5 mm - UDT-PIN-50

TRANSMITTER

COMPONENT SIZE THICKNE 3 CURVATURE COMMENTS

Plane Window 22 mm dia. 2.0 mm - Roll Only, BK-7

ASC 22 mm dia. 2.0 mm - Pitch and Yaw only,
Quartz

Lens:

Pitch 20 mm dia. 6.0 mm F.L.m40 mm

Yaw 20 am dia. 6.0 nu F.L.-40 mm ..

Roll 20 mm dia. 7.0 mm F.L.-50 mm

X14 Plate: Cemented Mica

Pitch 22 mm dia. 5.5 mm 7960A

Yaw 22 mm dia. 5.5 mm - 8610A

Wollaston 15X15 nun 20 mm - Calcite, 200

LED

Pitch - - T.I.-SLH3 A = 8,000

Yaw - - T.I.-SLH4 A = 8,600

Roll -- G.E.-SSL55C A\ 9,500

Note: All optics, except detector, LED and immersion lens, are coat .d for less
than 1.57. reflection, 0.8 to 0.95 microns.
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However, the situation is actually much better than indicated
by the rough estimate, as long as the spherical aberraLion of the objective lens
is under-corrected. If the marginal focus of the objective lens is placed at
the center of curvature of the immersion lens, all of the light from the objec-
tive lens will fall within the design diameter of 2.0 mm on the detector.
Spherical aberration in the objective would in effect cause only a slight re-
distribution of light within the 2.0 mm circle. The extra 0.5 mmn design margin
is considered to be more than ample to accommodate manufacturing tolerances.

8.2.3 Off Axis Imagery

The coma of the objective lens, as shown by the preceding
calculations, is negligible in comparison to the spherical aberrations and
detector size. Therefore it is sufficient to consider only the on-axis configur-
ation shown in figure 8-13. In the figure are shown the results of a ray trace
for the upper and lower marginal rays from the objective lens. The object is
at infinity and 1.0 degrees from the system axis. These rays strike the detector
at radii of 1.004 and .645 mm respectively. Hence, even for off-axis objects
the light still falls within the nominal design radius of 1.0 mm for the detector.

The above discussion assumed the use of an immersion leno in
which the detector is bonded onto the rear surface of the lens. However, the
detectors used in OAMS, UDT-PIN-5D, were mounted within a TO-5 can with a nominal
0.050 (-0 +.016) inch thick cover glass for protection. The actual detector sur-
face is positioned .107 + .012 inches below the inside surface of the cover glass.
To account for the cover glass thickness and the air space, the ideal immersion
lens thickness was shortened to that shown in the table. The immersion lenses
were bonled to the detector cover glass with Summer's Lens Bond, type M-62.

A difficulty can be anticipated in this arrangeme.t due to
the relatively loose tolerances on the detector cover glass and spacing. Indeed,
the manufacturer indicated that the type of glass was left to the discretion of
their supplier. A number of detector cover glasses received by Chrysler could be
seen to have distinct curvatures. The loose detector tolerances caused considerable
difficulty in initial alignment.

The goal in the alignment procedure was to maintain the light
intensity on the detector constant to within one-percent as the transmitter was
moved within the receiver field of view. Because of the uncertainty in the sep-
aration and thickness of the components in the Lector-inmmersion lens assembly,
the goal could not be met without reducing the aperture. In future instruments
the cover glass should be specified within closer tolerances or ideally removed
entirely. In the present system this alignment trade-off between field of view
uniformity and "perture size, resulted in a 40 to 50 percent intensity reduction.
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8.3 Mechanical Design

8.3.1 Mechanical Desirp - General

Three assemblie-s are required for the sensor, a transmitter,
a receiver and electronic unit, the units being positioned remote to each other
as shown in figure 8-14. The transmitter and receiver mechanical assemblies
are shown in figures 8-15 and 8-16. These assemblies each contain an optical
package and an electronics package; the electronics package can be removed frori
the optical package without changing any optical component alignment.

The transmitter and receiver assemblies are hermetically sealed
and the sealed containers will be purged with an inert gas prior to filling to a
low pressure. Therefore, components of the transmitter and receiver assemblies
would not be exposed to space vacuum, conditions. This will prevent an outgassing
from surrounding components or from the optical components themselves to affect
the quality of the optical components. Outgassing on lens and angle sensing crys-
tal faces would cause image blur and light transmission loss.

The reference surfaces (optical) are aligned with an autocolli-
mator for the transmitter and receiver assemblies. The two assemblies are clamped
to their respective reference platforms or positions, and autocollimated to each
other to give a parallelism accuracy between the reference surfaces of +0.001 inch.

The required thermal stability that is necessary to obtain the
accuracy of alignment is provided in the mechanical and structural configuration.
This configuration has characteristics that allow a single unit construction match-
ing capability. The multi-component mounts are positioned in cylindrical holders
to ease the optical axis alignment problem. The thermal control of the sensor is
accomplished by passive methods using the structural material (aluminum alloy) and,
if needed, thermal coatings to give the derived amount of conduction and radiation
as a means of heat transfer.

The angle sensing crystals which are the critical optical elements
are so constructed that the two axes that are 900 apart have the same thermal grad-
ient. Therefore, the temperature range requirement will have no effect on the angle
sensing crystal measuring stability, provided that the elements of the angle sensing
crystal are mounted together. This assures a uniform distribution of temperature.

8.3.2 Transmitter Design

The main transmitter housing is bored out from a one piece block
of aluminum, into which the angle sensing crystals are hard mounted for the three
channels. The shoulder, to which the angle sensing crystals are butted, have been
machined and lapped to 8-12 micro inches, into this shoulder is the "0" ring groove
which allows the compr':ssion of the "0" to completely fill the volume of the groove
when the angle sensing crystal bottoms on the housing shoulder. Behind the angle
sensing crystal is the quarter wave plate, spaced between these elements is a
teflon shim or washer. This subassembly is clamped together by a threaded ]hck
ring. The complete assembly is backed-up by a wave spring washer. The amount of
compre.sion that is applied to the complete assembly through the wave spring washer
to allow the angle sensing crystal to bottom onto the lapped surface of the main
housing is provided by the housing of sub-assembly holding the Wollaston prism and
the light sources. This pre-assembled unit is positioned in the main housing and
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locked in position with screws, using dowel pins as guides, ;agai.nf. rhl. back
face of the main housing. The wave spring washer is compressed to give Lhý!
angle sensing crystal the hard mounting against tile lapped surface. The Wol-
lasiton collimating lens and light source is a pre-aligned assembly unit Jnd
is positioned to the main housing and is used to apply the pressure onto the
wave spring washer and positions the angle sensing to apply the pressure onto
the wave spring washer and positions the angle sensing crystal. One of Lhse
assemblies, with its angle sensing crystal and quarter wave plate, is used for
edch of the three axes (see figure 8-15). This assembly has provision to align
the Wllaston prism, collimating lens and the light emitting diodes (LEO's).
This mechanical adjustment is required to allow for tolerances in the Wollaston
divergence angle (off-the-shelf Wollaston have +20 tolerance on divergence
angles). The adjustments for the Wollaston prism are line of sight positiunin,
and roll. The LED and its collimating lens have mechanical mover.rnt adjustments
relative to each other. The collimating lens is used as the fixed reference, and
the LED can be adjusted along the line of sight for focusing the collimating lens
on the light emitting area in the LED. The light emitting area is not necessarily
equally spaced around the mechanical center line; to adjust for this the LED is
mounted in two eccentric sleeves. This allows the LED to be rotated until the
light emitting area centerline is positi.oned on the optical axis. When the
adjustments have been completed, a sleeve and jam nut lock the assembly in posi-
tion. The LED's are mounted directly in a special sleeve that will allow the
heat generated to be conducted away to the main housing.

8.3.3 Receiver Design

The main receiver housing is bored out from a one piece block
of aluminum, into which the angle sensing crystals are hard mounted for the three
channels (figure 8-16). The shoulder for the angle sensing crystal is machined
and lapped to 8- 12 micro inches; into this shoulder is the "0" ring groove which
allows the compression of the "0" to completely fill the volume of the groove
when the angle sensing crystal bottoms on the housing shoulder. This sub-assembly
is clamped together by a threaded lock ring. This complete assembly is backed-up
by a wave spring washer. The amount of compression that is applied to the complete
assembly, through the wave spring washer to allow the angle sensing crystal to
bottom onto the lapped surface of the main housing, is ptovided by the housing of
the sub-assembly holding the Wollaston prism, objectives lens, field stop, and
detection and its field lens. This pre-assembled unit is positioned in the main
housing. It is locked in position with screws, using dowel pins as guides, against
the back face of the main housing. The wave spring washer is compressed to give
the angle sensing crystal the hard mounting against the lapped surface. One of
these assemblies with its angle sensing crystal is used for each of the throe axes;
see figure 8-16. This assembly has provision to align the prism with its objective
lens to the detector and its field lens. This mechanical adjustment is required to
allow for tolerances in the prism divergence angle (off-the-shelf Wollaston prisms
have +20 tolerance on divergence angles). The adjustments for the Wollaston prism
and its objective lens are axial and roll.
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The detector and its field lens have mechanical adjustments
for movement relative to each other. The field lens is used as the fixed
reference, and the detector can be adjusted along the line of sight for focusing
the field lens on the active area of the detector. The active area is not
necessarily equally spaced around the mechanical center line. To adjust for
this the detector is mounted in two eccentric sleeves. This allows the
detector to be rotated until the active area center line is positioned on the
optical axis. When the adjustments have been completed, a sleeve and jam nut
lock the assembly in position.

8.3.4 Thermal Analysis

Several thermal analysis have been pexformed on Phase I design
to evaluate the potential for indicated alignment errors caused by thermal stress
distortions of both the transmitter and receiver instrument packages.

In general, the thermal distortion analyses indicated the
following:

1. Temperature gradients along the instrument center axis are most likely
to produce beam misalignment problems. The primary cause of these
gradients is severe hMating or cooling to the face of the instrument.

2. Non-symmetric heating or cooling of the instru,nent package is a secon-
dary source of beam misalignment.

3. Internal heating sources will not produce significant crystal or beam
alignment problems.

4. Using the available environment data, the instrument packages will
not require special thermal environment isolation procedures. However,
additional spacecraft mounting design and environment information is
required to clearly define the amount of angular distortion that will
result from imposed thermal transients.

Since a clear definition of a typical instrument installation
environment was not provided, a detailed CINDA*analysis was only able to include
thermal distortions due to internal heat sources. Internal instrument heating
is due to the Light Emitting Diodes (LED) total power consumption (0.5 watts each).
Only a small portion of the total LED power is transmitted out of the instrument
as light. For a conservative analysis the light emitted was ignored. These
preliminary results indicated that, considering a worst case of non-symmetic
internal heat (i.e., one channel not operating), less than 0.1 arc second of
crystal misalignment should result. To establish the actual c-ystal deflection
from this heat source, will require a more extensive combined :hermal and stress
analysts which is currently planned for the future contract work.

A "First order" heating analysis was performed for several
external situations that may cause thermal deflection of the face plate assembly
holding the crystals. The analysis dic not apply any mechanical restraints to
the thermal expansion deflections that were prediLted from external heat source!..
The following results were indicated:

*CINDA - Chrysler Improvel Numerical Differencing Analyzer Computer Program
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1. Uniform hot or cold instrument body temperatures (0°F to 1400F) will
not cause a significant crystal misalignment since all of the main
body materials are of a common material.

2. Steady state heating or cooling to the instrument face or on mounting
brackets will cause beam misalignient. Direct sunlight exposure to
the instrument face (0.125 BTU/Ft -Sec.) will cause a crystal mslign-
ment of less than 0.1 arc second with the instrument centerline.

3. A steady external total heat source applied on the instrument face of
4.14 BTU/Ft 2 -Sec. will cause one arc second misalignment (the maximum
allowable) of each crystal with respect to the instrument centerline
and a 1.7 arc second misalignment of the crystals with each other.
Currently there is no known satellite heat source of this magnitude.

4. Transient thermal environments will produce the most complex aligi.ment
problems. '.,tese require a combined thermal and stress analysis. A
preliminary transient analysis indicated that high frequency transients
('he order of I CPS) will not penetrate the instrument and that tran-
sients requiring more than a day to complete will noL influence crystal
alignment. Transient effects will be analyzed more extensively with
CINDA during the Phase II program.

In general, the OAMS instrumet package is a very stable
thermal pickage. It is anticipated, however, that additional thermal stress
evaluations be performed during future design studies as additional mounting
hardware and installation thermal environments become better established.
Figure 8-17 shows the calculated temperatures across the transmitter assembly

at ambient. Figure 8-18 shows cross section at which these calculated values
were obtained.
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[ Transmitter Rear View

Figure 3-18 Location oif cross Section for Thermal Analysis
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8.4 Electronic Design

The Optical Angular Motion Sensor Electronic Subsystem consists of

three channels operated on an analog basis with three distinct frequencies of
923, 1850 and 3700 hz for roll, yaw and pitch, respectively. Each channel is
integrated with three independent optical subsystems for the purpose of measur-
ing relative angular displacement between two points in a 3-axis coordinate
system. The composite system is a precision measurement device that converts
small angular deflections (arc seconds) in roll, yaw and pitch between a refer-
ence point and a remote point into an electrical output. Basically, the electronics
for each channel perform two functions; namely, 1) to provide the input to the
system in the form of an intensity modulated light source about a quiescent level
and 2) to detect this polarized modulated light source as a function of angular
displacement and range, and process the resulting signal to yield an electrical
output proportional to angular rotation.

With the aid of the block diagram shown in figure 8-19 and
schematic draw'ngs (Figures 8-20, 8-21 and 8-22) a comprehensive descrintion
of 1 - 'unctional operation of the OAMS electronic is presented. The electronic
subsybtem description will be subdivided into the following two subgroups: 1)
LED Drive and Control Loop and 2) Signal Processing Electronic. These tw3 sub-
groups will be identified and their functional operation and relationship upon
each other described. Since all three channels are essentially identical (ex-
cept for amplifier gain values, operating frequencies and low pass filters; in
the roll channel) this section will wherever practical address itself to 1 com-
mon description as indicated by the Llock diagram. Each block is assignec a
numerical number for identification within the text. Following these two sub-
sections, an electronic component description in Subsrction 8.4.3 will describe
the individual units and their application for the OAMS electronics.

8.4.1 LED Drive and Control Loop

Two light emitting diodes (LED), located in the transmitter,
provide the input light source for each channel. Each diode pair is selectcd
to emit energy in three different spectral regions to prevent cross coupling
the light sources between channels. In both the transmitter and re-:eiver th(

principle of duality was employed to increase systeo ecliability and signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). The modulation frequency :.f operation for each .-hannel are
oate octave apart. This provides additional imamunity to chanivl crobs talk sinct
even harmonics are cancelled with the aid of the synchronous demodulator (9) and
the differential amplifier (10). Odd harmonics from the roll channel frequency
maey enter the pitch channel, but are significantly attenuated by the optical
filters and the action ot the demodulator and differential amplifier combination.
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The LED drive paths are similar except that one LED is used as
reference (13) arid the other controlled (16) through the action of the analog
divider (19). The quartz crystal oscillator supplies the sinusoidal signal used
in driving a three stage composite transistor circuit (cathode follower type
action) with the LED connected between the positive 15 volt supply and the tran-
sistor's com~non collector tie point. In this application the LED diode and the
third-stage-power transistor (Ql or Q2) r'ist be biased, by choosing the proper
load line; such that the LED diode and transistor are compatible in their opera-
tion. In this case the diodes are always forward biased (a.c. Ls well as d.c.)
and the maximum a.c. amplitude is bounded to prevent driving the transistor into
saturation. The a.c. signal amplitude and d.c. bias current for the referenced
LED (33) is fixed, however, thi. adjustment must be within a range whereby the
a.c. and d.c. components of the controlled LEI (16) can be effective (that is
contcollabilit) of the modulation index) whe' controlling the level of light
intensity seen at the detector outputs. Ox. z the LED d.c. balance, as seen by
the detector, are ascertained the bias d.c. current through the controlled and
referenced LED is fixed per this design.

The analog divider (19) performs two basic functions in control-
ling LED output signal; namely, 1) to perform a 180 degree phase inversion or the
a.c. signal and 2) to control the drive signal amrnnitude. The divider output is
described by equation 8.4-1 where Z is the a.c. component (dividend) and X is a
d.c. component (divisor). The X component is the controlling parameter and

Vo = -i0 Z (8.4-1)
X

at this time is temporarily derived from a voltage divider (20'. The primary
reason tor this action stems from the recent error analysis of Subsection 8.1
and Appendix E, whereby LED a.c. balance control alone will iot be sufficient
especially over long life cycles. As shown in the error analysis, LED modula-
tion balance control requires, that both the d.c. quiescent (ib) and the a.c.
(im) current levels of I- drive transistor be automatically adjusted. Other-
wise a first order (primary) error will occur if i is the only contrtlled
variable, therefore, causing the modulation ratio Tm) of the controlled LED to
shift away from that of the referenced LED (see equation E-50). Without control
of ib and i significant scale factor and null shift errors will result. Also,
at or near TED balance the a c. sum signal for controlling purposes is normally
smAll relative to harmonics, ioise generated signals and portions of the signal
that are not cancelled due to signal distortion and small phase shifts. Because
these unwanted signals masked the desired a.c. signal used for control purposes
and consequently aggravated LED balancing via the synchronous demodulator (24),
a baud pass filter centered at the respected channel frequency is required.
Because of these two problems and lack of time in designing three band pass
filters, it was decided _o use open loop control for LED a.c. balancing. The
voltage divider setting wa. selected such that the a.c. sum signal's (output of
summing amplifier (6) magnitude is minimal at system angular null. This effectively
balances the LED light intensity output, h;,wever, this method does not compen-
sate for light intenrity shifts, as seen by the detector, due to angular motions
in pitch, yaw and roll nor does it allow for changes in detector/LED responsivity
degradations. Figure 8-23 is a proposed electronic block diagram that depicts
an approach that is being incorporated in thC brassboard for evaluation purposes.

Since the synchronous demodulator (24), differential amplifier
(25) and Iou Pas. filtet (2b) applications are -;entially the same as the signa"
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processing electronics subsystem, their operational description will be con-
sidered later in Subsection 8.4.4. The only exception is that the output of
the low pass filter (26) is magnitude limited at -0.714 volts to avoid saturat-
ing the output of analog divider (19).

8.4.2 Signal Processing Electronic

The function of this circuit is to operate on two electrical
signals, which are proportional to the light sources seen by the two detectors
(1), such that the electrical output of the low pass filters (11) represents a
relative difference in angle between the transmitter and target. The electronics
required for this process is identified in figure 8-19 as Blocks I through 11.
The operation of the optics of the light source impinging on the detectors is
described in the System Analysis (Section 8.1) and OAMS Error Analysis (Appendix E).

The two silicon photodiodes (1) (two per channel) are operated
in a photovoltaic mode (without d.c. biasing) where low noise equivalent power
(NEP) capability is achieved. The signals from each detector (see figure E-6
and E-7) are preamplified (2) by low noise operational amplifiers and fed to the
differential amplifier (3) and the range switch network (5). Should an angular
difference exist between the transmitter and receiver, two a.c. signal components
(d.c. blocked by capacitors located in Block 3) are applied to the differential
amplifier. Since both signals are 180 degrees out of phase, the composite out-
put signal (VD) is effectively the sumn of both input signals. This action doubles
the signal level and cancels out common-mode noise components. The general
differential amplifier output, VD, is shown in equation 21, Appendix E. The term
VD (also Y) is the dividend for the analog divider (4), The divisor (X) for the
analog divider (4) is obtained by the use of range switch network (5), summing
amplifier (6) and low pass filter (7).

The range switch network consists of resistors which are selected
according to the longitudinal distance between the transmitter and receiver. The
OAMS is required to operate in four distinct longitudinal ranges (see Table 8-5).

Table 8-5 OAMS Operating Ranges

POSITION RANGE

1 5 - 8 ft.

2 8- 15 ft.

3 15 - 28 ft.

4 28 - 50 ft.

As a basis the OAMS range switch resistor network is calibrated according to the
nearest longitudinal distance within each range. Since the summing amplifier
requires two input signals (Detector I and ?), two input resistors are required
for each position (see Figures 8-20, 8-21 and 8-22). These resLstors in con-
junction with the respective feedback resistor (R9 ) determinte the close-loop gain
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(GS) of the summing amplifier. The gain (G.) within each range is sclLcted such
that the low pass filter (7) output will not drive the analog divider into satura-
tion as long as the longitudinal distance is held above the next lowest range.
Equations 8.4-2 through 8.4-6 describe the rationale for calculating these resis-
tor values shown on the electrical schematics.

S(Pd) (Rd) (Ri) (G p (8.4-2)
Gsj

where: Vs = voltage output of summing amplifier
Pd = power impinging on the detector (watts)
Rd = responsivity of detector (amp/watts)
Ri - shunt resistor across detector (ohms)
Gp = voltage gain of preamplifier (volt/volt)
Gsj= voltage gain of summing amplifier

(volt/volt) at j range

If Pd equals intensity time solid angle, then

P Ad (8.4-3)Pd = d =--

r

where: Id = intensit,' on detector (watts/steradians)
Ad - receiver ei rance aperture (ft 2 )
rj = smallest lI "itudinal range (ft)

Substituting equation 8.4-3 into 8.4-2 yields

V_•s = C i (8.4-4)

Gsi 
rJ

where Ci equals (Id Ad Rd Ri G p) a pi portionality constant.

Since V., r 1 5 and Csl5 are known for switch Position 3, all other gain values
Gs5 , Gs8 , and Gs28 and the resulting input resistors are calculated as shown.

Vr 2  V r2

s 5 _ s 35
Gsr2

G = s1 5r (1_.4-5)

if G R9  and Cs5--15 R9

sj Rat j ft R.1- l5 ft

then by substitutin,, LhWe ValueCS in equation 8.1,-5 tht desired resistor AUCe
is obtained with e ,'ation 8..'.-6.

Rt ft =(t 1 (R ~ r• 5  (Ž3 .;-)

ata 15 5'3)1
r2.
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Note tiat Ratj ft is the resistor value calculated at the new range.

The close-loop gain for each range is selected by the use of a
four-position, break-before-make, ganged switch when rotated to the proper position
enables the selection of the required resistor combination. The two signals from
the detectors are fed to the suuming amplifier (6) via the range switch network
to the input resistor pair calculated by equation 8.4-6. These two signals are
summed to yield the sum voltage, V , as described in equation E-20 of Appendix E.
This voltage consists of a d.c. an• a.c. component. The d.c. component is a
function of the total light intensity. The a.c. signals consist of the funda-
mental and harmonic components plus electrical noise signals. The fundamental
signal .s a function of the LED imbalance as seen at the sum amplifier output.
This a.c. signal (V') is fed to the s:-•chronous demodulator (24) for use in LED
a.c. balance control. The low pass filters (7) remove the a.c. signal from Vs
and supplies a d.c. voltage, v!s, as defined in equation E-36. These four pole,
unity gain Butterworth, active filter transfer functions are shown in Table 8-6.
The composite voltage transfer function for all filters are obtained as shown in
equation 8.4-7.

H(s) - Rl(s) H2 (s) (8.4-7)

where Hi(s) and H2 (s) are the component transfer functions. It should be noted
that the filters in Block 26 are composed of a two pole Butterworth in series
with a first order passive-phase-lead network. These filters are followed by
a noninverting amplifier with gains of 32.1 for pitch and 21.0 for yaw and roll.

With VD as the dividend and V" as the divisor the analog divider
(4) effectively normalizes the difference signal, VD, for general variation in
light intensity for a given angular position. The light intensity changes may
be due to 1) detector and LED responsivity degradation, 2) non-uniformity in LED
light pattern, and 3) change in range. This action of the divider on the differ-
ence signal is termed autumatic gain control (AGC).

The normalized signal from the divider is fed to the scale-factor-
adjust amplifier. This amplifier is a noninverting feedback amplifier with a
close-loop voltage gain (Gf) as shown in equation 8.4-8.

R +RGf 1 f at ift (8.4-8)
R 1

where Rf at ft is the feedback resistor found in the range switch network and
RI is a cons~ant 10 K ohm resistor for all three channels. Using equation 8.4-5
and substuting equation 8.4-8 for the gain yields the following scale-factor-
adjust-resistor equation:

r?
R -. (R + R R, (8.4-9)f at jft r 2  1 fat 15f

15

Note that R f 2 15 was determined by physically varying the feedback resistor
until the des re5 scale factor was obtained. All of these feedback resistors
are connected to the range switch, S1, and are arranged with the sum amplifier
resistor (equation 8.4-6) into groups, according to range, that are manually
selected by rotiting switch S
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Because the roll channel has an optical angular sensitivit:y
of 2 versus 60 for the lateral channels, larger roll differential amplifier
(3) and scale-factor-adjust amplifier (8) gains are required. The amplified
a.c. signal from the scale-factor-adjust amplifier (8) is proportional to the
angular difference between the transmitter and receiver. This a.c. signal is
fed to the synchronous demodulator (9) where two identical voltage follower
amplifier stage's are each slaved to the ON-OFF state of a grounded collector
transistor. Two square wave signals, that are the complemeut of each other
and derived from the phase adjust and square wave generator network (21), each
drive the base of one transistor. The frequency of the square wave signals is

the same as its corresponding channel frequency and is phase adjusted by an RC
phase-lag circuit located in the phase adjust and square wave generator network
(21). EZnch square wave signal turns ON and OFF its respective transistor such
that one amplifier input is grounded (transistor ON) while the other amplifier
is allowed (transistor OFF) to pass a half cycle 3f the a.c. signal. The result-
ing half wave rectified signals from each amplifier path are subtracted from each
other by the differential amplifier (10). The resulting signal fed to the low
pass filter (11) is a full-wave-rectified signal whose polarity is dependent
upon whether the angular difference is positive or negative. The action of the
synchronous demodulator and differential amplifier combination is to provide
additional immunity to channel cross coupling and to generate a full-wave
rectified signal whose magnitude is proportional to the angular difference.
The differential aiiplifier provided unity gain since the required gain from the
scale-factor-adjust amplifier (8) was sufficient for this application.

The low pass filter (11) for pitch and yaw channels are similar
to the one described in equation 8.4-7 and Table 8-6. However, for the roll
channel a four pole Butterworth filter whose corner frequency is at one-half hz
was also designed to improve the SNR for long range tests. This filter is
required to minimize the low frequency noise whose magnitude at null is approxi-
mately + 30 my peak-to-peak (as seen with a 10 hz filter) at a distance of 25
feet. The magnitude of this noise is proportional to channel signal strength
which is directly related to longitudinal distance between the transmitter and
receiver. In the lateral channels this phenomenon was held to within +1.5 my
(p-p) in pitch and +3.0 my (p-p) in yaw because of the additional angular sensi-
tivity. At a longitudinal distance of 5 feet the low frequency noise in all
three channels was low as shown in Table 8-2 of the System Analysis Section.
The filtered d.c. signal from each channel is fed to its respective digital
panel meter (12) which is used to read data and monitor channel status.

8.4.3 Electronic Component Description

The purpose of this subsection is to describe in more detail
the individual units that are used in the OAMS electronic subsystem. The pre-
vious sections described the function operations and rationale required in the
electronic subsystem while this subsection will be less general and will focus
on the specific applications and type components found in these units. Basic
operational features, such as operational amplifier operation, etc., will not
be covered. Each unit may contain one or several of the networks or circuits
identified in the block diagrai, of figure 8-19. These units are either located
on circuit boards, housed within the chassis, or in the receiver and transmitter
subassemblies as shown on the schematic drawings (Figures 8-20, 8-21 and 8-22).
This schematic also lists the part number of the individual components. For
description purposes each unit will w -ategorized according to whether its
function is related to: a) LED dri. Aud control loop, b) signal processing
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electronic, or c) common to boLh a and b. The vnti group assignment is shown
ii. Table 847 and the description that follows w'l1 discuss each unit in tile
order allocated.

8.4.3.1 LED Drive and Control Loop Units

System Oscillator Unit

The basic synchronous oscillator source is a crystal
controlled frequency device made by the Bulova Watch Company, Electronics Division.
The output frequencies are: 925 Hz, 1850 hz and 3700 hz (all derived from a com-
mon oscillator source). The output voltage at each frequency is a sinusoidal,
1V R1S +2%. signal, that is stable to +0.17./day over a temperature range of -20 C
to 60 0 C. The d.c. supply voltage reqiired is a +15 volt source with +1% regulation.

LED Drive and Amplifier Unit

This unit contains the drive circuitry for both the con-
trollpd and referenced LED's. The oscillator amplifier is a non-inverting circuit
with operational amplifier (A5 ). This circuit provides impedance buffering between
the oscillator and the driver circuits plus signal gains of 1.55, 1.32 and 1.4 in
pitch, yaw and roll, respectively. This signal is applied to two parallel paths
where one path is for the referenced LED and the other for the controlled LED.
Both paths perform similar functions except that in the controlled LED path an
analog divider is used for phase inversion and gain control of the drive circuit
a.c. signal.

The analog divider is a product of Analog Devices, Inc.,
Model No. 427K. This is a precision type device with the following characteristics:

1) Maximum input voltage for rated accuracy is

+10.5 V

2) Full scale accuracy is 0.2.

3) Scale factor error is +0.057.

4) Output noise is 50 1,V rms

5) Supply source at rated performance is +•4.7
to 15.3 V

6) Temperattire range at rated performance is
0°C to 709C

The output of the divider is fed into a two stage non-
inverting circuit with LM121 precision preamplifier (A1 or A3 ) driving a 741
amplifier (A2 or A4). The LM121 preamplifier o7)erated with the general purpose
operational amplifier (741 or LMll8) drastically decreases d.c. errors and also
improves SNR. Further, the added d.c. gain of the LM121 decreases the closed
loop gain error. This type of two stage amplifier circuit is used extensively
in the GAMS electronic. This circuit, for all three channels, had different
gain values as shown in Figures 8-20, 8-21 and h-22. The output of the two
stage amplifier circuit (either path) inturn drives the three stage composite
transistor circuit shown in the schematic. The final (third) stage power
transistor (Ql or Q2) located on the chassis drives the LED.
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* Referenced ond Controlled LED Units 4T

These LEDs are located in the transmitter. The diodes
selected for this phase of UAMS are shown in Table 8-8.

Synchronous Demodulator and Differential Amplifier Unit

This a.c. error signal from the summing amplifier (B5),
which represents LED imbalance, is applied to a non-inverting circuit (amplifier
A,) that has a gain of 19.2. This signal is then applied to two voltage follow-
ers, two-stage, amplifier circuit that are operated in parallel. Each voltage
follower (A2 and A3 or A4 and A5) operate on either the negative or positive half
cycle of the a.c. error signal and are slaved to 'he grounded collector transistor
circuit (QlA or QIB). The square wave signal, driving these transistors through
either diode D1 or D2 , are complement of each other, thus determining which half
cycle of the a.c. signal is rectified. The rectified a.c. signal from each path
is fed into the differential amplifier stages of AC_ and A7 where they are combined
to yield a full-wave rectified signal at terminal J6-15.

Low Pass Filter Unit

The full-wave rectified signal at terminal J7-10 (from
J6-15) is applied to the first-order zero/third order pole (1/3) filter (see
Table 8-6). The active Butterw,'rth filter consists of amplifiers Al and A2 and
the passive phase lead network coisists of components R6 , R7 and C5 . The resulting
filtered output is applied to the won-inverting amplifier stages of A5 and A6 where J
gains of 21 for pitch and yaw and 32 for roll are obtained. Finally, dicde Da and
voltage divider (RI 2 and RI 3 ) limits the signal at -0.714 volt to prevent driving
the controlled analog divider into situration.

8.4.3.2 Signal Processing Electronic Units 2

Detector and Preamplifier Unit i

The detector and preamplifier unit located in the receiver
is a dual circuit whose output is fed to the differential and summing amplifier
circuits. The detectors are a product of United Detector Technology, Part No.
PIN-5DP. The preamplifier circuit is a current-to-voltage converter with opera-i ~ tional ampli fier Al and A2. Al and A2 are the mono OP-05 series made by Precision

Monolithics Incorporated. These amplifiers are for low signal level applications
and feature low noise voltage, small offset voltage temperature drift and with
long term stability. The output of each amplifier circuit is fed to an emitter
follower transistor stage (Q3 and Q4) for impedance and buffering purposes.

Differential A/rmplifier, AGC Analog Divider and
& Scale Factor Acjust Amplifier Unit

The input signal to this unit i3 from the emitter fol-
lower via a shielded cable and is routed to terminals J2-10 and J2-11. Capacitor
CI and C2 block the d.c. components and allow the a.c. components to be differenced
by the circuits containing Al and A?. The differenced signal is applied to the Z

it terminal of the analog divider (same type as that discussed in 8.4.4.3) and a
Snegative d.c, sun signal via terminal J2-12 is applied to the divider's X terminal.

The normalized output from the divider is in turn applied to the non-inverting
circuit that contains operation amplifier A3 and At,. This non-inverting circuit
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is used to adjust the channel's scale factor for four ranges a~.- lescribed in
8.4.3. The output signal is in turn fed to the synchronous demodulator via
"terminal J2-15.

Summing Amplifier and Filters Unit

The detector preamplifier input signal is also routed
via the shielded cable to the range switch assembly and then applied to terminals

Elf J5-14 and 15 when the range switch is in position 3 of Board B5 . These two sig-
nals are summed by the inverting circuit that contains operational amplifiers
A1 and A2. The output from this summing circuit is applied to the four pole
Butterworth filters and to terminal J6-11 of board B6 . The four pole filter
characteristics are shown in table 8-6. The first second-order filter contains
operational amplifiers A3 and A4 while the other second-order filter contains
the amplifier pair A5 and A6. The filter output at terminal J5-18 is routed
to the X input of the analog divider located on board B2 .

Range Switch Network

This network enables selection of the proper scale factor
gain and summing amplifier gain. This is performed by a four position switch for
all three channels by switching a resistor from each of three sets of four (R3
thru R6 ) for scale factor purposes and switching two resistors from each of three
sets of eight (RI thru R8 ) for sum gain purpose. For example R5 located on the
range switch and R5 and R6 on Board 5 are selected for range Position No. 3.

Synchronous Demodulator Unit

The synchronous demodulator of L3 operates similarly
to that described in 8.4.4.5. The only exception is the absence of a non-inverting
circuit between C5 and the juaction with R2 and R7 -

Output Differential Anplifier and Filter Unit

The two half-wave rectified input signals from the
synchronous demodulator via terminals J4-10 and 11 are applied to the unity
gain differential amplifier circuit containing A1 and A2 . The polarity of the
differenced signal is dependent ,tpon whether the angular difference is positive
or negative. The differenced signal (full-weve rectified) is applied to the
first active Butterworth filter (see Table 8-6, HI(s) ) which contains A3 and A4.
The second Butterwoith filter, H2 (s), contains A5 and A6 .

The roll channel difference cmplifier and filter each
contain one stage of operational amplifier since the 1/2 cycle filter has good
noise rejection properties, therefore, does not require the preamplifier stages
shown in pitch and yaw. The roll filter transfer functions Hl(s) and H2 (s) are
shown in Table 8-t,. The rationale for selecting a 1/2 cycle filter is con-
tained in 8.4.3.

Digital Panel Meters

The output signal from the filters located on board
B4 are applied to the panel meters via terminals J4-15. Three analog-to-digitcl
panel meters (one per channel) are employed for the purpose of monitoring the
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angular difference between the transmitter and receiver. The model number is
AN2544, a product of Analogic. The meter accuracy is 0.01% at 251C. Tihe dis-
play has 5 digits with provisions for programmable decimal point selection,
Operating temperature range is -100C to +45 0 C. Supply voltage is either 11.7
or 234 Volt, 50/60 Hz.

8.4'3.3 Units Common to Both LED Control and Signal ProcesFin;

Phase Adjust and Square Wave Generator Network Unit

The purpose of this unit is to convert sinusoidal
oscillator input signals from terminal Jl-ll of Board B1 into two complemented
square wave signals that are in phase with the primary signals to the synchronous
demodulators contained in B3 and B6 . The input signal from terminal J8-10 is
applied to the voltage follower circuit containing amplifier A1 . The output of
the voltage follower furnishes a signal to two parallel and identical paths (one
for the signal processing demodulator and the other for the LED control loop
demodulator). Each path contains an RC phase-lag circuit (ex. R3 , R5 and C1 ),
a voltage follower (A2 ) and an a.c. coupled open-loop amplifier (A4 and A5).
The double shunt limiter consisting of diode pairs (Dl, D2 or D3 , D4 ) provides
the voltage drop across amplifier termi.,als 3 and 4. This voltage drop is a
function of the diode's fnrward voltage and the signals are complemented by
reversing the input terminals of the amplifiers. Two sets of square wave and
complemented signals are thus generated.

System Power Supply

The power supply operates from a nominal +28 VDC source
and supplies regulated +15 VDC to the system. In the description of the power
supply, reference will be made to the power supply schematic Figure 8-24.

First to be described will be the +15V section. Tran-
sistors Q11 and Q12 and transformer T2 along with an associated RC network of
Rl, R20, Cl and C2 make up its inverter stage which has a 115 volts rms, 400
Hertz output. This output ib stopped down in voltage through transformer T4
to approximately 24 volts rms which is applied to the diode bridge rectifier
consisting of diodes D5 through D12. The bridge output supplied across filter
capacitor C3 forms the unregulated DC voltage supplied to the power transistors
Q6, Q7 and Q8 and to the regulator V2. The collectors of these three transistors
provide the regulited ouLput to the +15 VDC buss. Filter capacitor C6 is also
connected to this bus". Current limiting is provided by resistor R5 and the
output level is sec by the network of R2 and R3. The regulator sensing leads
are connected to the supply and ground busses through card connector pins 17 and
18. Fuses F2 is provided for protection in the event of failure in the regulat-
ing seccion.

Next to be described wsill be the -15 VDC section.
The inverter, stepdown transformer, diode bridge, filter capacitor and pro-
tective fuse are the same as for the +15 VDC section. Transformer Tl with
transistors Q13 and Q14 and associated components make up the inverter. The
step down transformer is T3. The diode bridge is composed of diodes D13 throuRh
D20. The filter capacitor for the bridge output is C9 and the protective fuse
is Fl.
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The regulator is made up of reference VI with ampli-
fiers Al and A2 and power transistors QI, Q9 and QI0. Regulated voltage is
applied as supply to amplifiers Al and A2 by a pre-regulator made up of tran-
sistors Q2 and Q3, reference diode D3 and associated components. Supply out-
put level is set with the network of R18 and Ri9. Sensing leads are connected
to the power and ground busses through card connector pins 5 and 6. Current
limiting is provided by R14 and transistor Q5. Over-voltage protection is
provided in the event of regulator failure by the network consisting of diodes
D! and D4, tansistor Q4 and associated resistors R21, R22 and R23. Filter
capacitor C4 is connected from the supply buss to the ground buss.

Fuse F3 is the main fuse for both the plus and minus
)3 VDC supply and is located in the line to the +28 volt source. In the final
version, a network to protect this supply from transients would also be put in
this line following the main fuse. A diode will protect against negative tran-
sients. An inductor followed by a large filter capacitor and a varistor will
protect the supplies from positive transients.

Power Supply Modifications

Presently the OAI4S brassboard uses approximately 150
watts of power from a +28 VDC supply. It is estimated that this quantity can
be reduced to less than 36 watts as described in the following paragraphs.

First to be described will be the present systeni.
The power required by the three channels without including the dissipation
in the power supply is approximately 56 watts. Of this, the light emitting
diode3 and driver transistors together dissipate 18 watts, the driver resistors
dissipate 18 watts and the remaining channel electronics dissipate about 20 watts.
Power dissipated in the ±15 VDC regulators is approximately 43 watts. The two
saturating inverters have a no load dissipation of 21 watts each for a total of
42 watts for both. This sunms up to 141 watts. The remaining 9 watts are dissi-
pated in various networks throughout the system.

In the next system, the number of operational ampli-
fiers will be reduced from a total of 135 to a total of 84,. This will achieved
by replacing each LMl21/LMl18 op-amp pair with a single Precision Monolithics
OP-07A. Supply voltage to the op-amps will be reduced from +15 VDC to +7•VDC.
This reduces the 20 watt requirement in the channel electronics to 5 watts.
The 9 watts r-ferred to as dissipated in various networks will be reduced to
2.25 watts. Voltage to the LEDs will be +7LVDC and voltage t the driver
resistors will be -4V. This reduces the previous 36 watts required by the driver
section to 13.8 watts while maintaining the same bias currents. This reduces
the power required by the three complete channels of electronics from a total
of 65 watts to a te'al of about 21.1 watts. This quantity must be increased
only by enough f, r pcwer supply loss in order to obtain the total input power
required. Assuming an efficiency of 60% for the inverter and regulator together
for an optimum system, 35.2 watts would be required from a +28VDC source.

8.4.4 Wiring Diagram and Circuit Board Layouts

Figure 8-25 shows the complete wiring diagram for the
electronics unit and the interconnecting cables for the transmitter and receiver
units. The circuit board layouts with the major compon(.nts indicated by the
reference numbers from the electronic schematic diagrams are shown in Figures
8-20, 8-21, and 8-22.
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8.5 Component Testing

Tests were conducted during OAMS Phase 1 development in order to evaluate
components for their suitability to the OAMS application. The compc.nents tested
include the critical romponents (LEDs, photodetectors and angle sensing crystals)
as well as the Wollaston prism and optical filters. All of the work described in
the critical component test plan was performed as shown in Table 8.9.

Two problem areas isolated during the component tests are marked with
an asterisk in Table 8.9. The Texas Instrument (T.I.) LEDs degraded significantly
during burn-in and the photodetector initially selected for use produced excessive
noise and drift. Another problem reported earlier concerning the fact that the
optical filters did not give the anticipated channel separation is :D longer con-
sidered important based on the system trst results. These problems -II±l be described
in more detail in the following stumary of the tests along with an evaluation of
their effect on system performance.

8.5.1 LEDS

Eighteen types of Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) have been tested
as part of an evaluation to determine the most suitable LEDs for the OAMS applica-
tion and the best optical configuration. The LEDs tested are listed iii Tables
8.10 and 8.11. Tests were performed to verify the specified values of power output,
beam width at the half power points, spectral peak wavelength and half power band-
width, frequency response, distortion and the change in these parameters over time
and temperature changes.

Intensity profiles of the LEDs used in OAMS are shown in Figure
8.26. The SLH3 (A= 800 nm) and SLH4 ( ?, = 860 nm) are used in the pitch and yaw
channels respectively. These LEDs are made by Texas Instruments, Inc. The General
Electric SSL-55C is presently used in the system roll channel. A replacement is
now necessary for the SSL-55C because General Electric no longer offers this type
of LED in its product line. A two dimensional intensity profile of the SSL-55C is
shown in Figure 8.27. These profiles provide information on beam uniformity and
can be used to determine the percentage of power which can be collected by an
optical system with a given f/number as shown in Figure 8.28.

These profiles also show the variation in beam intensity which can
be expected in the OAMS system and why the LED control loop is required to keep the
LEDs balanced in intensity at any point in the beam.

A spectral profile of the OAMS LEDs is given in Figure 8.29. This
information is important in evaluating the cross talk between channels which are
separated by using optical bandpass filters.

The relation between output power and forward current for the SSL-
55C is shown in Figure 8.30 for a particular heatsink and ambient temperature.
This relationship must be considered for the extremes of ambient temperature in

8-70
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which the LED must operate in order to avoid saturation or damage to the junction.
The effect of temperature on SSL-55C output and efficiency is shown in Figure 8.31.
A typical value for efficiency is -. 3%/°F. The warm up time for an LET, depends
on its construction and heat dissipation of the heat sink. Figure 8.32 shows a
typical I-ED output reaching stability after 5 minutes. The peak wavelength varies
with forward current as shown ii, Figure 8.33. The spectral shift with temperature
must be considered in evaluation of system crosstalk.

Frequency response and distortion were evaluated in the low fre-
quency range of 10 to 10,000 Hertz. No significant distortion or attenuation with
frequency response was observed over the temperature range of 00 to 140°F as long
as the LED bias current value was below the saturation range.

Burn in tests are important in determining reliability character-
istics for LEDs. The biggest degradation usually occurs in the first few hundred
hours of operation. Burn in produces diodes with more stable performance and, in
addition, allows more defective units to be separated because they are frequently
characterized by more unstable performance. Burn in tests have been conducted on
74 LEDs representing six types of naterials or manufacturers. Tests were conducted
for periods between 200 and 500 hours at forward currents which were approximately
half the maximum rated value. The standard commercial types (SSL-55C, FLV104 and
MV4H), showed typical 5-10% output decrease. Figure 8.34 shows reliability data
provided by General Electric on an LED very similar to the SSL-55C. The SLH3 and
SLH4 diodes which had been selected for wavelength and packaged for the Chrysler
Corporation requirements by Texas Instruments showed a 50%-90% output decrease in
200 hours of operation. This phenomenom was then verified by T. I. as shown in
Figure 8.35 which lists the probable cause as contaminants in the crystal growing
reactor. Further investigation revealed that Wright Patterson Air Force Avionics
La'oratory had experienced a similar problem with LEDs from T. I. made of the same
type of semiconductor material. This degradation of GaAsP devices was one of the
two problem areas isolated during the component testing.

Texas Instruments has manufactured LEDs .rom GaAlAs material in
the same wavelength region as the GaAsP. These devices have had much better reli-
ability. Burn in tests at Chrysler indicated a typical degradation of 5% during
150 hours of operation. Several GaAIAs LEDs failed at one time during the burn
in test due to what was thought to be an external factor in the test setup. T. I.
has performed extensive testing of GaAlAs reliability with good results.

8.5.2 Detectors

A detector with a built in preamplifier was initially selected
for the OAMS system. This offered the advantage of reducing capacitance and
interference on the signal by minimizing the distance between the detector and
preamplifier. Thý UDT-600 detector/preamplifier combination operating in the
biased mode was determined in test to be very temperature sensitive. The dark
current offset increased two orders of magnitude from O°F to 140OF as shown in
figure 8.36. Although compensation was possible, it would be difficult. Figure
8.37 shows the change in offset of the UDT 600 detector without the preamp in
both the biased and unbiased iide. The detector offset in both modes was approxi-
mately the same value at low temperatures. It can be seen that the unbiased
detector will require less temperature compensation. The temperature change in
the preamplifier offset voltage is shown in figure 8.38. The noise and tempera-
ture characteristics of the preamp used in the UDT-600, the Teledyne Philbrick
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1421, is not as good as others available as discrete components. The change in
responsivity was +20% with a ±700 F change in temperature. This was observed with
or without the preamplifier and in both the biased and unbiased mode. Silicon
detectors typically show only ±7% responsivity change over this temperature range
as observed in tests on the RCA C30808 detector.

Distortion and frequency response are shown in figures 8..>9 and
8.40 for the UDIT-600 detector in the biased mode. Response and distortion were
minimal throughout the OAMS operating region from 925 to 3700 herz. Temperature
had no measurable effect on these parameters. The LED drive circuit 1 mited the
measurements to below 10,000 herz.

Detector noise was measured for the UDT-600 in the biased mode
as shown in figure 8.41. The noise was divided into low frequency and high fre-
quency. High frequency in this case was everything which could not be identified
as low frequency below 20 herz. Tie dependence of low frequency noise with the
level of incident radiation is also shown. The noise is within the detector speci-
fication at 70OF but increases significantly with temperature.

In order to reduce low frequency noise and the change in detector
offset with temperature, the UDT PIN-5DP photovoltaic detector was used. The
reduced temperature effect on detector offset current is shown in figure 8.42 and
on the low frequency noise is shown in figure 8.43. The high frequency noise in the
test setup is the combined effect of detector and an external amplifier. The efvocr
of temperature on responsivity was about +14% for a +70°F change.

8.5.3 Angle Sensing Crystals

The fringe spacing in the fringe pattern produced by the angle
sensing crystals was measured with light through a band pass filter centered at
630nm and then extrapolated to the operating wavelengths of the OAIAS system.
The period of the fringes at 800nm is 5.50. At 860nm it is 5.90 and at 940nm it
is 6.40. This is in close agreement with the expected fringe spacing of the speci-
fied 1mm thick crystal.

The fringe pattern of an angle sensing crystal was monitored
while the crystal was cycled in temperature from 0°F to 140OF to determine the
change in the fringe period. Two detectors were positioned at the half intensity
points of an adjacent fringe. There was no change in fringe spacing within the
accuracy of the test which was approximately ±0.4% of the field of view or +1 arc
minute. A test setup to improve the accuracy would require a system as sensitive
as the OAMS or a more adaptable temperature chamber. Further evaluation was con-
ducted in the subassembly testing reported below.

8.5.4 Optical Filters

The optical interference filters were evaluated for transmission,
cross channel interference and changes with temperature. Figure 8.44 shows the
performance of the filters in the component test and the system test and gives
the initial design estimate for comparison. The system tests are the most meaning-
ful since they test the filters in the manner in which they are used in the
system. The variation from design was primarily due to the inability to accurately
express the LEDspectral intensity from vendor specifications. Spectral data taken
on LEDs at Chrysler, pre.-ented previously, show more long wavelength emission than
anticipated.
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From this correction, it would be expected that the roll
channel would have the most interference (3 times as much as initial design)
and that was the case. Another factor was the difference in central wave-
length and peak wavelength for Che filters as shown in figure 8.45. Becausc
the peak wavelength is close to the high frequency cutoff side of the tilter,
more of the higher frequency LED output from the adjacent channel will be
transmitted.

The transmission of the filter varies with translation and
angle as shown in figure 8.46. The angular effect must be considered in our
system since an axial ray in our system will enter the filter at approximately
7.50 which corresponds to approximately 90% of maximum transmission at normal
incidence.

The effect of temperature on transmission is shown in figure 8.50.

8.5.5 Wollaston Prism

The Wollaston deflection angles and physical dimensions were
found to be slightly out of the specification Chrysler had applied in ordering
them from the Karl Lambrecht Cccporation. This deviation made the alignment
and mounting of the optics difficult but shotld not have a significant effect
on system performance.
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8.6 Subassembly Tests

The objective of the subassembly testing was to determine the tem-
perature dependence of the optics by adding one optical component at a time to
the OAMS mechanical assembly between temperature cycles. Figure 8.47 shows the
individual and combined effects of the LED and detector temperature dependence.
The effect of the other transmitter and receiver components (except the emersion
lens and filter) is shown in figure 8.48 and 8.49 respectively. When the effect
of the special filter is taken in account (Figure 8.50) the total effect on the
OAMS signal amplitude is shown in figure 8.51. This change of about +307, for +70°F
temperature change should be within the range of the system A.G.C., although an
LED control loop is also expected to be required to keep the LEDs balanced during
the large change in output power with temperature. There was no degradation in
appearance or performance of any of the optical components or mounts during these
tests. The immersionlens was not incorporated into these tests.
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9.0 SYSTEM TEST AND EVALUATION

9.1 General

Tests were performed to determinc system accuracy and stability and
operating characteristics in evaluating the ability of the syutem to measure
three axes angular motion between transmitter and receiver. The test program
followed the General Test Plan TP73-6-'IP revised 15 March 1974 except as noted
below in the discussion of the tests.

The lifetime problem of the LEDs in the pitch and yaw channel, noted
previously, limited the tests requiring long operating time such as the stability
testing and light level control calibration. Temperature was maintained at 740F
+40 F. Barometric pressure wafi controlled within 28.5 + 4.5 inches of mercury.
Relative humidity remained between 20 to 80 percent. Air turbulence and the
fluorescent room lighting were not found to be an important factor on system
performance. The tests are discussed in the categories shown in the Test Summary,
Table 9.1.

All tests were conducted at n range of 25 feet, except where noted.

9.2 Stability and Warmup Tests

9.2.1 Stability

The stability was determined over a period of 3 hours. System
instability is defined here as the total change in system output while the angles
between transmitter and receiver are held constant and is shown in Table 9.2.
The test was conducted for 1 hour at 00, 00, 00 input for pitch, yaw and roll
angle respectively and 2 hours at .50, .50, .50 input angles. An instability
related to a bad solder connection was isolated and corrected. No other insta-
bilities were seen during the test program except at O°F in the temperature tests
described later. The time for stability tests had originally been scheduled for
40 hours but this was limited by the LED lifetime.

This test and the following test program indicate that the sys-
tem has good short term stability. Long term stability was not determined but
a high degree of stability would not be expected for this system since the LED
control loop was not implemented to keep the LEDs balanced during their output
degradation with time. It is estimated that the output of the LEDs in pitch and
yaw dropped over 50%. during the test program alone. The long term system stab-
ility will be affected by this accelerated aging process when uncompensated.

9.2.2 W

The system warmup and recovery time was determined under a
variety of conditions. The beat and worst case warmup time is shown in Table 9.2

;-=1



TEST STATUS ODMMENTS

Stability and Warmup Completed Testing time shortened
because of LED lifetime
problem

System Calibration Completed Derived calibration curves

Accuracy Tests -

Crosscoupling Completed

Extreme Range Completed

Light Level Control Completed Reduced eva.uati'n test

due LED lifetime problem

Translarion Completed Full lateral range for
goal. Line of sight move-

ment was limited to + 3
inches by test setup. Meets
requirement (+I) but not goal
(+5 inches)

Response Time Completed Step Angle simulated.
Unable to rotate wedge at 10 Hz

Background Radiation Completed

Input Power Partially Transients, ripple and reverse
Completed polarity power tests not per-

formed.

General System Characteristics Completed

Temperature Tests Completed Test indicates need for LED
control loop.

Test Suminary Completed

Table 9.1. OAMS System Test and Evwluation Outline
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STABILITY over a 3-hour period

Pitch Yaw Roll

I Total change in system output 4 m volt i 4 m volt 20 m volt

The only observed instability was corrected by resoldering a connect-
ion on the detector preamp offset. No other instability was seen in
75 hours of system tests.

WARMUP and recovery time required for system to return to within 5 arc seconds
of nominal value

I Pitch Yav,' Roil

System war,..up (worst case) 100 sec 10 sec 40 sec

System warrmup (best case) 5 sec 2 sec 20 sec

LED warmup, system. on 15 sec 2 sec 40 sec
(worst case conditions)

Recovery from blocked beam I sec I sec 4 sec

Data averaged over 32 turn on events.

Table 9.2. Stability and Warmup
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for each Lhannel. The time was longer for stability at large angles. The
warmup time is defined here as the time which the system takes to return to
within 5 arc seconds of the nominal output after system power is appliei.

Figure 9.1 shows the approximate variation in warm up time
with the time the system has been off prior to test. Part of the warm up time
is caused by differences in output of the pairs of LEDs until they reach thermal
equilibrium where they were balanced. This is particularly important in roll
as seen in Table 9.2. Warmup should niot be a problem when an LED control loop
is employed or where the system is let,. running all the time. This factor will
have to be carefully considered in a system incorporating time sharing to elim-
inate interference between channels.

Also shown in Table 9.2 is the system recovery time after the
beam has been blocked. The roll response reflects the output filter employed in
that channel to improve signal to noise characteristics for testing purposes.

9.2.3 Interference Between Channels

The interference effect of the three channels on each other
was determined by turning on the rhannels separately and in different combinations.
The results are tabulated iii Table 9.3. Data was taken of this effect with all
angles set ot 0 degrees and a,-ain at .50. Only the latter is shown in the figure
since the effects on the sum signals were similar. As expected, the pitch channel
( c a 800 rn) has the most effect on the yaw channel (-Ac = 860 run) and yaw has
the most effect on the roll chanvel (;kc ý- 950 nm). The reason is that the LED
output trails off-to longer wavelengfi£s but Euts off sharply at the shorter wave-
leng-ths (pitch ig)1east affected).

Because of the decrease in pitch and yaw :ED outputs relative
to the roll LEDs, the change in roll shown in the figure is only about half that
expected with equal beam power in all channels.

The change observed in system output is a relatively constant
effect. The change due to interference will change proportionally -o the effect
on the sum signal of that channel. For example, a 20% change in the ef, -t of
yaw on the roll channel will only change the output by 4 arc seconds at the nomi-
nal angle of.5 degrees. The AGC scale factor adjustment will be made with all
channels operating in order to take this interference into account.

9.3 Calibration

9.3.1 General

The light level control calibration originally planned was
reduced to a verification of the range switch function at a fixed range of 25
feet and a test of the AGC function by placing attenuators in the path of the
LED beam. This is reported in section 9.4.3.

Angular sensitivity calibration of the system was r rformed
in order to relate the system output voiu;agc_ to the angular relation of a given
coordinate system. This is discussed in more detail in section 9.10.

In order to test the system, an independent measuring system
using turn tilt tables, mirrors and autocollinator, is required. This means
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Nominal Angle: Pitch = Yaw Poal = 1800 arc seconds

PERCENT CHANG 2,

CHANNELS ON CHANGE IN ROLL OUTPUT( IN ROLL SUM

Roll On - -

Roll + Pitch On 10 MV .204%

Roll + Yaw On 20 MV 1.020%

All Channels On 25 MV 1.2247

(1) PERCENT CHA.1G2
CHANGE IN YAW OUTPUT IN YAW SUM

Yaw On -

Yaw + Roll On 15 MV 0.100%

Yaw + Pitch On 38 MV 2.233Y

All Channels On 55 MV 2.-337/

()PER CENT• CHANG-2

CHANGE IN PITCH OUTPUT IN PITCH SUM

Pitch On - -

Pitch + Yaw 3 MV 0.3407.

Pitch + Roll 3 MV 0.7807

All Channels On 6 MV 0.9757

Table 9.3 InLerierence Between Channeis

It should be noted that this acts as ;I Lrlativly constant bias on thw AGC and
has only small effect on system output.
NOTE (I): These measurements are cross channel light leakage through their

respective optical filters.

NOTE (2N: Since all three channels operate together, the total light or sum, which
controls the ACC must be considered in the calibration of each scale

factor adjustment.
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that another transformation is necessary and errors are developed in tile moni-
toring system. The system output is rellated to the input angles (i, 12 and 13)
by a simple angular coordinate transformation basel on cons•idints within h i t
two coordinate systems. The optic and electronic nonlinenrities and misadjust-
ments will be displayed when the output data IS plotted and compared to prediel-
ions. These functions are determined theorveicallv and throhgh tes( rsults0.
The relation between the desired angle and the s'•stem outpult volta)ge is t he
method of calibration of the system.

'ht relation is given in Table 9.4 along with the transforma-
tions (calibration curves) derived for Lhe OAMS hrassboard, This set of trans-
formation equations will include all effects including the cross coupling in
the coordinate transformation, optic and electronic nonlinearities and misadjust-
ment, cross channel interference and any other effects except sensitivity to
temperature and background radiation.

The data taken for calibrntion purposes havebeen plotted in
Figures 9.2,9.3 and 9.4 together with the deviation from the associated trans-
formation (calibration) equation. An indication of the predictability of the
system is given in Table .9.5 which shows the deviation of the data from the
calibration curve and the standard deviation for the set of data for each channel.

9.4 Accuracy T•sts

9.4.1 Cross Coupling Accuracy

In order to evaluate system accuracy, 333 points were selected
out of the three dimensional coordinate space defined by pitch, yaw and roll.
The selection of these points and the deviation of the system output at these
points compared to thc calibration curves is given in Table 9.6. These are the
results which determine the accuracy of the OAMS to measure angles and combines
the effect of systematic and dynamic errors. For evaluation, the data for angles
less than or equal to +1/20 are treated separately from data for angles greater
than 1/20.

9.4.2 Extended Angular Range

The maximum useable range and the decrease in accuracy beyond
the goal range of +10 was determined out of +20 in pitch and yaw and out to ±30
in roll. The data is qhown in Figures 9.5, 9.6 and 9.7 together with the aqso-
ciated tranaformaLion equationi. rhe change in Lhie other channel outputs is also
shown in these figures. Data was take, with the angles nominally set at 00 and
also at 1/20. Only the nominal data at 0o Is shown becaus;e the data was similar
out to 1.50. The change in all the I)C !:urn sgnaln with pitch shown in Figure 9.1
was typical of the effect in all channel,.

9.4.3 Light Level Control

The range selection control evaluation was limited to thanging
the range switch to other positions while the system remained at the range of 25
feeL. This verified that the range control resistors selected by calculation
were approximately correct and maintained the Scale factor at I mv/are second
±_17ol for adjacent ranges. The extreme ranges could not be tested when the sig-
nals were either too low or Saturated at the fixed range, The scale factor in
the brassboard system will change with range. The selection of these rsistorq
would normally he a calibration procedure performed at different values of range
in order to keep a close tolerance on the scale factor.
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PITCH YAW ROLL

INPUT ANGLES IN TEST iI i2 i 3 (arc seconds)

SYSTEM OUTPUT VOLTAGE V1  V2  V3 (millivolts)

SYSTEM TRANSFER EQUATIONS (C~jlibration Curve)

V1 = fl (il) + g1 (i2) + hl (i3) + R (G2 i 3 )
f, g, h & k are functionb

V2 = f2 (i 2 ) + F, (il) + h 2 (i 3 ) + R2 (i 1 i 3 ) determined through calibra-

tion procedure
V3 = f3 (i 3 ) +,g 3 (i") + h3 (i 2 ) + R3 (il i 2 )

1st Order Caused by Crosscoupling, Nonlinearities,
Misadjustment and Interference

BASIC COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION EXPECTED

V1 = iI +i i 3

V2 =-i 2 + i 1 i 3  Derived in paragraph 9.10

for present test setup
V3 =-i 3 + ii '1 i2

OAM~S BRASSBOARD CALIBRATION CURVES
V, = (3397 + 5.7 X 10" 6i2 ) sin (.01833 il) - 1,5 x 10252 19 6i

V 2 = ( 4 0 + 3 6 x11 2 1 i

V2 = (3450 + 3.6 x 10"6ii) sin (.01705 i 2 ) + 3.3 x 10-' i]

v -- {991 + 1.5 10-9 [(il - 900)2 + (½ + 90)20) i2 + 0029 2. - 2. 10- 6 i2
V3  2 3.9

Table 9.4. rrdnsformat ion Equations
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(SEE NOTE 4) PITCH YAW * ROLL

TOTAL ERROR (See Note 1)

+1800 Second Range 5.6 sec. 5.7 sec. 4.7 sec.

+3600 Second Range 24 sec. 13.5 sec. j 8.2 sec.

ESTIMATED DYNAMIC ERROR

(See Note 2) 1.7 sec. 1.6 sec. 4.7 sec.

(See Note 3) .8 sec. 1.5 sec. 6 sec.

NOTE 1: Standard Deviation of data from calibration curves without crosscoupling.

This error includes optic and electronic nonlinearities and misadjustments,
short term instability, cross channel interference, noise and all testing
errors including voltage and angle measurement.

NOTE 2: Standard deviation of data from calibration curves where systematic errors
are minimum.

NOTE 3: 10" value based on signal to noise measurements (see paragraph 9.8.2)

NOTE 4: Subsequent improvements have made substantial reduction in the signal to
noise ratio of the system since these tests were made.

Table 9.5. Brassboard Calibration Error Without Crosscoupling
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STANDARD DEVIATION Note 1 PITCH YAW ROLL
(+ ANGULAR RANGE)

+30 Arc Minutes, All Angles) 8 sec 3.6 sec 16 sec

Note 2

• /7" Ai0 Arc Minutes, All Angles)

Note 3

Table 9.6. Brassboard Calibration Error with CrosEcoupling

Note 1: The pitch scalb factor was increased 3/ and the yaw scale
factor was increased 17 above the values determined in the
calibration test performed one wee], previously,

Note 2: 79 data points were taken in U'(+30'). They were not
selected randomly. All extreme positions were included

in the sampled positions.

Note 3: 333 total data points were taken for crosscoupling evalua-

tion. The standard deviation O7(+60') was not deterrined
because the calibration curves were derived for the +30'
range.

Note 4: The error shown in this table includes all system and
test crlors which have not been calibrated:

1. Optic nonlinearity and misadiiisment
2. Electronic nonlinearity and misadjustment
3. Short term inst.ibility
4. Cross ch.-nnt-! inte rlertrnce
9. No i se

0. Coordi nate c 'ro:suapi; , n.
7. Test error.-r in voltiaye and anIl. in. .ash reim rit

8. Accele'rated LEI) ; p i inc, I.i•h andI yaw channl.

9- 13
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The ACC was functionally tested placing optical attenuaLoCs
in the LID beam. Three attenuators were used to provide uttununtior to 927,
87.2, and 347.. The system was tested with a nominal angle at 0° and again with
1/2P in all channels. System output changed loss than 200 millivolts In all
cases, indicating that the ACC was functioning properly. The changes seen were
attributed to wedge angles and birefringent effects in the attenuators.

9.4.4 Translation

The accuracy of the system for angle measuring is determined
under the condition when the receiver and transmitter are translated relative
to each other. It is important that the system be insensitive to this movement
since there is no way to correct for it. Translation was performed +2,5 inches
in the horizontal lateral direction and +3 inches in the direction of the system
line of sight. Translation was performed to 82 different positions with nominal
input angles of 1/2 degree and to 28 positions with nominal input angles of 0
degrees.

Typical deviatione with translation are shown in Figures 9.9
and 9.10. The results of the test are summarized in Table 9.7.

9.5 Repoonsle Time

As discussed in the General Test Plan, the system response test was

performed in two different ways.

9.5.1 Method 1

In this method the system remains at a constant angle (nominnlly
1/20) while the AC modulation signal to the LEDs is interrupted. When the modula-
tion signal is opened, the LEDs are driven only at their bias level which gives
a system output of 0 volts. An angular step is simulated by suddenly applying
the modulation to the LEDs. This is not a true system response because the LED
drive may experience a delay but the receiver and signal processing electroncs
cannot tell the difference. Response and settling timne is sunmmnrized in Table
9.8. Response measured in this way was within the specified 0.045 seconds. The
roll channel response time was increased to reduce noise for testing and is not
within the specified value.

9.5.2 Method 2

A counter-rotating wedge of 15 arc minutes total deflection was
used to measure response in the lateral channels. This wedge can be set to V'ary
only one channel at a time but was so massive that it c,)uld not be A'ri.,en faster
than 3 revolutions/second which was inadequate to test the required 1C' Hz systems
response. The data obtained Is presented in Table 9.;.

9.6 Background Radiancy_

In order to uniformly fill the :.ysotel field of view to 'k,LtV-JmlnV
response to background radiance , a sheet of whltt: pap)er wiLh Lhrec hole-) for
the transmitter beam was placed in the opLical path. The paper wns irradiated
by 2 tungston bulbs at 500 watts power consumption and with a color tempor atrure
of 32000 K. The system response to this background is shown as a functior- of Lth
irradiance at the receiver from the background in Figures 9.11 and 9,12.
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The standard deviation of readings taken during translation are shown.
The nominal angles were pitch = 30', yaw = 30' and roll = 30'. The
range of translation in inches (L.O.S. = Line of Sight, LAT Lateral)
is show.& along .-ith the number of readings in e!ch group.

STANDARD DEVIATION POSITIONS MEASURED PITCH YAW ROLL
(+LOS", +LAT)
U'(.+I", ±.5") (15 positions) 11 sec 6 sec 23 sec

rI(+3", +.5") (27 positions) 10 6 25

(+3", + 1";) (45 positions) 12 21 27

0(+3", +2.5") (81 positions) 30 48 381

Table 9.7. Translation Effect

NOTE (1): The error shown in this table includes all system and test
errors.

1. Noise
2. Short term instability (1ostly noise)
3. Cross channel interferenc.
4. LED imbalance without control lool for correctioiu
5. Test errors in voltage measurement
6. Test errors in angle measurvinermn (mirror flatness)
7. Autocollimator nonlineariLy

NOTE (2): Subsequent improvements in the system 5 .1ved the readings.
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METHOD 1 - ANGULAR STEP FUNCTION SIMULATED ELECTRONICALLY

RESPONSE TIME SETTLING TIME

Applied Signal .01 Second I .01 Second

Pitch Output .04 (+.005) Sec. .16 (_0.4) Sec.

Yaw Output .035 (+.005) Sec.. .2 (+.01) Sec.

Roll Output .7 (+.I) Scc. 3 (+.5) Sec.

METHOD 2 - RO ATING WEDGE ANGLE AT 3 HERZ

__ RESPONSE

Pitch Outpuz 93%1 down 0.63 db

Yaw Output 957. down 0.45 db

Test is unable to determine response at 10 Herz

Table 9.8. OAMS Brassboard Response Time
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A single bare light bulb was then noved across and beyond the recei' er
field of view. The yaw channel Wollaston acceptance angle at +150 Lan be seen in
the system effects shown in Figures 9.13 and 9.14. Essentially all of the effect
on the system is through the DC sum and the system AGC. For use in high backlround
within the field of view, another method of AGC control would have to be employed.

9.7 "'-ut Power Tests

.:- system response to applied voltage between 0 and 33 volts is shown
in Figure 9.15. The response is presented in more detail in Figure 9.16 between
24 and 33 volts. The deviation of the system response is also given to indicate
the effect on system accuracy. The +15 VDC changed +5 millivolts at the extremes
of the 24 to 33 volt range.

The system operated for over 5 minutes at input voltages between 1ý and
24 VDC without causing any damage to the system. The system accuracy decreased
severely below 20-22 VDC input but the system continued to respond to angular input
even at very low input power (4 volts) and signal levels. Supply current to the
system and the DC sum signals dropped rapidly below a supply voltage of 20-22 volts.

9.8 General System Characteristi•_e

9.8.1 Weight atmd Dimensions:

Weight Dimensions

Transmitter lO.k lbs. 5.625" dia. x 6.759" = 167.96 cu. in.
Receiver 14.0 lbs. 5.625" dia. x 8.270" = 205.51 ýýu. in.
Electronics 110.0 Ibs. 23" x 21" x 21"

9.8.2 Signal to Noise

The signal to noise data taken at 25 feet and 5 feet are given in
Table 9.9. The increase in signal to noise at 5 feet is inversel] proportional to
the square of the distance as expected.

9.8.3 Power Consumption

The brassboard electrontcs 'akes 153 watts of power.

9.9 Temperature Effects

The effect of temperature on the transmitter is shown in Figure 9.17.
The change in output indicates the need of an LED control loop to keep the LED
output balanced over the large change seen in the DC sum signal. The response
of the entire system over the 00 to .140'F temperature range is shown in Figure
9.18. Only the pitch channel was shown since it is typical of the other chan-
nels. Near tr'F, the system electronics became unstable. Data were taken forJ the complete system from 35°F to 140"'F. Within the accuracy of the test, there

was no tempereture effects on the electronics other than what was observed for
the transmitter and receiver. This mealns that further temperature compensation
is not anticipated for the system electronics.
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LOW FREQUENCY HIGH FREQUENCY
NOISE ......- SYSTEM BANDWIDTH SYSTEM BANDWIDTH

Pitch Output, 25 foot range +1.5 Millivolt .5 Millivolt p-p

Yaw Output +3 1

Roll Output *+12 .5

Pitch Output, 5 foot range +1 Millivolt -5 Millivolt p-p

Yaw Output +0.5 1.5
Roll Output

Output Response = .045 f2c. *+3 .5

Output Response = 0.63 Sec. j+0.5 .5

*Subsequent improvements in signal to noise ratio reduced the noise figure.

NOTE 1: Oscilloscope used for evaluation .,2d .5 millivolts peak o peak high

frequency noise on crace.

NOTE 2: The noise levels correspond to 2 " values where ' - Standard Deiatiou.

A 2o" value represents a measuremer- maximum observed

over a relatively long pe.riod.

Table 9.9. Noise on System Output Signals
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9.10 Coordinate Relationships for Sy,;tem Evaluation and Application

9.10.1 General Considerations

The purpose of the OAMS system is to relate the spatial coor-
inate system at one location (associated with the OAMS transmitter) to the spatial
coordinate system at another location (associated with the OAMS target). The
relationship between these points can be defined in general by 3 variables (il,

12, and i 3 ) which are not uniquely determined until the spatial coordinate system
of these points is defined. This is usually determined by system constraints
in which movement can be applied through a series of gimbals or by external orien-
tation such as established by a navigation system.

Figure 9.19 illustrates a reference coordinate system as
defined by the OAMS statement of work and LhC coordinate system defined by the
OAMS test set up. It can be seen that roll is the outer gimbal and yaw is the
inner gimbal. The total transformation AT is, therefore, made up of successive
rotations in the following order: AjT A (i ) A (il) AR (i3) where AR (i3) is
is the roll angle transformation, (i)iS te ptch angle transformation and Ay
(1 2 ) is the yaw angle transformatiok.

When the coordinate axes are defined, they can be related to
the OAMS ;oordinate system through the general coordinate transformation, AT.
The OAMS system output can be defined by the angular variables il, i2 and i 3
corresponding to pitch, yaw and roll. This coordinate transformation will be
derived below for the CAMS Phase I design and the available test set up.

9.10.2 Coordinate Transformation for System Evaluation

The coordinate transformation is defined by the following
matrices:

cos i 3  sin i3 0 cos iI 0 -sin i1  1 0 0

AR -sin i 3  cos i 3  0 Ap= 0 1 0 AY= 0 cos i 2  sin i 2  j
0 0 I sin i 0 cos i 0 -sin i 2  cosi 2
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REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM

RECEII

i3 =ROLL (ABOUT Z)-OUTER GIMBAL il=PITCH (ABOUT YR)
3 YR J.=YAW (ABOUT XR) -INNER GIMBAL

TEST SET-UP COORDINATE SYSTEM

FIGURE 9.19

DEFINITION OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS
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Cos 13 Cos 'I sin i3 cos i£ -sin iI

AT=AYAPAR -sin £3 cos i 2+cos £3 sin ii sin '2sin 2 cos i sin i2

sin 13 sin i 2 +cos £3 sin iI co3 i2 -cos £3 sin i 2+sin £3 sin ii cos i2 Cos iI cos '2

After ao'gular movement, the moving and referenced coordinates
are now related:

X1 X

L LZ_

MOVING REFERENCE

The general transformation is applied to the OAMS system in
the following manner:

FOR PITCH: Consider now the coordinates referenced
within the angle sensing crystal as shown
in Figure 9.20. Take the projection of A'
on the ZX plane to obtain the actual angleNi'
between the plates relative to their sensitive
axis.

A
P Z'j (sin i3 sin i 2 "-°os i 3 sin il cos i 2 ) X + (cos il cos £2) •

~lsin i tani .'2t= ta1 + Cos i3 tan iI " i+i i2ii3

cos i£
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r

i Figure 9.20 Pitch Coordinates

.Eot ...XaM" As for pitch, take the projection of Z'
on the YZ. •lane as shown in Figure 9.21

' z (-cos t3 sin i 2 +sin £3 sin i1 cos 12) y - (cos i 1 cos £2) =

-I -co 1ta +ii23 a .2 .2

xý 13x

AA- A

co-i --

1igure 9.21 Yaw Coordinates

For Roll: Consider orthogonal vectors .Iand A2
related to the reference lbllaston and

andand related to the moving Wollaston

as sho-,n-in Figure 9.22. The angle ,, rep-
resents the angle between Pxv AI AI (the
projection of AI on the XY plane ) and X.
The aingle p¶ represents the angle between
PxyA•[and Y.
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TRANSMI1lTTER
WOLLASTON

XZ A1 AND A2 ARE ORTHOGONAL

AXES OF POLARIZATION

ZZ'A

-
-4

1.

A; RECEIVER

II
-i FIGURE 9.2ff OLL CORDNAE

zo

-~xy~l.'

A2
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S-2 X -2- Y PxYI Al (coi 3 cosi iY + (si i 3 cosi 1 )'

"A4 A q12
"A = - (-sin i 3 Cos i 2 + Cos i sin ii sin i3)

2 2 X 2 3o +2 o s3 3)si

+(cos i 3 cos '2 + sin 13 sin i 1 sin i2 ) Y

tn(-sin i3=
PI= tan \ cos i3 ) 3

-sin i Cos2 + Cos 13 sin ii sin i3 .3

tan cos i cos i + sin i sin sin i /-

The roll channel difference signal (angle dependent, AC term)
as given in equation 28, Appendix D, is as follows

VD = 4 (iAi+K 2A2)(Rliml +R2 im2 ) sincat sin 20R

Deriving this equation using fI and P2 gives the following:

= (K1A+K A.)(R i sin 2Pl+R2inin 2P2) sincj

133
The difference in P. and & is (iii 2-2-) and when compared to the

basic angle 2i 3 has the total effect on the" roll angle pzas shown:

i3
p - 3 +il 1i 2 -- 34

For calibration of the system, the following approximations are
possible, neglecting effects of the signal processing electronics.
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Pitch V1 = 4 Wi ]
Yaw V2 =w gJ-i 2 + i ' i1

Roll V3 =+ -i 3 +½ili 2

The sign convention in the analysis was that positive angle
rotations correspond to the "right hand screw rule." This set of equations
choul,! relate OAMS sys -am output voltage to the .nput angles during test under
ideal optic and electronic linearity and adjustment.

13
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9.11 Test Summary

The evaluation of the performance for a high accuracy system requires
special consideration when the equipment used for evaluation is not significantly
more accurate than the system in test. It is desirable that the combined test
errors be 10 time- less than the expected system errors. It is not possible to
meet this error rotio in evaluation of the OAMS system. The major sources of
system and measurement errors are listed in Table 9.10, together with the mt.•asured

estimated error magn-itude associated with each source.

Uncert-nties in system performance were primarily due to short term

instability (including noise which was subsequently reduced by a factor of 20)and to LED imbalance during angle or translation movement which was improved by

a redesigned LED balance control. Measurement uncertanties were primarily pro-
duced by the voltage and becomes the mirror flatness estimated at less than or
equal to 20 arc seconds per inch of translation. The comparison of the perform-
ance to the calibration curves also included a small error since more terms could
have been used in the calibration curve to express thEt function more accurately
as shown in the error estimate.

It is expected that most of the error sources can be reduced to within
the estimated values shown at the bottom of Table 9.10.

A summary of the test results on the OAMS brassboard model are given
in Table 9.11A, B, C and D, together with a list of requirements from the OAMS
Phase I statement of work. Most of this information has been described previously.
Power consumption, weight and volume are shown in Table 9.11B and 9.11C. Table 9.11DS~summarizes the error evaluation for angular and translational movement described

previously. Also shown in this table are the values of error which chould be
expected from the system and measurement errors listed in Table 9.10. These
expected values for error -were obtained by combining the error sources which per-
tained to a particular test in an RMS manner. The error expected after the
improvements listed in Table 9.10 have been implemented are significartly less in
some cases as seen in the last column in Table 9.11D. All measured and estimated
errcrs in Tables 9.10 and 9.11 are listed as a 2w" value in order to be com'patible
with the requirements as given in the statement of work for the contract. In this
case ir represents the standard deviation of the data sample used to evaluate a
particular performance characteristic.

9-4
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SOURCE OF ERRORS IN BRASSBOARD EVALUATION

Error is stated as 2 o value equivalent angle (arc seconds) for evaluation
at 25 feet,

Pitch Yaw Roll

SYSTEM UNCERTAINTY

*1. Short Term Instability (including noise) **2 Sec. **2 Sec.**4 Sec.

*2. LED Imbalance with Angle and iranslation,

Calculated value for uncorrected system,
Up to 1/2" angle or (+3" LOS, +5" LAT)
translation 1.3 1.3 14
Up to 10 angle or (+3" LOS, +2.5 " LAT)
translation 2.6 2.6 28

*3. Cross Channel Interference (+I°) i 5 2

4. Optic and Electronic Nonlineariiies No Estimate Made -

MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

*5. Error in Correcting Geometric Coordinate

Crosscoupling Estimate 3 3 3

6. Voltage Measurement Errors 2 2 2

7. a. Angle Measuring Errors - Calibration 2 2 2
b. - Crosscoupling 4 4

* C. - Mirror Flatness Estimate 20 see/in 20 sec/in 20 sec/in

* Expected Improvements in these areas: (Error with Improvement)+i

1. Signal to Noise Improvement 1 1 2

**This was accomplished in subsequent work

2. Maintain LED Balance with Control Loop
within + 1.0% 1 1 1

3. More Polynomial Correction Terms 1 1 I1,

4. Improved Quality Mirrors and Mounts 5 sec/in 5 sec/in 5 sec/In

Table 9.10
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GOAL REQUIREMENT BRASSBOARD I
MEASU[REMENT RANGE

Range +10 Pitch ± 10
Yaw + io
Roll +1020 min

Calibrated Range +1/20 Pitch +40 min
Yaw ±50 min
Roll +1020 min

Calibration Curve Polynomial function of Pitch 5 terms, angle
angle only and less than only
10 terms Yaw 5 terms, angle

only
Roll 3 terms, angle

only

ACCURACY

Systematic Error
(+1/20, 2tm) 5 sec Refer to Figure 9-28D

Systematic Error 1 sec UNDER EVALUATION
0(-+1° 2o)

Dynamic Error 1 sec 5 sec Pitch 1.30 Sec.

Yaw .99 Sec.
hRoll 1.40 Sec.

TRANSLATION _

(+ 1" LOS, +.5" LAT) - No Effect on Refer to Figure 9-28D
System

(-3" LOS, +2.5" LAT ) No Effect on -

System

SENSITIVITY -16.7 mv/sec Pitch 1.04 nmvisec
Bipolar out- max., bipolar
put Yaw 1.00 mv/sec

max., bipolar
Roll .991 mv/sec

bi __ bipolar

SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS

Full Scale Hold full scale output for Not done - brassboard
angles - full scale deflec- designed to determine
tion max. range.

Recovery Time 4 sec Pitch Est. -1 sec
Yaw <.1 sec
Roll 4 sec

Table 9.11A. Evaluation of OAMS Brassboard
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GOAL REQUIREMENT BRASS BOARD

SYSTEM RESPONSE

Response Time , 0-90% 0.045 sec Pitch 0.04 see
Yaw 0.035 sec
Roll 0.04 sec

SResponse down 3 db Pitch 93%, down .64db
at 10 hz at 3 hz

Yaw 95%, down . 4 4 db
at 3 hz

Roll not tested

OPERATING DISTANCE 0-50 0-25 ft. Pitch 5-25 (5-50 est.)
(4aintainA.ng other ft. Yaw 5-25 (5-50 est.)
Requirements) Roll 5-25 (5-50 est.)

TEMPERATURE TEST

Operating Range 0°-140°F Trans/Rec. 00 -140OF

System 35 0 -140OF

Performance Perfotmance Trans/Rec. (Change inUnaffected Pitch -0.14%/°F output)
Yaw 4O0.l%/°F

Roll -0.36%/°F

System

Pitch -0.16%/°F
Yaw +0.l%/°F
Roll -0.36%o0 F

Power Consumption 20 watts 150 watts
Input Power Test

0-20 vdc input

voltage survive survived

Po.larity Revers.il survive not tested

24-,33 vdc Input
Voltage perform perform unaffected

unaffected

0.75 volt RnS Ripple
1 hz - 15khz perform not tested

unaffected

+56 voIt peak trans- perform not tested
ients - 10',sec duration unaffected
ie!sec rise time at 5pps ....

Table 9.11B. Evala.ion of OAMS Brassboard
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GOAL FL-QUIRPMENT BRASSBOARD

WEIGHT

STransmitter "23 lbs. 54 lbs. 10.8 Ibs.
Reczeiver . 14.0 Ibs.
Electronics (exception -Included in 110.0 ibs.

made by agreement) Transmitter (Weight not considered
in brassboard), .

VOLUME

Transmitter 200 cu. in. 400 cu. in. 168 cu. in.
Receiver 200 cu. in. 375 cu. in. 206 cu. in.

iElectronics (exception

made by agreement) Included in 10,150 cu. in.
Transmitter Not considered in

brassboard.

i i i !

S MISCELlANEOUS

System Test Time 76 hours

Total System Time
(2-17-75) 186 hours

•ecrease in 7.3 LED output Oleb 50% decrease.

during 76 hours of
test.

Effect of Background Radiation Pitch - 7.80/Pw/cm2)

(within + 1.50 field of view) Yaw -13.47./^w/cm2)
(effect seen through AGC Roll -110.2%/•wczadcontrol loop only) T t ( tci

Table 9.11C. Evaluation of OAMS Brassboard
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BRASS BOARD PROTOTYPE**
EVALUArION* Expected

SEE NOTE 1 Expected Test 2 gr Hrror

Calibration Data Compared to 2GError
CaliL~ration Curves: (arc seconds)

Pitch 3.7Sec- ilSec. 3.2Sec.

Yaw 4.2 11 3.6

Roll 10.7 10 4.0

Data with Simultaneous Pitch, Yaw and Roll
Compared to Calibration Curves:

Pitch 5.9 16 5.7

Yaw 6.2 7 5.9

Roll 18 32 6.4

System Performance During Translation
Compared to Nominal Value:

Pitch (+l" LOS, +0.5" LAT) 21 22 5.7
QV' LOS, +0.5" LAT) 21 20 5.7

(3" LOS, +1" LAT) 21 24 5.7

Yaw (+I" , +0.5" ) 11 32 3.8

(±3" ,± -+.5" ) 11 12 3.8
(.+3" ,+" ) 21 42 5.9

Roll (+1" +05" 27 46 6.4
(+3" ,±_0. 5" )27 50 6.4

+0315" ) 42 54 10.8

Predominant Error Sources *Noise, LED
Imbalance, Auto- -

collimator & Autocollimator &

Mirror Flatnessj Mirror Flatness

NOTE: LOS Line of Sight Translation
LAT - Lateral Translation

N071T 1: Further test and evaluation is in process following subsequent improvements
to the system.

Table 9.U1D. Error Evaluation
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10.0 CONCLUSIONS

The Optical Angular Motion Sensor was defined by SAMSO as a "sensor which
will provide high resolution on angular deflection in Yaw, Pitch and Roll of a
remote platform with reference to three axes determined at the sensor transmitter".
It was primarily to be used in a large spacecraft to measure relative displacement
between two points.

A concept was developed which utilized polarized light and birefringent
crystals for angle sensing. The basic system was breadboarded and it verified
the conceptual feasibility. A prelimirary system design was made and an anal-
ysis performed which indicated that the system would meet the system requirements
as stated in the Annex of this report.

Phase I

The phase I program included design, fabrication, test and evaluation of
a brassboard model of a system which could be readily adapted to a flight model.

Section 2.1 lists the detail tasks required for the program and a brief
summary of the results of the work on these tasks.

The overall system design was basically an optical transmitter, an optical
receiver and the required electronics.

Transmi tte r

The transmitter was designed to prodiuce chree optical beams of modulated
polarized light, one each for roll, pitch and yaw. The light source-s selected
were Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) of three different wavelengths (.olors) with
two LEDs per channel. These sources were modulated at three discrete frequen-
cies. le purpose of this design was to permit channel isolation by both
cpEical and electronic means to prevent crosstalk between the channels.

The position of the transmitter is encoded onto the light beam by special
birefringent crystals. The crystals develop a state of polarization which is
a functiou of thu angular position of the crystal surfaces. The crystals are
designed to self compensate for temperature variations.

10-1
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Receiver

The receiver senses the modulated coded light beams through crystals, identi-
cal to the transmitter except in opposite orientation. As long as the crystals are
parallel the polarization state is unchanged. but when the angle of the transmitter
is changed relative to the receiver, the phase of the polarization changes in rela-
tion to the sine of the angle between the axes of the crystals. The polarization
states are separated by reans of a Wollaston Frism and two detectors. The signal
on the two detectors is differenced to determi.ne the phase relationship of the
polarization states. The amplitude of the demodulated signal represents the angular
relationship of the transmitter and receiver.

Electronics

The consist of a power supply, oscillators, LED drivers, preamplifiers,
amplifiers, demodulators and control loops. The output is a DC voltage proportional
to the angular relationship of the crystals.

System Performance

The system was set up in the laboratory on positioners and the positions
were monitored by autocollimators. AMter calibration of the system tests were
run on all three axes, calibration ctrves were run as described in this report,
cross coupling between axes was plotced, long term drift was monitored and recorded,
temperature cycling was performed f::om 0 to 140°F in an environmental chamber. The
data from these tests are -..n this final report.

The transmitter and receiver performed as expected during the temperature
tests. The AGC operated to hold the output constant within approximately +5%
even though the IED output varied approximately +30. dtring the temperature cycle.

A dynamic angular displ.cement was introduced by a rotating optical wedge
(Risley Prism) and the dynamic response was recorded, The system responded
satisfactorily to these tests. Electronic response tests were also performed.

In both the transmitter and Leceiver a principle of duality was used for

emitters and detectors. Boch items are critical components. This design per-
mitted the system to continue to operate with a failure of either an emitter or
detector. This concept also improved the signal to noise ratio and improved the
reliability factor substantially.

The systen generally performed as predicted. The calibration curves were
within the RS requirement of the prime item specification. The effects of
translation across the specified field of view within generally expected toler-
ances but improved techniques for monitoring these parameters are required.

Problem Areas

Some anomal'•es were experienced in the performance and during the test and
evaluation'. The YEDs used for the pitch and yaw showed a large drop in output
energy with time. This makes these diodes unsatisfactory for use on the program.

A system for backup was designed for single color operation. It used a
time divis'ion rultiplex concept and was breadboarded for use with the brassboard.
It has been partially evaluated at this date but the performance seemed to be
comparable with the three color system except the response time was degraded.
Appendix C.
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The signal required for the roll channel is roughly 30 times the pitch
and yaw, therefore, signal-to-noise ratio of the roll channel was high. To
perform the evaluation tests, an integrating filter was added to the roll chan-
nel to reduce the effect of the noise.

Subsequent work resulting from the circuit analysis indicated that certain
improvements could be made. These circuits were redesigned and tested. A reduc-
tion of the noise was over a factor of 20. The resulting performance of the roll
channel is now wAl within the system requirements and does not require an inte-
grating filter. The most recent improvements in the roll channel are not included
in this final report. The pitch and yaw channel also were improved, but the
improved performance is not recorded in this report.

A component delivery problem developed when the order for the parts were
placed. Both operational amplifiers and precision resistors became a delivery
problem because of the Military Specification. The final result was that some
components were used that did not meet the full temperature requirements. This
had no impact on the performance until the amplifier/demodulator section was
cooled below 32°F and then the performance became erratic. It is expected that
this will be satisfactory with temperature qualified military standard parts.

The LED control loop did not function properly in the system. It was
removed and manual adjustments were installed. A design analysis determined
that it was necessary to control the direct current level as well as the alter-
nating current. The original design only controlled the AC level. The redesign
is complete and the one channel of the system will be modified accordingly. The
redesigned LED control loop now operated satisfactorily and is under test and
evaluation.

Recommendations

A. Continue the basic three color system. This would require primarily:

1. Perform an in-depth, state-of-the-art survey of LED
development with potential suppliers.

NOTE: This was performed subsequent to this report

2. Procure test units for evaluation.

NOTE: These are now on order.

3. Perform efficiency measurements.

4. Measure the geometrical energy profile.

5. Test the spectral distribution for optical design criteria.

6. Procure IEDs with favorable characteristics for reliability
and life testing.

7. Redesign brassboard transmitter and receiver to accommodate
the selected LEDs.

8. Modify transmitter and receiver and install the selected LEDs.
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9. Modify LED driver circuits to match new LED's.

10. Improve signal-to-noise ratio.

11. Test electronic subassemblies in an environmental chamber
and identify any components that change abnormally during
temperature testing.

12. Install larger detectors in the receiver to improve light
distribution during angular movements and translation.

13. Modify detector-preamplifier ci::-uits for larger detectors.

14. Breadboard LED's and driver circuits, detectors and preamplifier
circuits.

15. Perform complete temperature tests on new IED/driver system
combined with new detector/preamplifier system.

16. Evaluate tests in 15.

17. Update electronic systems design based on brassboard tests,
evaluation and performance analysis.

18. Update electronics system.

19. Perform system temperature tests.

20. Design, fabricate, assemble and calibrate special test
fixtures for assembly, test and calibration of the OAKS
system.

B. Suspend work on time division multiplex system at the present time.

10-
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APPENDIX A

MUELLER MATRICES

This appendix presents a listing of the Mueller matrices used in this report.
The bazdc-Maeller matrices for polarization were obtain,.d from Reference 11.

Light Sources: All sources are described by their Stokes vectors.

a) Unpolarized Source - S = (1, 0, 0, 0)1I

b) Polarization Modulated LED source (defined in Appendix E)

SL (00, 900) =(Il+12, 1-12, 0, 0)

SL (45°,-45o) = ½(I1+12, 0, 11-12, 0)

where: I, and 12 = Intensity of LED's I and 2

Polarizers: Polarizers resulting in a plane of polarization at an angle of 0
degrees from the horizontal is written as P(80)

P(-450 ) 32- 1 0 -1.
0 0 00

o-1 0 1 0
[0 0 0 0

P(+450) ½[1 0 1 0o
0O 0 0 0l
1 0 1 0

10 0 0 0I

Quarter Wave Plates: A quarter wave plate with its fast axis at 0 degrees
to the horizontal is written as Q(0)

Q(0o) 1 0 0
S0 1 0 0
•°0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0oo -l

Q(-450 ) 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1iV

0 0 1 0
0 -1 0 0

Aogle Sensing Crystals: An angle sensing crystal with sensitive axis at 0
degrees from the horizontal is written as ASC(a', 0) , where a is the angle
of incidence of light about the sensitive axis.

a) Regular ASC

ASC(a, 00) = ASC(a , 2700) 1 0 0 0
0 Cos ke 0 -Sin ko
0 0 1 0

10 Sin y 0 Cos ka

ASC( a, 900) = ASC( a, 1800) = ASC(ay,0o) (transposed matrix)
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Il

where k = Angle sensing crystalb transfer function optical phase shift
(radians or degrees) per angle of incidence (radians or
degrees)

Roll Matrix: The matrix used to -zotate the transmitter through an angle 9R
relative to the receiver is given by

T = 0 0 01
0 Cos 20R -Sin 2 0R 0

Sin 2 0R Cos 2 R 0
0 0 1

Wollaston Prism: A wollaston prism resolving incomming radiation onto two
orthogonal axes oriented at 01, degrees and 02 degrees is written as
W(Ol, 02 ) . The two spatially separated beams are distinguished by the
±1 terms; a plus value for one beam and a minus one value for the other.

W(00, 900) = 1 0 01
+1 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 o 0 01

W(+450 , -450) = 0 +1 o0
0 0 0 0

1 0 0 01

Reference 11 - "Polarized Ste'llar Optical Spacecraft Attitude Sensor",
Spicer, J.A. and Loebs, W.F., Chrysler Corporation Space
Division IR&D Program CWO-890321/920332, March, 1968
(Unclassified).
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APPENDIX B

FAR FIELD IRRADIANCE OF A LIGHT EMITTING
DIODE AND LENS COMBINATION

1.0 THEORY

Referring to figure B-I' ), consider an exiended luminous source at 0 placed
behind the lens. The entrance pupil of the optical system will be considered to
coincide with the lens. The flux passing through an arbitrary axial point, P,
is the same as that flux passing through the image of P, denoted by P', consider-
ing only the radiation from the source which can pass through the entrance pupil,
i.e., the flux at P is the same as the flux through P' created by an effective
source area, Q, as shown in the figure, and considering only the flux which falls
within the angular cone, +2 a

An incremental area, dS, at P will be imaged at P' as an area dS', where

dS m2 dS'

where in is the magnification experienced by a transverse line segment at P' as
imaged at P. Therefore, the irradiance, E, or flux per unit area at the point P
is obtained by dividing the irradiance at P' (considering only the effective
source area) by the area magnification, m2.

E =E

m2

For an aplanatic system

sinaIn = -
si n

Therefore E = E1 sin a
sin2p

Where E' can be found by the usual integration

f1 = dAros 4 8 f= B(O,X',Y',cos 4 8 dx' dy'
E1  2 r 2

X = coordinates on the source

B(8, X1 , Yl) source brightness at XI, Y in the direction of the point P'

cosO r as shown in figure one (b)

ro = distancq of point P' from the source
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2.0 lambertian Sources

For a Lambertian source, for which the brightness is a conitant and the
radiant intensity I(0) varies as the cosO, the calculation for E' is greatly
simplified.

B(O) = Bo = constant = watts/cm2 sterad

1(8) = I cosO = watts/sterad

Io BOA, A = total area of source

1 .2E B0 sin a

and the irradiance at the point P becomes
E = B s'n a = Bosiný

sin2a

For the far field
D

sinp - tan p

where D is the diai11eter of the lens and S is the range, the ill-mination
becomes

2D
E Bo D

4S"

For a Lambertian Source
1=L PT

iTA Tr A

where P is the total power radiated in a hemisphere, therefore, the
axial irradiawce becomes

PT D12

A 4Sz

The axial irradiance is a function only of the collimating lens diameter
and is independent of focc.. length.

B-3
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3.0 Non-Lambertian Sources

Non-Lambertian sources are treated as in section 1.0 except that the inte-
gration over the source must be performed. This requires detailed knowledge of
the source brightness as a function of direction and position on the source
emitting surface. In almost all cases the integral will have to be evaluated
numerically.

A slight simplification can be obtained if it is assumed that the source
is uniform and that the source brightness is constant over the source emitting
area, i.e., the brightness is a function of direction only. It is now possible
to define a function 0(0) which is the average radiance of the emitting surface.

A

which is related to the source brightness by

B(G) =01A cosO cosýJ

The radiance at the image point now becomes

E1= BdA cos 4

E2

QT 0= •-•- 2 2 tanG se de co4e

Scosr
0ro

= 2 (0) sin@ dO

2 0 f N(O) sine de

AJ
021o G (a)

A

where G (cc) = N() sine dO
0

and N(O) is the normalized radiant intensity function. I(0) ýIoN(e)

This function. N(O), must be obtained experimentally for non-Lambertian sources.
For Lambertian sources N(B) = cosO. The integration for G (a) must be numer-
ically evaluated.

It is necessary to use the above approach because in many cases, i.e
LED's, one does not possess sufficient knowledge of the brightness, B(O,xl,y 1 )
of the light emitting area; and it becomes necessary to deduce an approximationS~ to this function from the relatively far field intensity pattern. This approach •

essentially assuuv.s that the source brightness is constant across the emitting
surface or for that matter any beam cross-section near the emitting surface.
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For example, in the case of a commercial LED with a small lens cap (approximately
5 - 10 mm focal length) placed above the emitting area, and usually a reflecting
surfa-e behind the emitter it is very difficult to determine the brightness
function without the use of highly specialized equipment. A further complica-
tion arises from the fact that the brightness is non-uniforin across the emitting
area. A number of dark spots can usually be observed which are probably due to
electrical contacts to the material, material property variations, and non-
uniform heat sinking.

In such a case the only resource is to treat the device as a unit. The
i-luminated portion of the lens cap is considered to be the source area. This
source area is then assumed to be of uniform brightness. This assumption is
justified in that the lens focal length is usually large in comparison to the
size of the emitting area (approximately .5 mm) and that multiple reflections
occurring within the lED case tend to evenly distribute the light over the lens
cap. Each element, dA', of the lens cap is then assumed to possess the same
radiance function, 1(e), as the entire device. From this the function G (0') is
obtained as shown above.

The irradiance at the point of interest, P, is obtained by dividing E1 by

the transverse magnification, i.e.,

=• ~~~E --2, o G (a) sin2p •

A sina

If the axial intensity, 10, is not known it can be calculated from the total
power output of the source. The total energy radiated within a cone of half
angle a is given by

SP(a) = 2i I(e) sine dO
-'o I(e) IoN(O)

- IIG(2o)S~0

The total energy emitted in a hemisphere is

S= 2 IoG(I2)

or Io = PT
2 •, G(ir/2)

Therefore, the axial irradiance at point P is

2T sin2aE T- G sin 2P

A 2

Sssi in a

= T D 2 .Ua~j 1

The quantity in parentheses is the same as that for a Lambertian emitter.
Referring to figure B-l(a) the angle a is inversely proportional to the lens
focal length.

D
sin or tan cc

B-5
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les.The term G(Q)/G(i is the fraction of the total energy collected by the
lens. This is an increasing function of a, and illustrates the obvious fact
that for the same diameter lens, the collection efficiency is inversely propor-
tional to focal length. The last term, I/sin•a , represents a loss in energy
flux density due to the magnification of the optics. As the focal length of
the lens becomes shorter, the magnification increases and the energy from the
source is spread over a larger area. In other words, referring to figure B-l(a),
the same energy that passes through incremental area dS1 also passes through
incremental area dS. However, as the focal length becomes shorter (a becomes
larger), the incremental area dS becomes larger. The same energy is spread over
a larger area and the energy density is therefore reduced.

These last two contributions to the far field irradiance are counter acting,
one causing an increase in intensity and othe other a decrease. In the case of
a Lambertian emitter, these two terms exactly cancel, and the resulting far field
irradiance is independent of focal length. For non-Lambertian sources, the value
of a and hence focal length must be found for which the function

G~a)
sin a

is a maximum. The optimum focal length is that corresponding to this value of

Dtan ct = -D"

NOTE: In many cases the optimum value of a and therefore the optimum focal
length is not physically practical. For instance in most cases the function

sin2a

reaches a maximum for very small values of a usualll less than 1.0 degrees.
This implies a very large focal length. In such cases a design should utilize
the longest focal length consistent with the field of view requirements. For
example, if the minimum half field of view is 0, then the optimum focal should
be chosen such that

d
2 tanO

where d is the diameter of the source. Then the angle a is calculated by

tan a

and this value of a used to determine G(p) and the far field irradiance.

B-8
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i TABLE B.1j ~INTEGRATED FLUX G(4t) vs. GE

G ( o)I GE SSL 55C FLV 104 (FAIRCHILD)
0 degrees 0.00 X 10-3 mw 0.00 X 10-3 mw

.5 0.04 .08
1.0 0.15 .16
1.5 0.33 .32
2.0 0.60 .49
2.5 0.94 .673.0 1.36 .86
3.5 1.85 .99
4.0 2.38 1.11
4.5 2.94 1.18
5.0 3.53 1.25
5.5 4.15 1.30
6.0 4.77 1.34
6.5 5.56 1.38
7.0 6.41 1.42
7.5 7.33 1.458.0 8.42 1.49
8.5 9.58 1.52
9.0 10.4 1.56
9.5 11.1 1.59

10.0 11.8 1.6215.0 13.9 1.95
20.0 15.7 1.95
40.0 30.0
60.0 49.9
80.0 59.2
90.0 61.5
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4.0 Particular lED's and Their Application to OAMS

Two LED's with built in lens caps were investigated for their use in the
transmitter. These units contain a light emitting area placed at the focus of
a very small short focal length lens. The present application requires the LED
to be placed at the focus of an external collimating lens. Maximum lens aper-
ture is 1.5 cm. In this application the LED lens cap is considered to be the
emitting area. The radiant intensity, 1(e), and power PT is provided by the W

manufacturer. From these specifications it is necessary to calculate the
function G(a) in order to obtain the far field intensity pattern.

The normalized radiant intensity patterns, N(e), for two LED's are shown
in figures B-2 and B-3, the Fairchild FLV104 emits in the red region of the
visible spectrum and the GE SSL-55C is a near I.R. emitter. The function N(8)
sine is calculated and tabulated as a function of 0. The function G(S) is then
calculated by means of a graphical integration of this tabulation, i.e.,

n
G•i) G(na) Ni(O) sin8i ABi== =1

The values of G(a) are shown in table B-1 for the ranges over which
manufacturer data is available. The optimum value of a and hence focal length
is that for which the function G(a)/sin2 a is a maximum. This occurs at about

a= 1.0 degree for the GE unit and less than 1.0 degree for the Fairchild unit.
This represents an unreasonably large focal length. However, the next require-
ment of the system is that the total field of view of the system be at least
3.0 degrees. The maximum focal length then becomes

f.. d
2 tan4

where d is the diameter of the lens cap, is the half field of view. Also

tan Da D tan' 4
2f d

The following illustrates the calculations for each LED.

FLV104

The manufacturer specifications are:

= 4.0 mw/sterad

= not specified

S~ d =.188 cm

SA = 1/4 d2 = .028 cm2

k 0
4• = 1.50 .0263 rad

D = 1.5 cm.

B-10
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The requited Local length is
d O.FI = 3.57 cm

f = 2 ta =ý 2"x .0263

D - 1.5

tan0= f = 0.210

e= 11050' sin&' .205

From the graph, the value of G(cv) is found

G(11 0 50') = 1.74 x 10- mw

The axial irradiance can then be found from

2 TrI D2

A gsina452

E =(8.95 x 102) 1.74 x 10-3 1.52

0.042 452

2
(8.95 x 102) (4.15 x 102) (0.563) kS2

20.9 x mW/cm
S 2

3
At S 50 ft 1.524 x 10 C'n

E 9.0 x 10 w/cm2  50 ft

GE -SSL 55C

The manufacturer's specifications for this unit are as follows:

o0 not specified

PT 19 mw @ 50 ft.
FT =

d = 0.396 cm

A = 0.0126 cm2

S= 1.50 = .0263 tad

D 1.5 cm

GI(-T 6.15 x 10-2 mw

Since I is not specified the following equation is used

LT G(OD_..)

A G( sinla 4S2

B-2.



As in the previous example the focal length is found

f = d =7.53 cm

2 tanO

tana - 0.0962f

sin a 0.096

= 50291

From the graph, the function G(a) is found:

G(a) = G(5029') = 4.15 x 10-3 mw

The axial radiant intensity is then

_ 19 4.15 x10- 3  i 2.25

0.126 6.15 x 10-Z 0.0092 452

= 626 x S2

2.69 x 10 mw/cm @ 50 ft

0.269 mw/cm
2

GE SSL-55C (Modified) - Lambertian Source

This unit consisted of an SSL55C with the lens cap removed. In this case the
LED behaves as a simple Lambertian emitter. The following are the manufacturer's
specifications

PT = 19 MV

d .025' .0635 cm

A = 40.3 x 10-2 cm2

d = .050'.= .127 cm
2

A2  = 1.61 x 10 2 cm2

These units consist of an emitting area .025 in square placed within a small
reflector of .050 in diameter. This reflector redirects toward the front
the light which would normally be emitted and absorbed in the rear of the

emitting surface. However, from the equation for axial radiant intensity in
section 2.0, the pertinent paramecer determining the far field radiation den-
sity is the radiation density at the emitting surface, i.e.,

.• ' PT

A

B-12
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One had the option of using the total reflector area as the source or
Just the center emitting area. In the first case the average energy density
across the source will be less than that of just the emitting area since the
energy is spread over a larger area. The energy density will have a relatively
constant value across the reflector and then peak sharply in the center where
the emitting area is located. This profile will also be projected into the far
field of view. The angular spread of the more intense center portion will be
inversely proportional to the focal length of the collimating lens. In the
SAMSO application it is desired that the radiation density be as uniform as
possible within the 3.0 degree field of view. Thus, only the emitting area is
considered in calculating the far field radiant intensity. Also, the total
power output should be derated since the light ordinarily emitted from the rear
of the LED is not used.(This is probably a worst case consideration, since the
inclusion (of) a reflector behind the LED emitting area will not be 100%
efficient and double the forward power output). The far field radiant inten-
sity will be given by

E = ýPT D2
Al 4S2

and the focal length by
dI1

F = 2tano ' := FOV
~ ½F00

For the modified GE SSL 55C, these values ate: (D1 1.5 cm, 1.5)

1
E = 1325 x 2

S
=0.57 x 10-n 2w/cm

= 0.57 mw/cm2

f= 1.2cm

The required focal length is probably too small for a 1.5 cm diameter
lens. This can be increased with the result that the axial intensity will
remain the same but the intensity at the edge of the field of 'iew will decrease
to about 507.

B-13
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Appendix c

ELECTRONIC TIME SHARING SYSTEM

In the Optical Angular Motion Sensor program the initial concept was to
utilize three colors, one for each channel. The design was predicated on GaAs
LEDs for one wavelength and GaAIAs LEDs for the other t;o wavelengths. These
LEDs were selected as a result of a development program by AFAL in which these
diodes were developed and indicated an extremely long projected lifetime.

During the OAMS development program the vendor (TI) substituted GaAs Phos-
phide at these wavelengths with the promise that these were comparable in life
and wavelength. Since they discontinued manufacture of GaAlAs LEDs the GaAsP
was accepted for the 0AIS program and were placed under test.

The test results showed that these LEDs dropped in output power by approxi-
mately 50% after 200 hours of operation. The same general pattern was again
experienced during further testing.

This made the GaAsP LEDs unsuitable for use in a spacecraft which requires
an expected lifetime of over three years for all components.

A study showed that it was possible to utilize one type source such as the
GaAs LEDs for all three channels. But since they must be separated, this could
be accomplished by time division multiplexing of both the transmitter channels
and the respective receiver channels. This technique would permit using one
type source and basically the same mechanical configuration as applied in the
brassboard design.

The time division multiplexing was implemented in the brassboard as described
in the following paragraphs.

Time Sharing Network Operation

The time sharing network operates from either a square wave or a sine wave
input and provides self correcting timing for the three channel transmitters and
for the channel output memory for sequential channel operation. (For electronic
diagram, see figure Cl).

First to be described will be the binary counter. An input signal is applied
through capacitor Cl to a pulse shaping network consisting of amplifier Al and
the common emitter transistor stage containing transistor Ql. The output of the
t-ansistor stage provides a TTL logic compatible clock pulse to the first stage
of the logic counter. The counter is arranged in the following manner. Binary
elements FF-A through FF-E count in .a straight binary with elements FF-B, C, D
and E being synchronous and triggered from FF-A. Nand gates Gl through G8 pro-
vide the synchronous action.

t *C-1
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Element FF-F provides a glitch-free trigger pulse at the proper time as
required for each channel output memory. Nand gates Gil, 12, 13 and 14 deter-
mine the time and length of the pulse. Binary elements FF-G, H and I sequentially
provide a gate output for use in sequentially gating on the channel transmitters
with binary element FF-E providing the trigger pulse.

Transmitter gating is the same for each channel and will be described in
detail for the pitch channel. The inputs to diodes Dl, D2 and D3 are either
zero or plus five volts with only one of the three being high at a time. When
the input to Dl is high, the pitch channel transmitter is gated on in the fcl-
lowing manneL. With plus five volts applied to diode Dl, the output from
inverting amplifier A2 will be in negative saturation with a voltage level
approaching negative fifteen volts. This negative level will turn off FET
transistors Ql and Q2. Tn this Londition, transistors Q3, Q4, Q5 and Q6 will
also be turned off and current fltw through the light emitting diodes will not
be interrupted and the transmitter will operate in a normal manner.

When the positive gating voltage is removed from diode Dl and zero volts
is applied, the output fron amplifier A2 will be near zero. With this voltage
appliec to the gate of transistors QI and Q2, they will turn on transistors Q3,
Q4, Q5 and Q6. Q3 and Q4 will be saturated and Q5 and Q6 will be on the verge
of saturation. Since the collector to emitter voltage of transistors Q5 and Q6
is then less than the forward conduction voltage of the light emitting diodes,
the driver currents will flow through the transistors and not through the diodes.
Thus, the transmitter is turned off with no transient effect on the power supply.
The yaw and roll channels operate in the same manner as each is gated on and off.

Signal output Erom each channel is converted in its corresponding panel meter
to digital form and stored by the digital memory following an update command. Nand
gates G15 and G20 update the pa,tel meters with the display and corresponding digital
output from each panel meter being the timc shared outputs.

Time Sharing System Response Analysis

The time sharing system operates as a s;.mple data system by alternately
illuminating the individual axis LEDs 'or a duration of t seconds to allow the
electronics to stabilize for a measurement. Since three axes are to be sampled
in sequcence, each channel is sampled every 3t seconds. The readout electronics
to be analyzed is illustrated in figure C.2. It consists of a second order pre-
sample low pass filter, sample/hold circuit, and interpolation low pass filter.

FIGURE C.2 - READOUT ELECTRONICS

PRE-SMPLESAMPE AN INTERPOLATION
DEMODULATOR FILTER HOLD FILTER

The output of the demodulator is a full wave rectified sine wave t seconds
long occurring at a repetition rate of l/3t pulses/second. The objective of the
presample filter is to develop for each sample a voltage proportional to the
sensor error signal. It is a second order filter with the following transform
function:

C-3



S~2 (1) s2

For6(l. the response of this filter to a step input is given by:

(2) C(t)=-

e Sin (o0_t (1_82) + tan" (1_8)

(1.-2) D "

which is a damped oscillatory response as illustroted in figure C.3.

FIGURE C.3- DAMPED OSCILLATORY RESPONSE

1.0 -
_U

Sii

on- - ,
Wnt

Values of wnt and % error for (1) first overshoot, (2) second crossover,
and (3) first undershoot are listed in table CA.. for various values of damping
factors

TABLE C.1

tI
DAmPING Ont 7% ERROR

FACTOR8 1 2 3 1 2 3

IE
0.6 3.9 6.7 7.8 9.5 0 .899

0.7 4.4 7.7 8.8 4.6 0 .211

0.8 5.2 9.4 10.4 1.5 0 .023

0.9 7.2 13.4 14.4 0.15 0 .m00

The time required to reach the final value within a fixed tolerance and

.9 given value of 6 is an inverse function of the presample filter bandwidth as

established by its break frequency fo = /2n

C-4



The highest value of t is also limited by the required sample rate since
fs 1/3t. Therefore, for a given filter, the lowest value of ont consistent
with desired accuracy is required. Candidates in table I most closely meeting
the above criteria are wnt = 7.7 (8 = .7, point 2) and wnt = 7.2 (8 = .9,
point 1). For the purpose of this analysis Wnt = 7.7 will be used in the fil-
lowing computations.

For(Ont = 7.7:

(3) fs = -7.7) =0.272 fS~ 3(7.7)

The value of f.; and, therefore, fo is dependent upon:

a) required response - 10 hz

b) rate of signal spectrum cutoff from 10 hz

c) allowable aliasing error

Sampling rates required for a signal aliasing error <17 and 10 hz response
are illustrated below for various assumed signal spectrum cutoff rates. The
sampling rate (fs) aud related presample filter break frequency (fo) for different
rates of signal spectrum cutoff from 10 l1z are shown in table C.2.

TABLE C.2

RATE OF CU2OFF fs fo

12 db/octave 300 hz 1103 hz

18 db/octave 100 1hz 368 hz

30 /octave 50 hz 184 hz

Increasing the value of f. increases the input noise spectrum to the
sair*,le/hold cix.'-.iL. In addition to increased noise within the sampling band-
width an aliasi:,g power error is also introduced by the noise which is given by:

f
(4) V2  f N2 (f) df = N2 (f) Ifo-fs/2I

N2 (f) = Constant noise power spec*'-um

and evaluated in table C.3

I-"C-5
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TABLE C.3

RATE OF CUTOFF

12 db/octave 954 N2 (f)

18 db/octave 318 N2 (f)

230 db/octave 159 N (f)

The need for rapid rate of signal spectrum cutoff is evident to minimize
the level of noise in the time sharing system.

In summary, the time sharing system using the approach outlined xn figure
C.1 will experience an increased noise level over the continvous system. The
magnitude of this increase is dependent upon the rate of sig,, I spectrum cutoff
and the bandpass of the low pass interpolation filter. If the signal spectrum
can not be constrained within the 10 hz bandwidth and the illustrated rates of
cutoff, signal aliasing error will increase beyond 1%. A corresponding increase
in the sampling rate will then be required to maintain the 1% aliasing error.
The higher sampling rate will also cause a further increase in the input noise
spectrum to the sample/hold circuit.
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APPENDIX D

MODULATED LED SYSTEMS

To overcome the disadvantages of an EOLM such as high voltage and fragile
crystals(KD*P), a new concept for polarization modulation was developed. In
the selection of soL;ces the recent developments in the Light Emitting
Diode field have made them the best available sources for OAMS application.
Since they can be readily modulated, 2 systems of modulation are considered.

1. Intensity modulated LED's which employ polarization modulation to
simulate EOLM operation w~s selected for the system and is described
in Appendix E.

2. Intensity modulated LED's which employ no polarization modulation.

The modulated LED systems are systems with three separate axes for pitch,
roll and yaw. Each axis will have its own light source/sources. The LED's
are of small size and high efficiency and have ability to operate at high
modulation frequencies.

Intensity Modulated LED's Which Employ No Polarization Modulation

A schematic diagram of a system employing intensity modulation with no
polarization modulation is presented in figure D-I. In this system a single
LED source in each axis is intensity modulat'ed. Since each LED is driven at
a different frequency, the angular informaLiorn of the three axes is discrimi-
nated by narrow bandpass filtering. The optical design of the pitch and yaw
axes are identical; one is simply twisted 900 relative to the other. The
optical elements and their orientations are the same as those used in the
pitch axis of the LED modulated system. The roll axis transmitter consists
of a LED and plane polarizer. Its receiver consists of a plane polarization
analyzer oriented at 450 to the polarization of the transmitter. The signal
processing for this system is different from previously discussed systems and
is presented in figure D-2.

Pitch Axis Transmitter

The pitch axis transmitter optics consists of a single LED light source, a
plane polarizer, a quarter wave plate, and an angle sensing crystal.

The transmitter characteristics are obtained from the Meuller matrix

expression
(1) PITCH SOURE= [AC(aI, 00) [(0 P(45° s

(2) PITCH SOURCE = 1

Sin l kI Sin Wp t

0

-Cos kaj
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where a, = pitch angle of the light beam relative to the transmitter ZA

angle sensing crystal
RI

Ip = intensity of pitch axis source A

Wp = angular frequency of pitch axis source

The roll angle, 0 R, of the transmitter relative to the target is introduced by
use of the twist matrix T-1  which results in

(3) PITCH SOURCE = 1

Sin ka1 Cos 2 eR ½IpSin Wpt

Sin ka1 Sin 20R

-CoskcJ 1

Yaw Axis Transmitter

The yaw axis transmitter optics are identical to the pitch axis except for the
orientation of the angle sensing crystal sensitive axis. The yaw source output
is given by

(4) YAW SOURCE = [T'1] [AC(Bl, 900)] jQ(O°) [P(450)] [S]

(5) YAW SOURCE = 1

-Sin k BI Cos 2 eR

-Sin k BI Sin 2 eR

Cos k BI

where B1  = yaw angle of the light beam relative to the transmitter angle
sensing crystal j

Iy = intensity of yaw axis LED

Wy = angular frequency of yaw axis source

Roll Axis Transmitter

The roll axis transmitter optics consist of a LED light source and a plane
polarizer. The foll axis output is given by

(6) ROLL SOURCE [ P~[(450] s

(7) ROLL SOURCE = I

-S2.n 2 eR kIRSin W pt

Cos 2eR
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where IR intensity of roll axis LED

WR = angular frequency of roll axis source

Total Source

Each receiver axis sees an intensity which is the sum of the three transmitters
and the unpolarized background. The effective total source is

(8) TOTAL SOURCE = ITCH SOURCE] + [YAW SOUR + [ROLL SOURCE] + [BG]

where BG = (1, 0, 0, O)IBG is the unpolarized background matrix.

* Pitch Axis Receiver

The pitch axis receiver optics consist of an angle sensing crystal and a
Wollaston prism following by optics to focus the light onto the two detectors.
The intensities of the two beams emerging from the Wollaston analyzer are given
by the matrix expression.

(9) PITCH OUTPUT = [W(Oo)] [AC( a2, 1800)1. [TOTAL SOURCE]

which result3 in

(10) IP1 = ½IBG + 1IIp +Sil k(a 1 - 2)-ER Sin Wp t

+(Iy Sin Wyt term)+(IR Sin WRt term)

(11) IP2 = + kip [1-Sin k(c 1 - a 2 )+ERl] Sin Wpt

+(Iy Sin Wyt term)+(IR Sin WRt term)

where I p and IP2 = intensities on detectors 1 and 2 respectively

ERI = Sin ka! Cos k r 2 (l-Cos 2 0R)

Pitch Axis Electronic Processing

The pitch output intensities are detected and preamplified to yield the outputs
V and Vp2 .

(12) Vp 1 = K1 AIIp1 and VP2 = K2 A2 IP2

These signals are passed through bandpass filters FI and F 2 centered at Wp
to yield V, 12 and Vh 2 .

(13) V2 ½F=KIAI IBG+kIpjl+Sin kBp-ERI Sin W t

(14) V' 2 = -F 2 K2 A2  IBG +kpl-Sin k@p+ER1Sin Wpt

where F 1 and F2 are the bandpass filter gans
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The sum, VSUM, and difference, VDIF, outputs are given by

(15) V SI - hTv2= DfVLP2

where.S and D are the gains of the sum and difference amplifiers. These are
then demodulated by networks X1 and X2 to yield

I (16) VSUM kX2 S(F1 K1 AI+F2 K2A2 )IP +2IBG/Ip(t)+FK(Sin kep-ERl)

(17) V'DIF =Xl D(F IKJ A i+2 2A 2 IP n kOp-ERI+FK(1+2IB/Ip(t)

where FK = (F 1K1A1-F 2K2A2)/(F 1 K1AI+F2K2A2 )

The output of the AGC network is

(18) VN N VLIF = N XD [Sin kOp -ERl+ER2]v-- s l+4 +R3 •" J
VSUM 7

where ERI = Sin k I Cos k 2 (l-Cos 2 0R)

ER2 = FK(1+2IBG/Ip(t))

ER3 = 21B/IP(t)

ER4 = FK(Sin k9R-ERl)

The term ERI contributes a negligible zero shift error of about 0.1 arr
seconds. By optically filtering the input, the ER3 term also becomes
negligible. The ER2 term is more serious. If the detector responsivity M

and detector preamplifier combination for both legs can be held constant so
that FK =10-3, then the ER2 term can contribute an error as large as 2 arc
seconds. The ER4 term contributes a negligible scale factor error.

Yaw Axis Receiver

The yaw axis receiver is identical to the pitch angle receiver except that
its angle sensing crystal matrix is AC(B 2 ,270 0 ) instead of AC(c 2 , 1800)

Roll Axis Receiver

The roll axis receiver optics consist of a Wollaston prism followed by optics
to focus the light onto the two detectors. The intensities of the two beams
emerging from the Wollaston analyzer are given by the maxtrix expression

(14 ROLL OUTPUT (0 [Wo VTAL SOURC~

which results in
(20) 'Rl = ¾IR(l-Sin 20R) Sin WTt+Ip(+Sin ka1 Cos Sin Wt

+?Iy(l-Sin kBI Cos 2 0R) Sin Wyt + kIBG
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(21) IR2 = 4±R(l+Sin 2 @R) Sin WTt + kIp(I-Sin ka1 Cos 2 8R) Sin WPt

+¾ýIy(l+Sin kBl Cos 2eR) Sin Wyt + ½IBG

These intensities are detected and processed electronically exactly L. they
were for the pitch axis. The roll angle output is given by

(22) VN = N XlD Sin 2eR-ER5
X2---• l+ER6

where ER5 = FK(l+2IBG/Ir)

ER6 = FK Sin 2ER+ 2IBG/IR

FK = (F 1 K1 AI-F 2 K2 A2 )/(FIKIAl+F 2 K2A2 )

Here, as in the case of the pitch and yaw axes, the FK term in the numerator
of Equator 22 is the dominant error term. If FK =2 x 10-5 then an error of 2
arc seconds can occur. The weakness of this intensity modulated system is the
accuracy to which the detector responsivity, preamp balance, FK, must be held.
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APPENDIX E

OAMS ERROR ANALYSIS

The intent of this analysis is to develop a mathematical model of the OAMS .
system concept to permit identification and evaluation of potential sensor error
sources. The OAMS optical model development contained herein uses Mueller
matrices to determine the first order optical signal characteristics of the
radiation sensea by each detector contained in the sensor. With this information

an analysis of the sensor, including its electronics, can be made to illustratethe sensor performance capabilities and limitations.

1.0 OPTICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The OAMS system concept utilizes three independent optical systems to measure

relative angle about three (3) orthogonal axes between the transmitter and receiver
assemblies. To eliminate cross coupling the light sources for each axis operate
at different wavelengths and modulation frequencies. The sensor consists of two
identical and orthogonal lateral sensing systems (one for pitch and one for yaw) and
one roll sensing system.

The following is a mathematical model development for the OAMS 1- te i and
sensing systems to define the optical signal characteristics of tap -Adiation
sensed by each detector.

1.1 LED Polarization Modulated Source

The light source in this concept is designed to give a sinusoieally vnrying polariza-
tion output while yielding a constant total intensity output. It consists of two
sinusoidally driven LED's and a Wollaston prism as shown in Figure E-1. Unpolarized
light from LED #1 is divided by the Wollaston prism into two beams, one vertically
polarized and one horizontally polarized. Unpolarized light from LED #2 is also
divided by the Wollaston prism into a horizontally and a vertically polarized beam.
These beams are directed in such a way that two of the four resulting beams combine
to form a central beam which is the net transmitter output. The other two divergent
beams are masked off and are not allowed to combine in the transmitter output.

If each LED is driven by a sinusoidally varying current of il(t) = ibl+i lSinwt
and i 2 (t) = ib2- im2Sin wt, the polarized illumination output of the two eams may
be expressed as:

(I) in l= •I=R1 libl+imlSin~t

(2) IV k1•2=kR 2 [ib2-im2Sin• wt

where IH and IV refer to the intensities polarized horizontally and vertically
respectively, R is the LED responsivity, and I is the unpolarized LED output, ib
is the LED DC bias current level,im is the modulation peak current level, and
subscripts are for LED's I and 2.
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We can now construct the Stokes vector describing this source. Assume that
Rl-R 2-R and iblib2mimlaim2ni, then the total source output is:

(3) I1+IV 0 ýRi(l+Sinwt) + .•Ri(l-Sinwt) - Ri

The total source output is constant.

The horizontal-vertical polarization preference is given by:

(4) 1 -IV = ½Ri(l+Sinwt) -gRinwt) ) i Slnwt

which means that the polarization is sinusoidally modulated.

Since the 445() components and the right and left hand circular components are zero,
then the Stokes vector is given by:

(5) ISL(oo, 900)j IH 4. IV Ii. + 12 Ri

III 1v ½ Il - 12 Ri Sinwt

0 0 0

L 0 o 0

1.2 Lateral Axis

An optical schematic diagram of the lateral axis sensing system is illustrated in
Figure E-2. The transmitter consists of a Wollaston prism (WT) whose planes of
polarization are oriented at _+430 to combine the light from two (2) amplitude
modulated light emitting diode (LED) sources such that the light from one source
is polarized in a plane at 4450 while that from the other source is polarized in
a plane at -450. A quarter (X/4) waveplate is subsequently used to convert
the linear polarized light to circular polarized light. The light is then passed
through the first: of two matched angle sensing cryatals (ASCT). The second matched
crystal (ASCR) is contained in the receiver followed by a Wollaston prism (i4R)
The stokes vector of the central beam in this case is given by:

(6) [SL(45°, -450)] 1',i + 12

0

II - 12

0

where

(7) 11 = RI(i'b +,imlSinwt)

(8) 12 = R2 (ib2-im2Sinwt)
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"and I = LED output intensity
ib = LED D.C. bias current
im = LED peak modulation current
R = LED responsivity

= modulation frequency
1 and 2 = subscripts for LED #1 and LED #2.

Expressions 7 and 8 reflect the fact that the d.c. bias current and the a.c.
modulation current are set independently. We cannot set im=ib since LED
operation is not linear at very low current levels. Thus ib must be greater
than im.

The light leaving the transmitter after passing through the X/4 waveplate and
first angle sensing crystal (ASCT), may be found by the fol'.nvwi'g matrix
equation:

(9) LATERAL OUTPUT IACc, " Q(900)1 S(40,-5)
(10) LATERAL OUTPUT = I1 + 12

0

(I1 - 12 )Sin ka

(I1 - I,)Cos ko

where: a - Angle of incidence of light about the sensitive axis of the
transmitter angle sensing crystal.

"K - Optical gain of angle sensing crystal-optical phase shift
(radians or degrees) per angle of incidence (radians or
degrees).

To define the light arriving at the receiver the expression for the light leaving
the transmittcr must be modified to include unpolarized background light and
relative rotation about the roll axis.

Light arriving at the receiver may be found by the following matrix equation

(11) LATERAL INTENSITY = LI [.TERAL OUTPUT] + [IBG]

(12) LATERAL INTENSITY = 2 11 + 12 + 21BG

(Il - 12 )Sin k&Sin 29R

(11 - 12 )Sin k&Cos 2 hR

(II - 12 )Cos ko,

where: IBG = unpolarized background radiation

OR = roll axis relative attitude error about line of sight between
transmitter and receiver

E-5
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The lateral .asli recei;er consists of an angle sensing crystal (matched to the
transmittr-r 'sugle sensing crystal) and a Wollaston prism. An :ptical filter
is also .'nr;.uded to filter out radiation of the other two axes and background
radiation. The light impinging on each detector (ID, and ID2) is determined R
by:

(13) jLATERAL OUTPUT] IW(±45o)I jASC(0, 900)] ILATERA, INTENSITIj

(14) 1Dl -(Il+I2+2) s-12) Sin ke-Sin k&Cos kp(l-Cos 2eR)

(15) ID2 = V(II+I2+2IBG) - %(Ii-I2) Sin ks-Sin kaCos kp3(l-Cos 2eR0

where: P angle of incidence of light about the sensitive axis of
the receiver angle sensing crystal

e = -fi= lateral axis - relative att.'.tude error

I = background radiation within the spectral bandpass of the optical
BG filter

It is assumed in expression 13 that only a negligible amount of radiation from
the other two axes is transmitted by the optical filter. Any radiation that
is transmitted will be attenuated further by electronic filtering and will notaffect the output.

1.3 Roll Axis

An optical schematic diagram of the roll axis sensing system is illustrated in
Figure E-3. As previously discussed for the lateral axis a Wollaston prism (WT)
j.s also used for the roll axis to combine the amplitude modulated light from
the two LED sources. Another Wollaston prism (WR), is used in the receiver to
analyze the incoming light tb determine the relative misalignment about the roil
axis.

As previously shown for the lateral axis, the light from the LED combiner

Wollaston prism (WT) may be defined by the following column matrix.

(16) SL(45 0 , -450) = -II + I2

0

I1- 12

0

where: I1 = Rl(ib + iml Sinwt)

1 2 R 2 (ib 2 - im2 Sinot)

E-
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The light impinging on each detector after passing through the receiver Wollaston
prism (WR), considering unpolarized background and relative rotation about the
roll axis, may be found by the following matrix equation.

(1) [ROLL OUTPUT] = fW(O°, 90°) T-I [SL(-45°, 450)I+IIBGI
(18) 1 (I+2+2G)+ (I 2 )Sin 20R1

ID2 = 2+IG)_ (I1-1 2 )Sin 20RI

2.0 CAMS ELECTRONIC MODEL DEVELOPME,•£

A schematic diagram of the electronic signal processing system for one axis is
illustrated in figure E-4. The same system is used for each axis of the sensor.
The electronic signal processing techniques utilized by Chrysler obtain a sum
and difference of the detector outputs to extract a unique error signal represen-
ting the relative attitude error. Assuming linear gain transform functions the
sum and difference output voltages may be expressed as:

(19) VD = D IIDl K1 Al - ID2 K2 A2 1

(20) VS =S II~l KI Al + ID 2 K2 A2 1

The difference output is used to obtain the relative difference in angle between
the transmitter and receiver.The sum output provides a measure of the total light
received by the two detectors and is generally used to provide an automatic gain
control (AGC) to compensate for light level and detector responsivity changes.

At this point, consider the basic wave forms appearing in the system. This
discussion applies equally to the lateral or roll axes, but for the sake of
clarity only the roll will be discussed. Figure E-5 presents the LED outputs
described by expressions I and 2. These are simply LED intensities sinusoidally
driven 1800 out of phase. Feedback loops are employed to insure that the
amplitudes as measured by the receiver are equal. The sum of these intensities
will then be a D.C. level as shown.
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LUNG I LED NO. 2

LED O. I MD LED HO 2
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Int2

Figure -6 presents the illhination (-. and I ) on the two detectors of the

receiver when eR=O. Light from LED's Ia-nd 2 23 split evenly by the receiver

Wollaston prism so that each detector sees only a D.C. level. The sum and

difference outputs defined in expressions 20 and 19 are also d.c. levels.

Figure E-7 presents the illumination (ID and ID2) on the two detectors of the

receiver when eRiO. Light from LED's 1 and 2 are no longer evenly split by

the Wollaston such that detector #1 receives a greater amplitude while the

amplitude on detector #2 is diminished. Light from LED #2 is split by the

Wollaston such that detector #1 receives a lesser amplitude while detector #2

receives a greater amplitude. The total intensity on each detector is no

longer d.c. Detector #1 sees an a.c. signal in phase with LED #1 while

detector #2 sees an a.c. signal of ..he same amplitude buL 1800 out of phase.

In each case, the amplitude is oroportional to the sine of the roll angle.

Figure E-8 presents the sum and difference signals resulting from the detector

illuminations of Figure E-7 The sum signal is a d.c. signal which is used to

monitor the overall system illumination for AGC. The difference from expression

16 is in the phase with LED #1 and detector #1 and has twice the amplitude of

the detector #1 signal. Again the amplitude of the differe,.z- signal is-

proportional to the sine of the roll angle. If a difference sisnal in phase

with LED #1 signifies a positive angle, then a negative angle corresponds to

the difference signal being out of phase wiZh LED #1.
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Figure E-8 SUM AND DIFFERENCE SIGNALS

2.1 Lateral Axis

Upon substituting expressions for :., and ID (equations 14 and 15) and
expressions for I and I into equations 19 D3nd 20, the following expressions
are obtained for 1he d iference and sum of the lateral axis detector outputs.
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(21) VD= IRiblR 2ib2  B +• m R21m 1  'R2) sinwtj I KIA 2A21
+[(RlIblR ib + (Rli 1 (&I2 s Ino jKiA1+ 2

(22 V= Rlbl- 2 b 2) b 'm+R21BG) +i Rm 1 -Ri inij KAL+K 2
SjSin k8 - Cos ksin k(l-Cos 2RIj

(22R VS i (• , b + 21(Ri + Rlim, - R m2 sin(] KIAA + K2A1K

1Ib l R2ib 2) imi 2 m2 21 4

i ke - cosin os(• k I cos 2eRIj

where: K detector responsivity

A - Preamplifier gain

D - Differential amplifier gain

S - Summa*"*.n amplifier gain

9 - (a-) = lateral axis angle to be measured

The above equations may be reduced to ideal system model equations by
assuming that the following conditions are true. The errors introduced
when these conditions are ncot true will be discussed later in the appendix.

o PEFECT LED OUTPUT BALANCE (Ri = i

o PERFECT DETECTOR/PRE-AMPLIFIER GAIN BALANCE (KA 1 = K2A2) zi

o ZERO ROLL CROSS COUPLING (6R = 0.) " 4
o ZERO UNPOLARIZED BACKGROUND (I•, = 0) $

o PERFECT MODULATION (i = m & ib2 i

bl ml. b m2
The ideal equations for the difference and sum expressions are:

D(23) VD = 4 (KIA 1 +K2A2) (Ril+R 2 im2) sinwt sin k9

(24) VS (KIAI+K2 A2 ) (Rliml+R2 im2 )

The difference signal (VD which is an AC sinal, is processed through a
narrow band filter centered at a frequency of oi/2ir. The sunination signal
(Vs), is used to normalize the difference signal for variations in detector/
preamplifier gain changes and LED responsivityipeak modulation current changes.
After normalization by the divider network and demodulation the resultant output
signal may be expressed as:

E-12
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(25) VE = = sin k9
KV KS

where: X - divider network gain

E - bandpass filter gain

F - demodulation gain

K - low pass filter gain

The significant advantage of this approach in the ideal case is illustrated by
Equation 25 which does not contain expressions for LED responsivities, detector
responsivities and preamplifier gains. Normalization of these parameters will
greatly assist L-curacy and long term stability of the sensor.

2.2 ROLL AXIS

When substituting expressions for IDI and Iý2 (equation 18) and expressions of
I and 12 into equations 19 and 20, the fo1 owing expressions are obtained for
tie difference and sum of the roll axis detection outputs.

(26) VD = I(Rlibl+R2 i2+21 ,G (Rlim-R 2 i 2 ) sinnKtj IAKlIK 2A2 A

+ (R ibl 2 b" ' i 2+R2i) sinwtl IKAl+K2  Isin 21R1

(27) V S 1(Rl'bl2+R"b2+2G)+ (R'm-R2 im2  s l 2A2

VA -K2A -(R• R z +( +R i )sinti [sin 20 !
+2 1 A1 " 2 l'bl- 2"b2)+(R lml 2"m 2) sin s R1

The ideal equations for the difference and sum expressions and output signal
may be formed using the same procedure as outlined for the lateral axis.
These equations are:

(28) VD 4 (KIAI+K 2A2 ) (Rliml+R2 i 92) sinwot sin 20R

(29) VS =- (KIA +K2A2 ) (R 1 iml+R 2im2)

(30) XEFV = X FED [sin 20R]

The normalization features outlined for the lateral axis are also true for
the roll axis.
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3.0 SYSTLEM ERROR ANALYSIS

The previous paragraphs discussed the ideal system equations to illustrate
some of the features of the approach being utilized by Chrysler. These ideal
equations assumed the following conditions.

" PERFECT LED MODULATION BALANCE (Rlil R2i2)

"o PERFECT DETECTOR/PRE-AMPLIFIER GAIN BALANCE (KIAI = K2A2)

"o ZERO ROLL CROSS COUPLING (9 = 00)

"o ZERO UNPOLARIZED BACKGROUND (IBG = 0)

"o PERFECT MODULATION (ibl = im & ib2=ir2)

The following paragraphs will evaluate the effect when these conditions are
not true.

3.1 Differential Output

Errors introduced by non-ideal conditions can be best evaluated by an analysis
of the differential output signal after passing through the bandpass filter (E).
The output of the filter (V') for the lateral and roll axes may be expressed as:

Lateral Axis:

(31) VD ' Q I(RlimI. + R ii2) (K1Al + K2A,) Sin kel Sincot

+ 1(Rliml -R2i.2) (K1A1  K2A2)J Sin&X

(2)

+ 1Rliml + R2im2 ) (KIAI + K2 A2 ) (Cos k,8 Sin kai) (l-Cos28R)J Sinc-t

(3)

Roll Axis:

(iD(Rlil + R2 im2) (KIA1 + K2A2 ) Sin 2R 1 i

+ I(Rliml - R2 im2) (KIA ( - K2A2) Sinmt

(2)

Term 1 - Ideal equation for difference signal

Term 2 - The magnitude of this error is dependent upon the degree of LED output
modulation unbalance as diminished by the degree of detector/pre-amplifier
unbalance. Balance of both factors must be controlled to maintain this
error to an acceptable level. This term represents an offset error
which may be found at null by:

E -14



Lateral Axis:

(33) ee - Arc Sin 7 (-qKA)

Roll Axis.:

(34) Re= Arc Sin (7Ri) (qKA)
where: (Rliml'R2im2) (KIAI-K 2A2 )

" "ii (Riim 2+R2im2) WKA = (K1AI+K2A2 )

The magnitude of the offset error at null is illustrated in table E-l for
various values of qRi and 9KA and for a nominal value of k=60.

TABLE E-1

•Ri Ae Re

0.01 0.34" 10.31"

0.02 1.38" 41.25"

0.03 3.09" 92.82"

0.04 5.50" 165.01"

0.05 8.59" 257.83"

Substantial errors are introduced by this term, particularly in the
roll axis. However, by controlling LED modulation balance as discussed
in paragraph 3.4, the error cause by this term is converted to a scale
factor error much less sensitive to values of 71 and KA

Term 3- The magnitude of this term is dependent upon the amount of misalignment
of the matched crystals about the roll axis (OR) and the angle of
incidence of light passing through each of the matched crystals (aandp3.

When the receiver assembly is on the longitudinal axis of the transmitter

(i.e., no translation),a= 0 and therefore the error is zero. When
translated off axis the error is essentially proportional too.

The error introduced by this term is an offset-error which may be

found by:

(35) ee =~ •Arc Sin Cos k13 Sin ka (1-Cos2eR)

The magnitu.le of the offset error introduced by this term is illustrated
in figure E-9. The roll axis design goal for OAMS is eR +10. For this
range the worst case error is in the order of +1". Term 3 is considered
negligible.
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3.2 SUMMATION OUTPUT

The summation output is used to control the overall LED output, LED modulation
balance and fov AGC.

The summation outp'it (V") after processing through a low pass filter (K) is
compared with a reference voltage to provide an error signal to control the LED
output. This approach will maintain reasonably constant detector light levels
for optimum detector/prea, rlifier operation and provide the maximum vol.. ge
level for best divider network operation.

The output for the low pass filter for a lateral axis system (or ROLL AXIS by
replacing sin (kG) with sin 2 8 R) may be expressed as:

KS
(36) Vt

=I(R i +R i +21IAG (K A +K .A, + (Rhi -R ib (K -KA) kG
S ~4VU 1 hb 2b 1 1 2 bl 2b)Kl A) Sin a

(1) (2)

Term 1 - This term is used to normalize the (Rli l+R2im2 ) coefficient in the
ideal equation for the difference signal. Due tu

(Rlibl4R2ib2+ 2 1AG) > (Rliml+R2 im2 )
a scale factor error will be introduced which can only be accommodated
by calibration since in all cases ibl>iml, ib2>im2, and I'G>O.

Term 2-The magnitude of this term is dependent upon the difference of LED bias
currents as diminished by the detector/preamplifier unbalance and Sin ke
for lateral axis or Sin 29p• for roll axis.

The error contributions for these cerms are evaluated in paragraph 3.4.

Tle sunmmation output (VI) after processing through a bandpass filter (G) centered
at the modulation frequency provides an AC signal which is a measure of the unbalance
between the LED modulation amplitudes Rliml and R2im2 . Under ideal conditions this
signal can be expressed as:

(37) = j(KIAI+K2 A2 ) (RlimlR 2im 2 )jSinco

Under non-ideal conditions this signal is expressed for the lateral axis by:

(38) V~ §j(lmR2im2) (KlAI+KA 2)I iw

(I)
+I(Rli+R 2 im2 ) (KIAI-K 2 A2 ) Sin kel Sinwt

(2)
+i(Rliml+R2 im2) (KIA 1 -K2A2 ) (Cos k/ Sin ka ) (1-Cos 2@R)I Sino±l

(3)
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and for the roll axis by.

(39) V1 . 2s I(R il-mR im (l+KA)Sinwt +

I(Rlfin+R~i 2  (1)

1(Rliml+R2im2) (KIAI-K2 A2 ) Sin 20R1Sinwt1

(2)

Term I - Ideal equation for AC signal portion of Vt

Term 2 - The feedback control loop will adjust the current gain thru
one LED until V; = 0. Under ideal conditions VI = 0 when

S SRliMl=R2im2. Under non-ideal conditions for the lateral axis,
assuming Term 3 in equation 38 is negligible V" = 0 when:[ (K1 AI.-K2A2)I1

(40) Rliml-Ri =[(Rliml+R2i 2 ) (K• A Sin k@

and for the roll axis:

(K A1 -KA]
(41) Rliml -R 2im2 =-(Riim+R2 i2) (K 1 A1 +K2A2 )-- Sin 2R

Ihe error contribution of this term is further evaluatt ,. in
paragraph 3.4.

Term 3 - The magnitude of this error is negligible since the worst case value
of Cos kP Sin ka (1-Cos 2 0 R) = Sin k@ when 0 is approximately 1".
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3.3 System Output

The system output equation ('E) may be expressed as:

10 XF V6
(42) VE

Substituting equations 31 (Iess Term 3) and 36 for VI and V" results in the

followIng equation for the lateral axis.

(Riiml+R2 im2 ) Sin ke + (Rliml-R 2 i 2 ) (KA }
(43) VE K3 (Rlibl+R2 ib 2 +21iG) + (Riibl-R 2 ib 2 )(Nd Sin kO

I0______ KIAI-K 2 A2where K3 = KSEK 1 2
10 KSX 7 KA K= KA 1 +K2 A.,

Substituting equation 40 for (Rliml-R 2 im 2 ) and re-arranging terms yields;

(4 E=K' (Rlim,+R2itn2)1 [I F tjAI j~ k8l31 (R Ii bl+R~ 2-N 1 (jb2

where G =TRi ) (t1KC) Sin kO
b

b Rlibl-R2ib 2
b1R i b+Rib 21'

1 bl 2 b2 '1'x

BGH=z

(Rlibl+R2ib2)

(45) V= K3 K4 K5 K6K7 Sin k9

Roll axis equations are the same, except Sin kO is replaced by Sin 2R.

Variations in each of the K terms will introduce scale factor errors once the
system is calibrated. The following is a discussion of the error sources for
each term.

I0 EDXF
(46) K3  KS

The value of K is a function of the linear scale factors of the electronic
elements identified in the above equation. The Z scale factor error = f(% dK3 ).

(R iml+R2 1m2 )
(47) K4=(Ri +Ri

Sbl+ 2 b2
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The equation for K4 may be modified by the following relationships introducing
the modulation index m.

Mi _ 2 = ira!m2
1bl ib2

let Rlibl = Rib let mi = m

R2ib2 = Rib+6Rib m2 = M+ An

(48) K4  PRibm + (Rib+.IRib)(minm)
2 Rib+!Rib

Expanding and re-arranging terms

Rib•~ + •
(49) K4  n m + Rib+ 'b

2.Rib + ARi b

Since 2 Rib>> bRi

(50) K4 =m + 2 i l+ 2m
Therefore, the value of K4 is a function of the modulation index m and unbalance
in modulation indices Am = m2 -mi. The 7% scale factor error = f (7% dm, 7% dAm/2)

1
(51) K 5 j-l÷

If H<< I K5 = 1-H

(52) K5 = - ( lR 1
The value of K5 is a function of H which is the ratio of the background radiation
level to the total average LED output. The Z scale factor error = f (7% dH)

(53) K = -

Since G << I 6 = 1-G

(54) K6 = 11 - ( bRi (IKA) Sin kO

The value of K is a function of the difference in the LED DC light levels
(ARib) diminished by the detector/pre-amplifier unbalance and value of Sin k@
for lateral axes and Sin 20R for roll axis.
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The magnitude of K6 and % scale factor error for various values of •'1  and
Sare illustrated in Table E-2.

Table E-2

LATERAL 9=1800,1 ROLL (R=I800"
-Rib= A K6 % Error K6 % 7 Error

0.01 0.99995 0.005% 1 0.001%
RI

0.02 0.99980 0.020% 0.99999 0.001%

0.03 0.99955 0.045% 0.99998 0.002%

0.04 0.99920 0.080% 0. 99997 0.003%

0.05 0.99875 0.125% 0.99996 0.004%

(55) K7 = (A)

The value of K7 is a square function of the difference in detector/pre-amplifier
unbalance. The magnitude of K7 and % s;cale factor error for various values of
lKA are illustrated in Table E-3.

Table E-3

_ _ 17 K% Error

0.01 0.9999 0.01%

0.02 0 `196 0.04%

0.03 0.9991 0.09%

0.04 0.9984 0. 167.

0.05 0.9975 0.254.
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3.4 System Error Analysis Summary

Error sources resulting in dynamic errors were evaluated for the OAMS concept
described in figures 2-2, E-3 and E-4, with the following results.

a) First order scale factor errors would be introduced by changes
in the following parameters:

m - modulation index
A - unbalance in modulation indices
D - differential amplifier gain
E - bandpass filter g.-in
F - demodulator gain
lOX - divider network gain
K - low pass filter gain
S - summation amplifier gain
H - ratio of background radiation to total average LED output.

Stable electronic circuits are required for these functions.

b) No null offset errors would exist if the LED modulation balance feedback
control is used. Without this control, significant offset errors wouldI be e:.perienced in the roll axis.

c) LED modulation balance feedback control would have to equally adjust
both tk-e ib and im current levels of the controlled LED to preclude
a first order error due to a change in the modulation index.

d) The K6 and K7 terms will be. reduced to negligible levels if unbalances
in LED output and detector/pre-amplifier gains are maintained within
2% to 3%.

i$1
1I
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4.0 POLARIZED OPTICAL MISALIGNMENT ANALYSIS

In the previous lateral axis system error analysis, the alignment of
the crystalline axis of the polarized optical elements about the planes of
polarization was assumed to be perfect. The intent of this analysis is to
evaluate the sensitivity of element misalignment to determine the degree of
departure from the ideal case.

The optical references for this analysis are the transmitter wollaston
planes of polarization aligned at azimuth angles of +450. The analysis approach
modifies the ideal lateral axis math model by rotating the various elements, one
at a time, 0 degrees from the ideal azimuth. The resulting effect is evaluated
for each element over a range of 0 = (a-) = +1800" under the following conditions:

1. No translation (a=0) and no roll misalignment (eR = 0).

2. No translation (6=0) and +10 roll misalignment (0R = +10).

3. 1.5 inch translation at 25 feet (a= +1800") and +10 roll
misalignment ( 8 R = ±10).

Element misalignment to be evaluated include:

o Transmitter/Target Roll Axis (R2 0 )

o Transmitter X/4 waveplate (Q)

o Transmitter Angle Sensing Crystal (ASCof)

o 'Receiver Angle Sensing Crystal (ASC )

o Receiver Wollaston (W)

4.1 Ideal Math Model

The ideal math model for the polarized optical elements may be formed by
the following matrix equation.

FACJ Ii(56) D1;I2 WI SO][ 2 AS [I'

(57) D1; 2 ;

1 0 +1 0 1 0 1 00 0 1 0 00 0 0 0 Ri

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 00 $2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
* +10 10 OO~3-Sp 20 20 0 0 '
+1 0 1 0 0 0 C/3 -j 0 -S2  C2  0 0 0 ca Sa 0 0 0 -1 RiSinwt

Lo 0 0 o_ LP 0 so Lo 0 0 lj o 0 -sa co o 1 0_ _0o

where: Ca = Cos ka C/ = Cos kP C29  = Cos 20R

Sa Sin ka Sf3 Sin k# $2 = Sin 20R
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49
k -ASC Optical gain (k=60)

a- ASCa Incident angle from crystal surface perpendicular

j3" ASCp Incident angle from cry-•*,- surfiase perpendicular
0R = Roll axis relative attitude error about line of sight between
R tre mitter and target (OR = ±10)

R = LED responsivity

i = LED current

S- Modulation frequency

IDl - Detector #1 light intensity

ID2 = Detector #2 light intensity

The matrix equation solution yields the following expression for detector
light intensity

(58) 1D Ri I + ISin k(af-,3) -Cos k8 Sin ka (1-Cos 20 )1ISinw.tj

(59) IN2 1 - I~nk(a-,S) -Cos k,8 Sin kot(1-Cos 28R)]1Sinwt1

The output of the differential amplifier may be found by:

(60) VD = DKA (ID1 - 1 D2)

=DKARi [Sin k af)-Cos k,6 Sin ka (1-Cos 20R)I sinwt

where: D = differential amplifier gain

K = detector responsivity

A = preamplifier gain

4.2 Misalignment Analysis

The element misalignment under conditions specified in paragraph 4.0 are
evaluated in the follo'jing paragraphs. The error introduced for misalignment
angle (0) is found by:

3600 Arc Sin k (- - Arc Sin k (c-P" arcseconds

where: Sin k (a-f' = Sin k (cx-f3) + error terms

and k = 60
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4.2.1 Transmitter/Receiver Roll Axis Misalignment

Equation 60 is modified by substituting eR = 8 R4OR; where 0 equals the
roll misalignment over and above the roll axis operating range OR- In this case;

Sin k(ct-,)' Sin k(a-I3) - Cos k0 Sin ka 1-Cos 2(eR+OR)j

For values of 0R = 0.50 and 5.00;

Condition 1 a= 0 8R =

Since Sin ka = 0

The lateral axis readout will not indicate errors due to roll axis
misalignment. However, the readout will be referenced to the receiver
coordinates rather than the transmitter coordinates. When a = 0,
the transmitter emits only circular polarized light and as such does
not provide a roll azimuth reference for the receiver. When referenced
to the transmitter, the cross coupling error introduced in one lateral
axis is proportional to Sin 0R of the orthogonal lateral axis angular
deviation. At eR = 10, the error is in the order of 1.75%. If desired,
this error can be corrected mathematically over the 8 R operating range
of +10 using the roll axis readout data.

Condition 2 '= 0 ±R = ±10

Same as Condition 1.

Condition 3 a= +1800" OR = +10

Considering the target coordinates, the indicated error due to roll axis
misalignment over the range of (a-fl) = ±1800" is illustrated in figure J-10
for values of OR = 0.50 and 5.0o. The worst case errors with translation
over the Y= +1800" range occurs when eR = +10. If OR = -0 then the
worst case error would be comparable and occur when OR = -i. The data
illustrated in figure E-10 include the roll axis cross coupling error
which is a maximum of +1.21" at OR = 00 and a +1800" over the OR
operating range of 4-1.00.

The roll axis cross coupling error over the eR operating range, as
discuss3d under Condition 3, is inherent in the senso' design and cannot
be readily corrected. Fortunately the maximum value of this error is +1.21".
Additional errors introduced by 0R can be substantiil and can only be
controlled by minimizing the value of OR during sen:or alignment.

4.2.2 Transmitter X/4 Waveplate Misalignment

Equation 57 is modified by substituting r representing a
X/4 waveplate rotation of 0 degrees.
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g-10 ROLL AXIS CROSS COUPLING ERROR

5.0 , [ .

1 0=0.50
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S"1800" OR 10

- -o-100' 91 ' ---

(n _ _ _ _ _ _ _

;a= +Y800 R -1.0

'aa(4

-2.5

-5. 80-1 00 -I11O0 -660
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50.".

i i 25..._5...

S• •_.=• ~-18001•.o•

.- •,, ' -- • • •= -1800" IR -10
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(64) IQ]J jQJO = IT(-20)] IQ] IT(20)1

where [1 0 0 G0

0 -S• C20 0

0 0

and C Cos 20
20

$ Sin 20R

(65) IQ] = "1 0 0 0

0 C22 C20$2 $2
2 20 ~ 20

0 CO$29 $20 -C20

0 -S2 C2• 0_
~20 C20

The error related to this term is;

(66) E = 60 jArc Sin k(a-f)' - Arc Sin k(a-fl Arc seconds

where: Sin k(a-P)' = -Cos 20, Sin 20R Siiu 20R Cos kV3

+(Sin 20R) 2(Cos 20 Cos ka Cos k1 + Sin ka Sin k1.)
R R

+Cos 20 R (Cos 208 Sin ket Cos kP -Cos knx Sin k13)

For values of OR = 0.50 and 5.00;

condition 1 (t= 0 OR 00

Sin k (a3) (Sin 20R2 Cos kj3 - Cos 20R Sin kj3

The indicated error over the range of (ao-) = +1800" is illustrated in
figure E-ll for values of 0.. = 0.50 and 5.00.

1%

Condition 2 O= 0 OR =+ 10

Sin k(cx-13)'

(Sin 20R) 2 Cos 20R- Cos 20 R Sin 20 R Sin 20 Rj Cos k3 - Cos 20R Sin k/3
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E-11 QUARTER WAVEPLATE MISALIGNMENT ZRROR
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The indicated error over the range of (a-P = +±1800" is illustrated
and compared with Condit on 1 in figure E-11 for values of OR = 0.50
and 5.00. eR varying over the -ange of +10 creates an error band about
the eR = 0 curve which is approximately +2" wide for OR = 0.50 and +20"
wide for OR = 5.00.

Condition 3 a= +1800" 9R = +10

The indicated error over the range of ( ±-i) ±1800" is illustrated in
figure J-12 for values of 0R = 0.50 and 5.00. Translation over a range
of a= +1800" increases the error band a slight amount over Condition 2.
At the widest point the error band is 5.4" for 0 = 0.50 and 48" for 0 5.00.
When eR = 00 the error is independent of a and equal to the Condition I
values.

4.2.3 Transmitter Angle Sensing Crystal Misalignment

E.quation 57 J,-. modified by substituting IASCxl= JASC • representing
an angle Sensing Crystal (ASC) rotation of 0 degrees.

(67) IASCaI IT(-20)I fASCaj IT(20)1

(68) ISI0 =1 0 0 0

0 C20+2C Co2.$ 2 0 (-C2 ) - 2 0Sa

2 2 C U
0 C2 0 S2 0 (.-Ca) S20+C2OCa 20SC

0 +S2 9SU "C2 0Sa Ca

The error related to this term is;

(69) = 60 jArc Sin (a-f)'- Arc Sin (a-A) Arcseconds

where: Sin k(a-ft)' Sin k(a-fl) - Cos k/I Sin ka l-Cos 2(0R-OR)J

For values of 0R = 0.50 ard 5.00;

Condition I a= 0 eR = 00

a = 0 Since Sin k =0

When a= 0. the circular polarized light from the transmitter is not
affected by the azimuth orientation of the transmitter ASC.

Condition 2 at= 0 6R ±10

Same as Condition I

Condition 3

Data illustrated in figure E-10 and related comments apply to this case
when -eR is substituted for e
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E-12 QUARTER WAVEPLATE MI1SALIGNMENT E&RROR
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4.2.4 Receiver Angle Sensing Crystal Misalignment

Equation 57 is modified by substituting ASC = fASC representing

an angle sensing crystal (ASC) rotation of 0 de reesd

I

(71) 10 0 0o

1~2 24 20 =c sc C 20(l-CO) S20S6
0 ~~C 20S20( lCP S20IC203 C200p4

0 oS20P C20S13  Co

The error related to this term is;

(72) E =60 1 Arc Sin -k (at-f3)' Arc Sin. k(a-f3) IArcseccndsOp I
where: Sin k(a-3) ' =

Sin ka (Cos 20R Sin 2VR Sin 2eR Cos 2GR cos2 2R) (1-Cos k/ +

Cos 2 8 R Sin ka - Cos 20 Cos ka Sin 3•,

For values of OR 0.5 and 5.00;

Condition 1 c= 0 e =0

Sin k(a-3' = -Cos 2 0R Sin kL

The indicated error over the range of ((-)3) = +1800" is illustrated in
figure E-13 for values of OR = 0.50 and 5.0°.

Condition 2 0= 0 R = +10

Sin k (a-)3)' = -Cos 20R Sin kP

Same as Condition i.

Condition 3 a= +1800" = +10

The indicated error over the range of (a-f3= +1800" is illustrated and
compared with Conditions 1 and 2 in figure .E-13for values of OR= 050
and 5.00.
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FIGURE 8-12 1&VE ANGIE SENSING CRYSTAL MISALIGNAENT
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4.2.5 Receiver Wollaston Misalignment

Equation 57 is modified by inserting the rotation matrix T(.-9)
between the P and JASj matrices representing a wollaston isalignment
of 0 degrees.-The error related to this term is,

(73) EOW = 60 1 Arc Sin (a)' - Arc Sin (a-1)Iarcseconds

where Sin k(a-/)' = -Sin ka Sin 20R Sin 20R

+ Sin ka Cos kA Cos 28 R Cos 20 R - Cos ka Sin kf Cos 20R

For values of OR = 0.50 and 5.00;

Condition ± a = 0 0R = 0

Sin k(a-f)' = - Cos 2R Sin k

The indicated error over the range of (6-A) = +±8l'" is illustrated
in figure E-14 for values of R= 0.50 and 5.00.

Condition 2 a= 0 0R = _t1°

Sin k (a-1)'3 -Cos 2R Sin k

Same as Conition 1.

C-ndition 3 a= +1800" R= +'

The ind.icated error over the range of (a-fl) = +1800" is illustrated
and compared with Conditions I and 2 mi figure E-14 for values of

OR = 0.50 and 5.00. The 0 = -10 curve.: for a= +1800" are not shown
because they are within 1"Rof the a = 0 curve.

4.3 Summary

Misalignment of the polarized optical elemento wili introduce offset and
scale factor errors from the ideal case. he type of errors introduced for each
condition evaluated are summarized in Ta'" E-4.
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E-14 RECEIVER WOLLASTON MISALIGNMENT *
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TABLE E-4

OPTICAL CONDITION
ELEMENT 1. 2 3

R2e 0 0 X

Q x x A

ASCa 0 0 X

ASCa S S X

w S S X

S - scale factor type error
X - :;cale factor and offset type errcr
0 no error

In all cases, the error terms vary as OR and ot change over the
rotation and translation ranges of +10 and +1800" respectively. Therefore,
misalignment of the polarized optical elements cannot be compensated for by
calibration and must be ontrolled during assembly of the optical system.
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1.0 SCWPE

This specification establishes the requirements and goals for advancing
the technology of an Optical Alignment Measurement Sensor (OAKS). Both "require-
ments" and "goals" are contained in this specification. A requirement must be
met in order for the sensor to be acceptable. A goal is not mandatory but would

enhance the value of the sensor if it could be met. This method of specifying
OAKS parameters is consistent with the intent of a program to advance the state-
of-the-c t of optical alignment techniques.

2.0 REQUIREMENTS

2. 1 Per fo rmance

2.1.1 Functional Characteristics

The OAMS unit is a three-axis angular motion sensing device; its
electrical output is a function of the angular deflection between a reference
object and a remote object at some fixed distance. The OAMS shall consist of
two main parts; a transmitter assembly and a target assembly; more than one
target assembly may be employed. The main electronics, which interface with
othzr on-board vehicle components, may be integral to the transmitter, or may
be in a separate assembly for thermal and electrical isolation.

The design zi: the OAMS shall be such that it senses relative angular
motion (in 3 degrees of rotational freedom) by optical means. Means shall be
provided for readily adjusting the OA9S mountings mechanically to achieve an
initial three-angle system null; this provision compensates for mounting struct-
ure misalignment. Optical surfaces shall be prcvided on the target assembly
for externally monitoring the angular deflection of the assembly.

2.1.1.1 Primary Performance Characteristics

2.1.1.1.1 Measurement Range

As a requirement the OAMS shall have a minimun range of 30 arc minutes
for each of three rotational degrees of freeuor.. 1.' - z as defined in Figure
1. As goal, a measurement range of I degree or more Tor each axis is desired.

2.1.1.1.2 Celibration

As a goal the output signal of each measurement channel shall be suf-
ficiently linear with deflection that a calibration curve will not be required.
If calibration curves are required, each curve shall be defined by a polynomial
that expresses the output voltage as a funcLion of angular deflection only. As
a requirement, each polynomial shall have not more than 10 terms.
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2.1.1.1.3 Accuracy

Specifications are given for allowable systematic and dynamic errors.
Systematic errors are those associated with maintaining mounting alignment, cal-
ibration and the stability of OAMS output. Dynamic errors are associated with
the rst.-T' variation of the output due to noise within the required system band-
width

2.1.1.1.3.1 Systematic Errors

As a goal the sum of all bystematic errors (mounting alignment, cali-
bration, thermal stability and aging) shall be less than I arc second (probability
0.95, confidence level = 0.95). As a requirement the error shall be lets than
5 arc seconds (probability = 0.95, confidence level - 0.95).

2.1.1.1.3.2 Dynamic Error

The dynamic error is stated in terms of the noise equivalent angle (NEA).
The NEA is the rms output noise, within the system bandwidth, referenced to the
input of the OAMS.

In each uf the 3 axes, the NEA, as a goal, shall be less than 1 arc
second over the entire measurement range. As a requirement, the NEA shall be
less than 5 arc seconds over the entire measurement range.

2.1.1.1.4 Output Signals

Each axis of the OAMS shall provide a bipolar analog readout signal that
indicates the direction and magnitude of the angular deflection. The nominal out-

put scale factor shall be less than IV + 5 percent/arc min into a 5-kohm load.

2.1.1.1.5 Saturation Characteristics

For angular deflections greater than full scale, the OAMS shall provide

a constant full scale output. Should this condition occur, the unit shall perform
within the requirements of this specification within 4 sec after termination of
such condition.

2.1.1.1.6 Response Time

The response time (defined as the time to change from 10 to 90 pi rcent
of final value) of the OA1S output to a half-scale step angular deflect-ion, in
any axis, shall be less than 0.045 sec. In addition, the response to a 10 Hz
sinusoidal angular deflection irput shall be down by less than 3 db from the
response to a 0.1 11z input.

2.1.1.1.7 Operating Distance

As a goal, the OAMS shall be designed to operate at any selected separa-
tion distance up to 50 feet. As a requirement the OAMS shall be designd to operate

at any selected separation distance up to 25 feet. Output signal calibration
curves shall not be a function of separation distance.
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2.1.1.1.8 Temperature Range

The OAMS shall meet the performance requirements specified herein
over ii temperature range of 0 degrees - 140 degrees F.

2.1.1.1.9 Power Requirements

2.1.1.1.9.1 Input Power

The OAMS shall meet the performance requirements specified herein
when supplied with nominal 28 vdc unregulated power from a two-wire, negative-
grounded power system having the characteristics described in Paragraph 2.2.2.

2.1.1.1.9.2 Power Consumption

The maximum power required by the OAMS shall be 20 w.

2.1.1.1.9.3 Abnormal Input Power

The OAMS shall not be damaged when subjected to input of from 0 to
24.0 vdc for periods of any duration.

2.1.1.1.9.4 Polarity Reversal

The OAMS shall not be damaged when subjected to normal electrical
voltage of revers3d polarity.

2.2 _.'tailed interface Definition

2.2.1 Mechanical Interface

2.2.1.1 Transmitter Mounting

The transmitter assembly shall be hard mounted to the reference structure.

2.2.1.2 Target Mounting

The target assembly shall be hard mcurted to the structure to be monitored.
However, the reature of che mounting shall provide for fine adjustments of mounting
alignment in order to achieve an initial three-angle system null.

2.2.1.3 Mounting- Relationship

The geometrical relationship between the reference and remote monitored
structures is shown in Figure 1. The figure also shows the 3 rotational degrees
of freedom (roll, pitch and yaw), and defines them as the angular deflections
ex, ey; Oz, respectively. Rotational and translational motions of the units are
defined as follows:

2.2.1.3.1 The transmitter is fixed within the reference system.

2.2.1.3.2 The operating distance between the target and transmitter
shall be as defined in paragraph 2.1.1.1.7.

C-4
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2.2.1.3.3 Maximum ope:ational motions of the target are:

TRANSLATION TRANSLATION
Goal Requirement Goal Requirement

z +5.0 in +1.0 in z 260 arc rain +30 arc minl
y +2.5 in +0.5 in y a60 arc rain +30 arc rain
X +2.5 in +0.5 in x >G0 arc min +30 arc min

2.2.2 Functional Interface

2.2.2.1 Input Power

The input power to the OAIMS shall have .he following characteristics:

2.2.2.1.1 Source Impedance - 0.5 ohm, maxiomum

2.2.2.1.2 Source Inductance- 2 microhenries, mnaximumn

2.2.2.1.3 Input Voltage - 24.0 to 33.0 vuc

2.2.2.1.4 Ripple Voltage - 0.75v maximum, rms, from 1 Hz to 15 kHz

2.2.2.1.5 Voltage Transients

±56v peak superimposed on the noninal. input voltage, 10 sec duration,
1 sec rise time, 5 pps.

2.2.2.2 Output Signals

The OAMS shall provide a bipolar output readout signal for each axis
of the 0.AMS.

2.2.3 Optical Interface

Optically flat alignment surfaces of 1-in-diameter minimum clear aper-
ture shall be provided on the target assembly for external monitoring angular

deflection. These surfaces shall be parallel to the target axis planes to within
1 arc min, and orthogonal to each other to within I arc min.

2.3 General Design Features

2.3.1 Volume

2-1.1.1 The overall volume of the target assembly shall not exceed

50 cu in as a goal; as a requirement it shall not exceed 150 cu in.

2.3.1.2 The overall ,olume of the transmitter shall nor exceed 200

cu in as a goal; as a requirement it shall not exceed 600 cui in.

2.3.2 Weight

A 2.3.2.1 The Transmitter Assembly, including electronics, sh-ll1 not

exceed 20 lbs , goal; as a requirement, the weight shall not exceed 45 lbs.
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2.3.2.2 The Target AsEembly shall not exceed 3 lbs as a goal; as a
requirement it shall not exceed 9 lbs.

2.3.3 Multiple Targets

As a goal, the OAMS shall have the capability to monitor the angular
motions of up to 8 equally spaced (angularly) target assemblies with the same
capabilities specified for monitoring of a single target.

2.3.4 Structure Design

The OAMS shall be designed with strength adequate to withstand the
handling, transportation, and environmental stresses ;.t may be expected to
encounter. The structure shall possess sufficient .4gidity and stiffness to
maintain proper mechanical and optical alignment in relation to its mounting
planes.

2.3.5 Nuclear Survivability

The OAMS overall design and major components shall be able to survive
in a hostile nuclear space environment according to specifications defined in
the JCS Guidelines and SAMSO Exhibit 69-13.
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